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introduction: A Process Approach
'Composition.

No longer is there any swift or easy way for an English graduate
to enter the teaching profession. flovver accomplished in tra-
ditional areas of English studies, candinates ate finding that their
job searches often end with letters like the follaiing.

Dear Applicant:

I have recetved your letter of application in response to
our ad fOr the position of Assistant Professor in our English
Department.. Yonrs was one of 400 applications.

The fact that you did your- undergraduate work a/one
of the best schools in the country, graduated summa cum
laude, and'were a Rhodes scholar is very impressive. Your
knowledge of minor sixteenth-century poets seems outstand-
ing. However, we were looking fora person whose back-
ground would prepare him or her to teach freshman compo-
sition in a two-year college with open admissions.

I will keep your resume on file in case we have an opening
in the future. Thank you for applying.

Sincerely,
Head of the English Department

4 r

o la is let er is .ypot etica it' type es e rus ra ions
.Englis teachers face today. Competition for jobs has bectme
increasingly stiff. When there is an opening, search committees'
are selective, choosing the candidate \ who' hasdhe best skills for
meeting the needs of present ,college students. In English de-
partments, teachers who once could opt for upper -level literature
courses br honors courses now take their thin at the freshman
level.. Moreover, even experienced faculty Members often feel
that their training his not prepared them to teach composition.

'Thus, teachers need to be trained or retrained to teach writing if
mthey want to get or maintain jobs and meet the needs of students.

Sfuden,ts in
and

two-year community college ,run the gamut in
agoals, needs, nd backgrodnds. Some students are in two-year

technical programs, while others are beginning a four-year liberal
0
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2 . Introduction

arts program.- The college population may include urban, sub-
urban, and rural students, ranging in age from fifteen to seventy: -

five and representing every socioeconomic group. For most att.- ,
dents, freghman composition will he their. last formal course in
writing; for many, it will also be their first because open admis-
sions a.cegeitake students who,have not had college preparatory
courses.

Often students come into freshman English with a:negatiVr
attitude because English has been.difficult for, them. From the,
'student's _point of view, it is an unnecessary evil. Despite this,
they do adrhit that 'they are ill prepared and lack necessary read-
ing sand writing skills. In tact, poor reading and writing have
become' newsworthy items across the nation.,, However, the public
schools are frequently not budgeted or staffed for developmental
programs in these areas, so students wilVcontinue to come to col-
lege with weaknesses ill reading' and writing and with dis-

trust of the 'subject. Nevertheless; as English teachers we are
in the'businekof teaching everyone how to w,rite;:aLthough,

feW_graduate Englfth programs include courses that em-
t phasize the teaching of writing, and none recognize the' teaching

of :writing As a specialized field by offering training in rhetoric
as4a significant part of masters or doetoral work. Thus, English
teachers are.often not trained at all in the area -which may be
their career: teaching writing.

As teachers of composition we have designed a progrant.that
focuses upon teacher rearning, as w11 as on student learning, and
that, recognizes the learning process as shaired and ongding. We
have directed it. toward the teacher in a twoqear communit91114

college, but much of what is' discussed can be se,d or'adapted by-
university or high school teachers of compo 'tion. . . .4,,

In designing our approach, we worked from the following as-
sumption: composition training ought to offer a "range of options

csit.... for Loth teacherS and students in any one class or laboratory sit-
uation, because the needs, strengths, and abilities of every indi-

vidual differ. Institutions are increasingly addpting ^open-door
admfisions policies, so that-no group of students is homogeneous
in terms of ability. Teachers can provide more help for- these
studerits by individualizing in the classroom and by sharing, ideas
and methods of teaching composition with other teachers. At
present, few college composition teachers are provided'with ways
of using each other as resources in team-learning situations. Each
teacher is responsible for his or her classes,' and the English

. , ..
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process Approach to Coinpdsition
1. ?. - -

department sets up only general kui lines for what should be
taught, It is .up to the teacher, to de 'de hOw to teach. Our

'English, department meetings, .fcix example,' are held to discuss
depattMental business, not to share ideas 'about teaching., Al-
ihough the members of our departm" ent occasionally have a work-
shop, we do not have a built-in system or discussions' among

. teachers abou:approaches or methods of teaching or about the
success or failure of experiments, Actually, `few :teachers in the
field acknoWledge that skill .in writing and in the teaching of
writing and the degree of structure are continual experiments
with. as man skillAnd theory variables as there ate human beings.

' If both teac er and student have options 'for teaching 'and learn-
ing, the cha ces of success in teaching as well as learning should
increase.

,
., .

wellBecause hur,method features multiple options, it is well suited
to a devel4mentals individualized approach 'which acknowledges
that communication must be redefined through experience and

,consistent experimentation. Our method is co-designed .in two
ways. First,.we designed the laboratory apprbach together, shar-'

.ing our ideas, experiments, and experiences. Then as we worked:
in our _individual classes or' with individual students, they too

layed a part in deSigning the pr4cess. In'this book we establish
a, ..ntext for our method by delineating the influential research

,, in th eld,. and:we explain ways to apply princ.iples"of rhetoric in ,
__practice. ur ur se is to offer teachers methods and' a theoret-

lad base for xperimenting with the teachingOf writing in az ...
r classroo situation. We offer strategies, models, and ex-

. ercises for teachers nd students that are a means a distnvering
. by doing. These cover e following stages of writing: prewriting,

controlling athesis, develo ent through evidence and ;rhetorical
/

strategy, editing, and evaluate , Our emphasis is on the process,
of writing; rather than On the finis d product, because the process

3

inv lves both the 'teacher an the stu nt. '' '
ur agproach to teactritig writing is informed by attention to.

, rhetolical tradition. Plato's Socrates 'practiced the art of
d arectic-by' tcarefully establishing the setting of conversations

1 n & ten, thrOu' estioning, forcing ,his students to beennie
alkard of-lallacie,s inte, ir loifie afati leading them inductively to-
ward The trntIl about a {given fopic.. While the history of 'the re-
lationship be een ihetorkapd'dialectic is complex, many modern

. views of rhet,Orlas a- meth cle,Oly incorporate ideas that are
\ ',

," .. 11, ' ',.

N
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, ,features
.
of the Socratic dialectic: one begins not with subject

1, matters but with question-at ttfa't are open to dispute, and one pro-
ceeds by examining opinian;'on these', matters,tlirough questions.

.. , ., .. . .and answers. ,,,
.

.; This meditgris an important pipecrof our, laboratory approach.
Alithough*Compoti,on teachers are usually limited in their ability,
tp determine the setting of thg situation, they can use the'diale,c

, tical approach. From tbe inception -ofan, -idea to the finished
work, students and the teacher. question, robe, debate; evaluate,
and refine the idea until itbeecimes aicoherent,, organized, logical,
and developed as"the students age' able to... make it. 1 .

Aristotle otfourse recognized and aclho'vuledged that Plato had
'used' inthiCtive, dialectical -arguments, but he predicted- in Meld-

. physics that i'lato.wa only at the starting'point in science. In
Rhetoric Aristotle discussed rhetoric ih terms of formal discourse
and proposed means f& rhetorical arguments that later, writers took
up as, a set o/ .guidelines,or. even rules, for persuasive language. ""
The rhetoric teacher can use his .approach to arguinent in the
laboratory in air inductive way by raising:questions which help
students clarify their ideag and formulate 'argurhents. The stu:
dent should be able to inductively, develop an argumentative strat-
egy, a strategy that will be enhanced When the-SItudent discusses
the topic withitheaudienc.e to discover how best to convince them.

Thus, another concept - derived from. Aristoilethe triad of

-.
from being aware of the nature of their audience, and they must
chose an appropriate voice to fit theirstopic and audience. In
other. words, they must clioese a suitable ethos or persona.
Finally, they must find a way to. organize and develop their argu-
ment or, in a broader dense, their topic.'

While the rhetorical principles of 'Oita; and Aristotle are
still valuable, those who define rhetoric today recognize the' ach
of absolutes in the ,art. For example, Richard Young, Alton .

Becker, and Kenneth Pike in Rhetoric: Discovery and Change ,

(New Yorjt: Harcoutt Brace and WoFfd, 1970) talk in terms of. .Antrolling process:
- As a process, rhetoric Clearly begins with a person's im-

pulse to communicate, to share one :experience with others
ilthough this is a somewhat arbitrary starting point since
lioften has explored his experiencei and forrpdlated nrddr-
irrg princhSles before he feels a desire to' communicate. At '1

.



'Process Approach to ,aomposition . 5

some stage in the process tfe must identify his audience and
decide what strategy hecan use to present his ideas:. If he
chooses p _write rather than speak, he must at some stage
begin to write and rewrite what he wants to say. However,
the processqs not strictly linear, with clearly defined stages;
they often overlapthe writing stage, for exartiple, fre-
quently serves as an' opportunity to explore and clarify, the
experience in his own. mind. But in spite of this burring'
and merging, of stages, the writer does at various times shift
his attentionfrom his expeii,ence and his own resources to
his audipce and to the written work itself; these shifts of
attentidn and activity constitute the rhetorical process for
the *titer.' (P. ,9 I

Young, Becker,. and `Pike suggest that the writer's awareness of the
relatedness of subject, authcir,-,andjitudience is_a_process in whia

-the starting poinAis' arbitrary and in which; states-Mity-AverlaP.
Thus, argumentative strategy is only a part of. the proces and

. not becessarily the starting point.;-
. Socrates himself was suspicious of writing because- it Ipcked.
the dialeCtical interplay of interlocutors; he felt that. probing
questions were necessary in 'order to .arrive 'at the -truth: The
.following example shows how ideas, drawn from Plato and
totle, tempered by the contemporary emphasis on process, can ,
be employed in a _laboratory situation, ,

A student came into the lab with general ideas about the lack
of absolutes in Lew's Carroll's'illice 114 Wondirland. What inter-

e e . - 'wag 1,

only author we had studied all year ,who did not mention obit,
Was also the only author we studied who was trained fqr the
ministry. She had no idea of what her thesis statement yvoulA

be because she could not determine her relationship to what she
realized were many possible ,subjects. She was asked if the total'
absence of absolutes might not be considered art absolute in itself.
'Furthermore, Carroll's motif of eat or be 'eaten 'and the depth
imagery sugost what may be an uncertain attitude toward threats
which certainly, seem final: As we discussed -her attitudes toward
the ideas, several voices or tones- developed., She wondered "if
Carroll meant to suggest that the Cheshire. Cat and the Cater-
pillar are fragments of God?" She ,recognized that this ides could
be, the germ for a satire or an argumentative essay. Weconsidered
some ideas and moved deductively to And. support for her ideas.
In addition, she collected material which puzzled her and we
brainstormed possible hypotheses, inductively moving toward

t
4,
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6, Intrdduction

some general truth that stated as specifically. as possible a thesis
Ifor which she had support. The same movement from speOfics

to a hyPothesig occurred as sbe played with the problems that
arose, wheh it was suggj:ittf that the absence of absolutes 'might
he an absolute. That itotallyr exasperated her:, and as she got

, angrier she made the connection that this must havebeon the
. way Alice felt.

Ftoin this discussion of Alice'; anger, we moved to the ending
where Alice's anger culnunlites, where she makes moral judgments,
and where the author has her grow_ out of her dream-nightmare.
Ont of her angel' tame growth. These s.tatemehts are a summary
of the dialogue in which we built paradox in order to work with it.

After a lengthy discussion. we then talked about ways to begin
her Open She decided that ei her she had to find a subject

, which she -could treat in essay f rm or she 'would concentrate on
her voice of anger and rustrati n and experiment with forms and
approaches to accommodate i . Her greateg interest finally was
to moe into her writing fro the stance of frustrationand anger
which permeded her discus: ion. Her final paper.centered on the
problems the writer enco6nters in seeing the Cheshire Cat and-

' the Caterpillar as fragments of God; the catalogued andkriticized
approaches to the subjt in professorial and ironic tone. Her
%\ork illustrated not the. rhetoric 'of process and, discovery,

4 _ but also documented er fascination with the difKult, in this case,
tesolutinn.

In the precedi example tze teacher and the student were
'sharing the p oces,- of writing through an inductive, dialectical

each, hlth gh the teacher was otierating with a clear under-
sta'n ;4 g of. ristotle's approach ,to presenting ap argument. Pro-
ce4 o --definition, is thinking, questioning, and doing, doing,
que and thinking, and thinki4 in what may seem to.be

4,

I

a'neve en kri -cycle. This,process of writing as it applies to"both
the' tea herd the student is central to our approach.

Our book is ganized in th,e following way. A course for re-,-
training teacher outlined in 'chapter one.. We have designed
the course ftom t steps we took as, we retrained ourselves 'to
teach writing. The' course can be "taken" by two or more stu-,

teachers),,with'pr without an instructers The
three;qUarter coqse includes doing bibliographical work to. fa-
miliarize. the teacher with thefries and methods, an essential
prerequisite for 'the'est 6f the course,- t e practice of methods,
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Process Approach to,CompositiOn 7

including ways fo design units and experiment with new strate-
gies; and ways of evaluating writing during the_process as well

as grading finished papers. In chapter two additional methods
and strategies which can be used in the classroom laboratory are
diseased, especially small groups and individualizing through per-
sonalInterviews. Along with these two primary methods, we pro-

vide examples in chapters tw.o.vand three of numerous teaching
exercises, games, and tectiniques. Chapter: four discusses teacher

4, and student evaluation of student writing, the course, and any
part of the writing process. Chapter five demonstrates, through

.examples and discussions of student.writirig, how the writing .pro-

cess works. When -students have_ mastered the process, they
should be' able to apply the. techniques they have learned in any
writing situation, because thinking is an integral part of the

' .process. Y.
For- students to learn the basic skills, howeifer, the teacher

must provide a humanistic atmosphere, the second goal of the
freshman composition teacher'. Although the two goals may at
first appear dichotomous, they are not. A humanigtic-approach
implies a concern for valuest.and human worth. ,Before they can
learn the'skills_in a meaningful way,. students must feel that t'hey

have something worth saying and, something that someone else
will want to read. During the writing process, students Must also
clarify their_amin.maluds-ancLatlitudes. These_ ueaLlayeheen
incorporated linto our approach. ..

Because our approach is individualized it can be used in a
writing laboratory or in a traditional classroom., Thus, when we
uge the term laboratory, we are also talking about' the classroom::
Two other terms that we use are mimetic and inductive. wf
do not use these terms in a strictly, technical sense. By mimetic
we mean prodding studants with an explicit,rnodelia,..topic," an
putline. or an essaywhich they can-iinitate. By .induMv4, we
mean allowing students to experiment with language in a variety

of contexts to ,dis,covA thei owp,form., students may think 0'a
topic. inductively, in 'ways limit it, and discover on/their
own the best wpy:,t6 expressItt Knowledgeable teaches, on the
other hand, la,ve at their. fingertips-a variety of Inebo,deOhith

I ",

they can apply inductolvely,that it,,as a pat1 of theilfriting pro::
-eess. yvTfeel that the inductiemetho'd promoters more-creative-
thinking on the. part of, the. teacher and stuaertt;?but one should
be aware that once any.rnethod is ifsed,*ii can easily harden into

O
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8 - Introduction

a model or prOcedure that students feel the Jnust follow.
We bade trie not to be mechanical i this book' Although

we have divided he process of writing info various step we did
it only with great difficulty,. in a proces approach to wri ng th

'various elements of the process are so /nterrelated that examples
9r techniques which we give in one sectioncould easily be applied
to another. Although we have many planned units or strategies,
we euse these units inductively as the need _arises. If they are
plotted on a prearranged syllabus, they become mechanical: When,,
the need for a unit occurs, the teacher or the student may design
it. Tbe,process itself has to become an integral part of the teacher's
method of teaching and learning and the student's way.of writing.

t13
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I Philosophy: Experiments
in Process for Teachers.

We learn Friting, often., as systeirns; Yet writing is not
Systems; it-is a process ,which produces systems. We dare
not let systems obscure the process. A system can only re-
peat itself; it is a response to the past, not the present. To
write is to make knowledge produce knowledge.'_

The process of writingis a/recurring theme in modern discussions
of rhetoric, and the systems which Rubinstein talks about are -

being analyzedand reevaluated in light of the needs of students
today. Since the early 1970s, professional journals, dissertations,.

t
and texts for freshman_composition have reflectectkgTowing aware-

ness of the necessity for alternatives, for teaching writing in the
classroom. LaVerne Grzalez has discussed a model for designing

a composition course in which the content is primarily student-
- created- materials.2 She asserts ..a need for psychological prepara-

tion in the writing ptecess, including: journal keeping, peer crit-
icism,, revision and flditing, and viblication. Anothei ,Approach,
designed by Carl Perrin, emphasizes discovery, structure, the

s -writer's voice, and revision.' Central to'his study are the assump-
tions that to write effectively the student'must have a significant
idea, that the idea Must exist in sons specificform, and that the
voice of the writer 'must come 'thi.ough in the writing. After giv-
ing students a series of assignments, he discovered that student's
using his method/were successful in-writing papers that demon-
strated: original thought. Fihally a' study made by Bob` Wayne
Ford indicates tliat students who edit and grade each other's

:themes make significant gains in both their grammar-usage abil-
ity and their theme - Composition change scores in comparison, with

control groups.'

Single-Method ,Models

The above stl dieS only begin to reflect the growing number
of alternatives, open tt the writing teacher; however, many of the

S.
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Laboratory Approach to Writing

models avalable, including those in textbooks, are'aingle-method
models. For example, carter Marshall Cramer recommends that
the teacher and student examine Wayne Booth's assumed voice,
available arguments, and audience, v..ithtftnpliasis on defining 'the
last, Because Cramer feels that' it is the audience that determines
both the voice and the arguments which the writer uses.' Given
the number of clearly delineated, single-method models available,
leachers of composition have enough data to begin a new experi-
ment every few years for the remainder of their careers, even if
they ate just beginning.

The prospective English teacher, however, should be able to
take a composition training course or specialize in various theories
of rhetoric as they apply to teaching writing. Most colleges and
universities are beginning to see --the need to train prospective
English teachers in the field of .composition. For example, Marie
Jean Lederman has advocated using English majors as tutors or
in team-teaching ventures in remedial English courses.' Joseph
Comprone has initiated a seminar for English teaching assistants
at the University of Cincinnati, as have many .other composition
course directors at universities and colleges throughout the coun-
try. Gaibs are being made; nevertheless, a full- fledged course
which prepares all English majors to-teach wing is still a rarity.,

Because alternatives in training rhetoric teachers haze been so
limitea, traditional methods of teaching composition, have relied
heavily on a mimetic approach: Such methods-usually_ include'
formal, lessons in grammar and punctuation rules, as well as a
textbook which gives explicit directions a \id examPles, for. writing
various kinds of papers, e.g., descriptive, comparison-contrast,'
character analysis.' The. result of single-model instruction is that
the students may learn to mimic a model paragraph, which may

' or may not help them with future writing assignme4S, and they
learn numerous rules, which, again, may not transfer to their own
writing. For .example; just in the area of grammar, Braddock,
LlOyd-Jones, and Sckoer suggested in 1963 that "in view' of the
wide-spread agreemexa of research studies based upon many types
of students and teachei4,,the conchision can te stated in strong
and unqualified terms: the tbathing of formal gramniar has a
negligible or, because it usually displaces some instruction and
practice in actual composition; even a harmful effect on the im-
provement of writing.'" Other studies seern§Nt.o indicate* that full
correction of themes is no more eft6cti, than, partial correction,

15
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Experiments in Process 11

and marginal correction is no more effective than terminal correc-

tion in improving writing performance.8 If the study of rules of
grammar before writing and corrections afterward are of question-

able value, it would seem that an understanding of 1.ie process of

writing might provide the necessary alternative.
We have developed an inductive, eclectiC, team-designed (i.e.,

teacher- teacher, teacher-student, and/or student groups) ap-

i proach to the teaching of composition which does focus on the

process.. InitiaTing and carrying out the 'prerc'ess 'are not easy
tasksi,but. the teacher who is knowledgeable, in rhetorical theories,

who is willing to experiment and play with the theories, and who
is fascinated with learning can accept the challenge Of the diffi-
cult. We feel that- teachers with such knowledge and interests
are better able to meet the diVerSe needs- of students, but they
need training in order to understand how the writing process works

and how to experiment with teaching the process. A teacher who

uses a Socratic, inductive, and individualized approach allows each

student to internalize the waiting process, to be creative, and to

s. receive attention front' the teacher and other students. Although

our students wrote essays MoSt'of
teachers traditionally teachthey also were able to experiment ,

with poems, dialogues, plays; newspaper articles, or other fortris
.044. when they felt' them to be appropriate to their topic,_ Further-

.
more, in the laboratory design, if a mimetic method still Rims
appropriate for° a student, it IS one of the options for either the
student or teacher:

As we 'developed our de-Sign: we integrated theories with prac-
tice. Because we were retrainingNourselves as composition teach-

ers while also teaching, in our weekly ;2,minar with each-other

we discussed rhetoric from the theoretical standpointbrain-
storming exercises to -illustrate teaching stylesand developed

-units which 'we tested in the classroom. For example, teaching
students about style developed into an effective series of analogies-

for' coping with sentence strulte. We began by discussing styles
that,ve could generate if we were forewrite the story of Creation
f,rom the Old 'Testament. During the sulcseouent, week, we ex-
perinsiented in clas:-, with students., Our original objective was to
"generate with student:, a group of Npetifik ilcfails which students'
could then utilize to build' styles into coin: .1$ the students an-
alyzed the characters of the serpent. AALipl. Eve, and God, the
Creation evolved into a serious one -as t pC'r . nightclub mono-

r
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logue, and'an essay on the enefits of lying vi. W.e,ciiscovered
that beginning with style nd objectives for Pecific'4, details led
to form.

This exercise became sefuflger in teaching sentence struc,
ture. Students who wer unable 'to see sent ce fiagments fret
quently were able to hes them. Therefore, c aSked a .group of
Students Who couldn't s e fragments to read their papers aloud.
One student vcho benefi ted from this approach went through the
following steps: One of us began by teachin him sentence struc-
ture through grammar, which at this point e was ready to.learn
because be.knew he had a problem. As lie learned.differentspat-
terns, he' vocalized them. During this p riod, his papers Were
being criticized by a student group Illi t decided .his papers
sounded like' brief news reports. They sug ested this form to him,
9.nd in the process of writing headlines, TV report, and articles
tor a newspaper, he heard the differ& between fragmenti And
,compte sentences and llegan to see t m as well. In discussing
his learning approach-with the teachi h'e realized that his in-

'sight into sentence structure was the utcome of work in stSTle,,
voice, and formAlfa...which he graspe throtgh the verbal "aha':.,
of sentence -patterns. By orally recitin hiS written work and by
, .
studying sentence patterns,, he clarifie multiple probjems in his,

, writing'. .. i '.
Rulainste*in sees systems as a hindrance to knowlecige-; but

thionh an inductiv,e use of systems, students are able to -enhance
their own knowledge as they go thrOugh the-process of writing..

he previons example as' well as the experience of the student
entioned in the Introduction' are illustrations. The Alice in

Wondertand stdde t was able to let 'knowleclIge"the absence of
absolntes might b .considered an -absolTe"produce knowledge--

."a total lack of ire olutiOn is itself a resolution."
. .. .

Yeats, in "The Fascination ,of What's Difficult," also curses

i
the systems Rubin tein mentions when he discusses his fascina-

tkon with the difficu ties of writing: '

UE COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIVIT1
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.PI'llfind the stable and pull out the bolt!'

In this poem'Yeats is questioning whether or?not his muse and
his art -can function in the marketplace. For the composition
teacher, part of the fascination, experimentation, and play with
theories involves questioning how the muse and the art of teach-
ing can function in the classroom marketplace. As Yeats con-0

. the price of his fascinacidn with difficult tasksthe exhaus:
tiOri and the dislocation of creating the reader may almost be
seduced into believing that he intends to open the stable and

five the colt. In doing this, however, the poet'Aould relinquish
his struggle, his art, and, in fact, his muse. . )

Teachers of rhetoric often face a similar test. ThVRaching of

writing to freshman college students is often yiewedeas the Most
difficult and !past rewarding job in the profession. For the teacher
who hopes to design ,a creative program in composition, one which
enables the teacher to experiment so that the students are able
to develop their creativity as'well as their skills, the realization
tornesall too "quickly that neither the teacher nor the students
are preParecl to begin the .yvork. The preparation for beginning
often requires a readiness to experiment and Stake risks, since "all
thinking' involves a risk. Certainty cannot be guaranteed in ad-
vance. The irivasitm.bf the unknown is the nature of an adventure;
we cannot be ''sure in advance."" Theyisks for the teacher some-
times are great: when we told the students in our, classes that
they had unlimited chances to rewrite- a paper until it was ac-
ceptable, we discovered that some.students were so precenditioned
fo writing a paper, giving it to the teacher, getting it back.with
red marks and a grade miit, and throwing it away that they
couldn't_ cope with this method. 'A few of them withdrew from

class. This was a risk we had to take. The Majority stayed and
realized the benefits in their learning, thinking, and writing. This
was a risk they had to take.

Conditioned by years,of failure, lack of exposure to any writ-

ing skills, and an attitude of fear, students, are only too willing to

inform the teacher immediately, "We,are knaves and dolts? The
difficulty Nith the marketplace for Yeats, the student, and' the

1 8
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composition teacher is the recognition that "plays . . . have to be
set up in fifty ways."

Composition teachers, who themselves know how to write and
.know the rules for formal argumentatiOn, may or may wt have
ever considered the process of writing. Even writing teachers who,
have studied process may have no idea of alternatives in devlop-
ing process-oriented methods for students. Finally, teachers some-
times adopt texts as their "Method" of teaching writingperhaps
a:workbook for remedial classes and The Holt Guide to English
by William F. Irmscher for freshman English.II However, Irm-
scher's traditional approach may not be adequate because the
seasons differ in the classroom from day to day, student to stu-
dent; clasi to class.

Our three-quarter course of study is designed as a eminar, and
the course places the major emphasis upon the sernirtar members
to plan, experiment, evaluate, andtrairi with their peer group,
so that,, once in the classroom, they can adapt to fhe changing
"seasons." Moreover, the structure of t seminar ,after the first
quarter depends upon the needs, clesir s, and self-initiated direc-
tion of' members of the seminar. Ans ors to the probleins of grad-
ing, peer evaluation, planning, s dent-teacher evaluation, and
methods are not prepackaged i this course; these problems are
solved by the experimentation of the seminar members. In this
experiment in self-direCted learning, the prospective teacher has
the options to experience and invent both teaching and learning
strategies. The course a4so offers the -option of brainstorming.
Peer cooperation and ananalysis of teaching style. are integral
parts,of the program; by participating in the seminar a potential
teacher can gain a growing awareness of learn* styles.

A Seminar for Teachers'' of Composition

First Quarter: A Biblitgraphical Background

. \Central to our philosophy is the idea that composition 'teachers
should have,a broad background in the current theories and meth-
ods of teaching composition. Prospective teachers in the course
can begin, by reviewing appropriate professional jeournais and
periodicals every month, sharing and evaluating innovations. At
the mine time, each participant should select for study and

. ,Iv
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1

notation at least six of the recommended texts listed in the Bibli-
ography, which contains a wide variety of approaches to teaching
writing a`s well as Other related ,readings. Potential teachers are
encouraged to study diversified` texts and to practice diversified
approaches. During th&first quarter of the seminar, they Will re-
port on their selections, evaluating theories and the merits of the
texts as teacher. or classroom resourcds. The responsibility of
evaluating the texts: and of discovering divergent theories will
yield a choice of techniques With which prospective teachers can
experimeneand practice with intelligence.

As we surveyed and studied over 20q books and articles -43n
rhetoric arid linguistics offering- both innovative and classical
methods, we found that_we had.numerous new ways to experiment
in the laboratory .° Although, we had been teaching freshman com-
position for a number of years before we began our study, we- re-.
defined Our seminar and classroom role, focusing upon ourselves
as learners and experimenters. As our research progressed, we
discovered that we shared the same basic philosophy, but we ap-
plied it differently in tfie classroom, One of us ,relied more on
group discussions; the'otheeused an interview method Which elim-

, inates marking student papers (both'methodg are explained in de-
tail in chapter two). rOur bibliographical study provided us with
new learning and teaching strategies. In our classes learning
strategies, frequently differed for the teacher And the ,,stul;lent;
during the seminar, prospective teachers have. the opportunity to
discuss the differences and to work put way's to coordinate designs.

the,ciass as a whole shoOld prepare ah tinhOtated,,judg-
metital bibliography of the books they have. evaluated. During
thesecond and third quarters of the seminar,, potential teachers
can utilize these sources, And add to tiLem, as they develop their
own styles and 'methods of teaching, wuch are the focal point for
t1 rest of the seminal'. The bibliography will also provide them
with a meaningful reference when they begin to teach.

Prospective teachers have opfions in discusWig what criteria
for evalusting,, the books and periodicals are implicit, in their
choices. The criteria may'include books us i as `text's for stu-
dents, resources for teachers, selections Which deal primarily with
theory or practical applications of theory, ideas for individualiz-
ing or using groups, and so forth. Also, each group may wish to
devote discusion to group pro`ces aifd learning styles, clarifying

20
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wtat approaches worked well for members of the group. As each
group works out problems, it should analyze how the group func-
tioned and how this knowledge of function or process c,an be,util
ized in the classroom. The bibliography probably ought to be as
eclectic, general, and ongoing as posiblw. Since each teacher is
experimenting with teaching rhetoric, the bibliography will be
most useful if the annotations include theory, in addition to ex-
amples or sample strategie's. As teachers compile- th bibliography,

° they can begin to form' their own Pliliasophies. As he become
aware of options, they can begin, to find ways of ping with di-
vergent ideas. The result of such efforts is that we conio,"to act
according to fixed torinciples and not at random!'12

.1

`A.

Second Quarter: Cooperative Study

In the second quarter, semi ar members can begin to test out
options drawn from theories they have studied in their biblio-
graphical work. Groups ma determine the structure of the class.
By evaluating the workings of the group process during the first
quarter, the participants can clarify what methods and, strategies
work best for them. Clait members may divide up into teams
numbering from two ,to' four; the size of the group depends on.
the members' preferences. These groups, shouPl work together to
develop methods of teaching each other- composition and, indi-
rectly, learning the art of teaching compostion, The assignments
should be determined by ;hatever means ,the- group establishes
as workable; for instance, the group may want to role play and
:do the.assignments themselves. The ideal situation would be to
observe one, another testing these methods in actual composition
classes or to establish team experiments. r .^

The greatest difficulty in 'experimenting with group models in--
volves time and measurement. Prospective teachers who are ex-
perimenting -neFd, to allow time for testing and evaluating new
approaches. In the classroom `students need the opportunity: to
recognize for themselves whether or not small units are working.
Because sequence is involved, students are measuring their prog-
ress in'terms of splf-improvement. .Skill improvement and the stu-
dent's ability to, assess that improvement are dramatically el,:
Went by the end of a quarter's work as students review their
portfolio of papers. 'We asked ninety students to evaluate their
work throughout the quarter. The greatest problem they had was.
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shifting criteria; all felt their standards, and' goals changed, and

grew because of the increasing demands they placed upOn them-

selves: One 'student _stated in his evaluation essay, "In' grading

myself over cell in terms of grammar., punctuation, crefitivity and

the mechanics of writing I' probably deserve. a 'B.' My papers

could be developed more fully and my conclusions ate boring._ If

' I graded myself on Improvement, my grade would .be an 'A.' If I
graded myself on where I think I should be, I would probably put

down a 'C.' I was gbing to average these grades, but that is im-
possible." The problem of averaging achievements with expecta-

tions is a legitimate issue to discuSs with students as, the teach-

ers participate with students in small 'group discussions. By
discussing these problems in the seminar, prospective teachers
will be better able to deal with them in the classroom.

Another way for teachers to learn more about the,process of

writing to write the assigninents along with the students. In
this way the writing problems of any assignment becom4 dearer,

and criticism, as well as evaluation, becomes a codperative yen-
Methoda,can he critiqued.by the seminar members and eval-.

nation tools developedf and used. For 'eiainfile; each groilP taem.

"be'r could design a sample .diagnostic assignment. Then all the
Members of the group or the whole seminar could do each assign-

ment: After completing an assignment, the group cari diseusi the
difficulties of -Writing the assignment, and tbe..weakiiesses

c j or strengths in spedific skills that can be noted' in that particular
assignment. This practicg application will provide proipective
teachers-with realistic praFtiqe and a bettyr understanding of how
the'writing process works: It shouldsalsb help overcome' the class-

room isolation so many -teachers and students feel. Built into this

-approach, consequently, is the' concept of consultation Clot only
With ,fellow profesSidnals, but also with students.

Tire following example illustrates another -aspect of 'the concept

Df group invention. Is Don Quixote insane? We asked students
this question, and in` their groups they at first tended to debate
,the issue. Instead' of requiring. that the students address this ape-
6E2. question when thek_.were ready to write, we said that they
could respond to any issue which evolved from the group discuS-
sions. Some students ;chose to define insanity or show that
sanity could not be defined out of, cultural constructs: Several'
drafts which began as papers of definition-developed into contrast

as the authors compared miiltiple' definitions: Quixote's, his so-

- .
'
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.

ciety',s, CervanQws, and the writer's. Some writers were. led to a .
.

discussion of the impact of totillitaria'nism upon language. Others
wrote about irony: Cervantes's 'irony or, the irony ,which results

° when an individuats definifion differs from the group's definition:.
Still other writers identified with Quixote and wrote personales-

1 .says about marching to a different drummer. One writer satirized
a definition of insanity; another defiiied insanity "from the ,stand-,
point of an ,insaneperson." One student even wrote a letter giv-
ing Quixote advice: how to Succeed,. Thus, the students branched
out from the original topic and invented new topics. Regardless
of the students' writing abilities, they selected topics which dif-
fered in degree of difficulty*.

..,. Since most'of the prewriting Argi inve ntion took place orally
in small groups, students.tested multipleoptions.° Even those stu-
dentsYho departed from a textual analysis and used a topic which'
depended on sources tother than the text -spent a\ portion of the
tine in textual 'criticism: In this instance, the teacher functioned
as a resource by suggesting alternative possibilities as ideas were,

1

generated. When the students began to write their papers, the
teacher functioned dialecticallytesting,, gaffing, generating al-
ternatives Some students were able to finish their papers in three.
days; others *rked imp*, r06,1ca (6 fiiifit their:own ,t)

.

self-imposed standards.. ,,, . 6 .
'':---- '_.rasks similar to this 6ne coul e generated by the propecfiVe ..,

;,

.

teachers-in the secondquarter of the Urse. Iasi members could
discUss the task; find ,thesis stateme ts, an actually trite the\ -O ' ., paper, going through the same process students do.. This would
accomplish :the following goals. First, various group members, who
support alternatives suggest how writing, teams can provide data
and criticism simultaneously.' *cond. the teacher (ox in the case'
of the seminar, the group member acting asteacher) can' clarify

, , . what students are doing by providing terms so that the students
... can tall assprofessionals about what: they are ;king, Thirds stw ..r

dents or seminar members geneiate evaluative criteria for the dif-
ferenefOrms writing assignments can take (e.g., personal essay,

-.research paper). Fourth, problems involving grammar, coherence,
order, and develo. t e introduced as the listeners become
confused. Dealing with the e problems as they occur becomes

. i natural Part of the writinpprocess: Often, as the group reviews' '. firab drafts, critic% will retu n tp the. author telling him or her
tluit "the way you said it yesterday was clearer." The verbal crit-

.A
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icism and -clarification are at this level informal and constructive;
the teacher acts as a facilitator, offering suggestions, criticisms,

N
.problems, and resolutions. These discussions, thus provide a' cre-

,,

. ative energy.
The assignments devised in,the seminar will illustrate the need

for teachers to prepare for the human dynamics involved,in stu-
dent and peer evaluation. This book gives teachers a broad sam-
pling of cooperative-models and ways? of defining and revising
them. Teaching writing is an experiment intended to achieve suc-
cessful communication hetween teachers and between teacher and
students. Failures as' well as successes -can and will occur. But
exercises like the Don Quixote one allow teacher and students to
egin to understand Whothey are, what they believe, and how 05

cope, with the processof-writing:

Who am I anyway? No Leacher can presqme Co answer that
question definitely for/a student. But at least it may be pos-
sible to suggest some of the ways in which character can be
'created by words on paper. And it may be that this very
concentration on the means by 'which masks are Made is one
way to produce character in the other sensea personal s.
identity that is respolisible, Confident, "read'' forchange."".

Walker Gibson wishei to establish a wider. range of stylistic
.choiCes for students and to increase students' williTigness to ex-

periment with other voices. At the same time, he hopeS:that, this
will enhance the character of tile speaker Or writer..0111 proceSs

approach 'includes this'experimentation with persolia which allows
students to discover other characters as well as their own. In' Our

. use of small groups and multiple writing Options, we have seen
students become more confident in their ability to use more than

one voice. '
&concern with personi, however, is only`one vehicle for discov-

ering form in writing. Some students begin with audience, others
with the topic. Although Gibson stresses beginning with persona,
the composition teacher coordinates multi le strategieslitakeri
from rhetorical theories or from students emselves, who start
from different perspectives.

Gibson works from a very structured rh torical viewpoint, but
the.options in the laboratory situation-and the chance for teachers
to expthiffient with and invent their own designs seem as irripor-
tent as listening to self andrdesigning in reSponse to that listen -'
Ingo At this' point in the seminar, members should 'develop their

f
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learning philosopbies, but s to be aware of the totality of one's
philosophy is often to come face to face with an intense paradox.
In "Parts of Speech and Punctuation" Gertrude Stein says, "I
like theifeelfing the everlasting feeling of sentences as they dia- ,(:`

grain themselves. "" .TO discuss order in language means that the
teacher of language deals with multiple definitions and perspec-
tives. ' Alternative methods of teaching form, punctuation, and If°.

° stars and English can be explored as a part of the writing process.
\

Se inur members should develop various exercises and stratygies
1

w kb deal with these alternatives. A sample exercise, mentiohed
e rlier in this chapter, explores alternatives, with, the following. as
Objectives for teachers and students: (1) to develop and formu-s, .
late te,aching design performarkces-; (2) to face paradox and defend ,

/
/

multiple perspectives; and (S) to generate alternative methodv .
' teaching form, punctuation, and standard English. Students were/,. asked to form small- groups, to select a perSon to record thb

/ group's comments, and to 'prepai'e a list of possiblA topics for writ-
ing assignments on. the story of Creation as found in Genesis.
'The following is the combined list from the class:

1. Rewrite the story from the standpoint of the serpent.
2. Rewrite the story in terms of a goddess creating Adam

from Eve's rib.
3. Research various translations, comparing at 'least four

'different Bibles.
4. Summarize the story of Creation.
5. .COMpare the biblical story of Creation with any ,they

story'of Creation (Greek, Roman, Chinese, Indian, etc.) .

6. Rewrite the story omitting the tree of knowledge.

t

7. Rewrite the story omitting the serpent.
8. Select any dialect; rewrite the story using that dialect.
9. Rewrite the story of Creation in the form of a news-

paper story or magazine article (specify the paper or 4
magazine).

10: ,Select any 'Ameri6an author or poet; retell the at.ory
using his or her form and style.

11. 'Write a commercial and a preview of coming attractions
for the rnpvie' version of the story of eleation.

12. Drawer picture of the Garden of Eden and describe it.
13. Rewrite-the story of Creation from,a scientist's point of .

view.

14: Debate thessertion that the Creation never took place.
15. Brainstorm twenty- additional questions which could be

writing assignments.

'-2
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This list includes topics that allow forcreativity and research,
the use of various forms (e.g., essay, poetry, drains) and levelvof
diction, and an awareness of atidience.- The topics also 'allow for

diversity in ability: The twenty 'additional assignments generated
by the classtwere:

1? Describe Adam. .

2. Describe Eve.
%

k , -

3. Describe God.
. , s

.r .
i4: Discuss the story of Creation as a,fairy tale or rewrite it

as such. .

5. Write a short story using the Cr'eatimvs your text:

"-,

6. Write a sermon using the Creation as you; text,

7. Interview Adam.
8. Interview.--the serpent.
9. Interview the tree of knowledge. .

,10. Using the story of Creation, define the words justice*
goad, and evil. ,

11. Defend or reject the doctrine of original sin.
12. Write,'A screenplay version;seltct actois, sets, props. ,,

db 16. Keep a journal of your thoukhes as you read the Cre-
ation story.

--.
141 Place yourself in 'the role of Goo. ecord Yourthoughts . Ye J

for 'fifteen minutes of free writing. .. a
i 1 ,

,15. Wxite a poem about the Creatiousing ea words or'less. ---) '
16. Write a,lesearch paper about ronic aspect of .the Crq-

J ation (formalAistorical, -translation criticism, inter -ik' - , r
pretation)...- Length: five pages. . - . -..,

...-

17. Same as #16. the ten pages.-
it

18. Same as .. Length: enty, pages. .
1

c #
)

19. Interview e peers on a q stipn of your choicw con:.
okrning the Creation.

20. Write 'an on-the-spot .radio bro dcas of the story of
Crthion. .

,

Now the 'Students had evetAm9re-optionsi so they discussed ther*---

assigninents they Would prefer t do and why, as well a,s the nes
*

they did not Want to write ib ut and why'. Some students re-
jecteti topics beca they had jr,,eadt, written in that form or
.voicy, and,tbey wa te,d,to experiment with s ething new, Others .--..'
avoided some topic

"directly
time r knowledge involved.

and-with the teacher. Tlf variety of topics allowed for the. niffer-
search, while ()tillers discusied strategies o philosophies in. groUps (41 Some stuolents asen't directly .tothe lib ry to begip doing re-

ent skill levels'sand intere is of t e stu4ntt; theik, finished pppers
A. 4I " . it "4 ',2
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covered a. wide range of topics with varying 'degrees of sophisti-
cation. By sharing their pipers With each other, the students were

able to help each other overcome difficulties in' mechanics, logic,
of-development, and they were exposed to 'different styles'

In the above 'exercise student; invented new topics', then,. as ,
they wrote their papers, they used the form that would best °suit
that topic, attacking th assignmeht from the starting points of
argument', voice, audie e, or information. S'eminaemembers can
experiment with simi r assignments, generating ideas, inventing 2+

toilics, discussing , development, and finally writing the pipers.
These papers could then be used in the third quarter for eval-
uation purposes.

Third'' Quarter: Grading

Composition teachers are' always faced with 'the problem of eval-
uating students, which is all the more acute with freshman stu-
dents, wilt, are often more interested in their grades than with
what they are learning about writing. The first part of the third'
quarter' should be devoted to developing, criteria for grading pa-.
per's. In our approach to leaching writing, evaluation takes place
during every part of the process, froni the time students begin to
generate ideas, to discuss thesis sentences and suiiport, and to
write, Once the paper is polished, the teacher is still faced with
determining a final grade. Groups might want to establish criteria
for an A paper. The development of grading guidelines should
be both a group And an individual project. Here are some of the
questions 'Oat will arise from such a discussion: How much

7 weight should be placed on spelling and punctuation? Is creativ-
ity important? Does a serious weakness in one area constitute
a failing paper?) Can precise and accurate guidelines be estab-
lished to differentiate A, B, C, D, and F papers? Should grades
reflect a student's improvement? Should in-class papers be rated
on the same scale as out-of-class papers? Conflicts toill probably
arise. in discussing these questions, for the difficulty of vtablish-
ing grading criteria is surpassed ly by the difficulty in tolerating
various approaches to the ap ication of those criteria: These
same conflicts will arise in th classroom; by dealing with Them in
the seminar, prospectiv,e t cherS can work out ways to handle
them in the classroom. I teachers have a clear concept of what
their criteria_a_re and avte explained 'them to the students or

'47
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N,

have worked with the studen642develop the criteria, conflicts
can be ininimized, if not eliminated.

After seminar members have developed their criteria, they can

,/, test them on papers they have written: This will give them an
opportunity to expeiience the same feelings students have when
they are being evaluated or graded. They can study their own
reactions to others' written or oral comments- about their written,
work. IlloWsinight a student react to such' comments as "too glib,"
"wordy," pr "incoherent"? What is more .effeetiveoral or writ-
ten ,comments? Are the grader's criteria clear? These questions

t and others need to be explored.:.
Although each seminar group will design its own model, pos-

sible approaches include the following. *Actual 'freshman themes
can be shared and graded by the group; or seminar participants

litiocan Lupe student roles and 'write papers which a panel of grad-
ers an evaluate. -These evaluations could then be criticized by

still another group. Alternatives to the "red-pencil", approach
should be explored: This can include individual erences1 or
small group criticism, .options for multiple revisions, or group con-
struetion ocapaper, with the teacher assuming the roles of coach,
critic, and editor, roles which are dikussed in detail in chap-
ter t 0. . t

. .

0

B the end of the third quarter, seminar members should have

gaine experience in rhetorical theories, methods, and practice as
they pply to teaching composition. They have4had oppor-,

funit to study, select, prOduce, individualize, and evaluate; there-
. fore, hey can be eclectic. Writing is an expernent with two ex-

perim nters: the writer and the reader. The outcome of the
exper ment should enable students to communicate, .in fact, to
exist, when they cannot be seen or heard. Thus, a Philosophy of

comp sition must be living, growing, shared, and- various.
A Yeats struggles. to resole the conflicts of releasing the

locke -up Pegasus, the reader almost ,forgets that in his fascina-
tion eats is hooked. It is the, daily, war with self: <historian-,

he t, fool, prophet, aged man, dancing girl, virtuoso, king, poet,
ftshe man, public man, visiolfry-,-$aint, hunchback, crazy Jane.
For composition teachers the tepsion-_,-exists 'during the writing
pro4ss when we, as Yeats; -would ay, do not know the dancer
front the dance. If the creation of poetry is spontaneous joy, it
is a o rending, and anyone attempting to write honestly confronts
the same thing. However; the student *ho can order words so
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that others can understand is able; to say "I am." To invoIve
teachers and students in this process is difficult and fascin9,ting.
In the three-quarter rhetcric seminar, professionals have the op-
portunity to create with their peers an evolving philosophy of -..

teaching rhetoric and to confront both the difficulty and the fa-
cination in a productive way.

0
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2 From Theory to Meth Od:
Diagnosis and Evaluation

Until abotit 1920, composition texts were rhetorics. After
'Plat, they became almost everything else, with results that
have horrified observers. The combination of the individual-
ist theoryWrite naturally!and the organic theoryCon-
tent and form are inseparable!has become a talisman so
powerful that only scorn is reserved for those who would
profess to doubt its magic power.'

The hostility attending the debate about individualist and organic
theory is illustrated in Milic's concern about modem rhetoric. In
both Telling 'Writing and A Vulnerable Teacher Ken Macrorie
stresses that "writing is good because of what it says, how it opens
up a world of ideas or facts for readers. And how accurately and
memorably it speaks, -a voice issuing from a human being who is
fascinating, surprising, illuminating. "2 Milic and Macrorie illus-
trate the philosophical debate between what can be called natural, s

open, and "telling" writing and the approach where the writer must
determine his or her subject, audience, material, and attitude, Prior
to selecting the form of ihe'essay. We have developed our process

'approach by acknowledging the advantages and disadvantages of
both theories and thAombinition thereof.

A niajor problem facing teachers of Writing is that, as profes-
sionals, we have the responsibility to help students gain skills which
will help them learn how to think, to organize, to be clear, to be
precise, and to write as much for themselves as for their-audience.
Macrorie and Milic assume that the writer must be devoted either
to form or voice. The criticism often leveled at the formal school
is that their model is mimetic; requiring students to duplicate form
without generating it; therefore, students learn how to copy Mit
hive no appreciation for the generation of form. In short, they do
not learn to think. The individualistic model, on the other hand,.
while it stresses open, creative, and honest language during the pre-
writing process, often ignores the function of mechanics, order, and

c
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coherence in communicating with 'an audience. Inherent in the in-
dividualistic model is the notion that the formal, Aristotelian model
is not "creative." Conversely, critics of the individualistic model
see traditional standards of communication as being compromised.
The debate extends to professional writers as well:

Eight out*of ten writers say they never use outlinesz,and the
other two say t ey use them only in late stages of writing,

' in the second or ird draft when they have all the materials
captured and nee only to rearrange them strategically.

In the first pla , outlines freeze 'm st wr ilers. Profes-
sionals and pok-
ing

are looking r ways of breaking up the'
ing around in new w ters. They want ,writing and ideas to
flow'

.
Macrorie's ice metaphor captures the hostilit9 of the debate on
approaches to teaching writing. Both schc6ls seem to stress that
the classroo should be a place \filled with alternatives, of different
ways of thinkng and saying the same things, of possibility, and of
choice for the s pdent writer. But 'ronically, they, like many teach -

ers committed freedom of chore for students, insist on using
one specific mean for teaching, stud nts how to write.

Writing teacher need to cbnstru t a methodology from Aris-
totle's three rhetori .1 means of Rersuoion: the character of the
speaker, the, audienc and the argument itself. Yet the learning
process for a given stu ent faced with .a particular 'assignment may
involve emphasis on asingle means. One student, for instance, may
learn writing by focusing\upon ,voice. Another student may feel
that the subject or the.d rnands of the audience are most impor-
tant. The teaching of wri 4 : ought to accommodate those -vari- ,
ations which are suggested :\ different rhetorical situations as
perceived by,student writers.

Our method of teaching writin ovides for these potential dif-
ferences in at least three ways. First, tudents are responsible in
part to design and evaluate their own, pro ss,-i.e., to establish their
priorities. Second, even when students are involved in prewriting,
they get immediate feedback from the ,audice and areable to
discover the impact of their designs.' Flially;' the4eacher can func,
Lion in any role whinh' facilitates: edior, direct r, dstener, re-
corder, arranger.

An essential, element for teachers who would act as facilitators
with their students is the ability to take risks, tp share success as
well as failure, to realize that being vulnerable is organic to learn-
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ing 41 growth. Macrorie has 'recognized the necessity for the oral
. .

element in the teaching.pf writing and the necessity of determining .
the degree of "openness" with .which we as teachers are comfortable.
In Telling Writing Macrorie considers the critical oral element to
be direct feedback from thg audience, becatise it can counter
stilted, phony; Written-for4he-teacher prose, which he calls "Eng-
lish." While he assumegi ,incorrectly, that most students use
"Engfish," he experts that .they will nonetheless operate largely
from their own experiences and be open and honest in their writing:
He stresses -this honesty by'cancerning himself more *th content
than with mechanics. The benefits of this method ar smallmall group
support, criticism, and immediate feedback. If the teacher is avail-
able and is com ble in the role of leader-artist, thin this system
may work w .

Peter Elbowal c 'views the beginning writer in the role of artist.
Like. Macrorie, . explains in Writing without Tecichers that be-:
ginning write must record every thought that comes into their
heads during he thinking, prewriting, and invention star, ignoring.
formal considerations, which he feels will come later when the

.,)wnters "boil down" their process. Both Elbow and Macrorie recog-
nize the power and authority writers get when they generate their )

.own designs and work with the support of others; however, both
authors imply that ignoring form is useful only in special situations.
Elbow uses this method with older students taking creative writing:i, ,i
who can tolerate theirOwn degree of "order," and Maciorie har
acknowledged that this approach is difficult even on the senior 17*I 11 1'

by admitting his failures in A Vulnerable Teacher:

By the halfway mt m4he semester that Sehior Seipiv...:.v.-41:\ /-: , . '
had become a series of poinfql&silences. and refusals by'' £u-
dents to allow any suggestions for change in their work, or f
sometimes any comment at all., I tried everything I knew
.... I forced everyone to read one work, a portion of Thor-
eau's essay on wildnes called "Walking," a timely 'state-
ment about ecology. I.1, tle response. Most students didn't
read all of it., .

.
% In a Written memo I reminded the class of the prospectus . - 4,

for the course, which said it would balance freedom with
discipline. -Whelk they`--cli 't,yespond to direction, I gave
them more andmore Heed , This they said they liked,
and they freely skipped.clas often and freely felt no obliga-,
to attend toeor criticize the work-Of their classmates'

Although Macrorie is talking about matters of classroom manage-
.ment,"the problems of orderpand disorder and discipline and free-

t 1
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d m are also an integral part of the manner of presenting ideas.
Fi ally, as' Elbow states in his chapter "Thoughts on the Teacher-
le Writing 'Class," "PEOPLE -LEARN FROM THE TRUTH
E N THOUGH THE TRUTH IS A MESS."' Freshman com-
position studeille-coping with Elbow's messy truth or Macrorie's

,free orii oftenIeel the need for some direction and order. The lab-
orato y methods of small groups and interviews can provide free-
dom n a structured situation. Students are allowed freedom to
make hoices, yetsthey have the option to get as much direction as
they w \ht and need. , 1 '

Thu in addition to teaching students ways, of discovering for
themSel discipline and other abstract objectives gruwing from
,choice, noritiei, risks; an decision making, the composition
teacher hs another obligati n: providing a. service. Freshmen
need to lern flow, to answer essay questions on exams in ,other
courses in Which the-essay is the only acceptable form. If students
have only been exposed to free writing, they will not have time to
boil down their ansvbr for a history- exam, for ,example. Not will
students do well if thy know only how to organize answers chron-
ologically, as one can when writing personal experience essays. Two

_ -

ways these problems c n be addressed are by teaching literature
and by. allowing'studen s to experiment with forms in a freshman
composition course. Students can write about characters,, situ-
ations, or ideas in literary, selections. Form evolves, therefore, as a
response to self and subject. 'By encouraging students to pick dif-
ferent kinds of*topics, the 'teacher can help them find a variety of
ways to organize material without giving them rhetorical models to
imitate. Allowing.,students to discover-their ow_ n form also encour-
ages active participation: /.

The 'traditional 'curriculum is itself an institutional system.
It prescribeg rules and procedures that encourage passive
learning, not action based on a student's own ideas. To in-
troduce the future into higher education means to offer
every student an action curriculumlearning experiences in
which he can test the implications and/practicality of ideas,
in which lie can see for himself which subjects and styles
of learning are relevant, in which he can generate his own
ideas,. select the problems he will pursue, and examine the
future consequences of present action.° ...- .

. Teachers need teaching-learning strategies-,-supported by a the-
oretical blise--=4hich provide them with ways to operate a class-
room laboratory.. Unfortunately, teachers have long been on the

4,3
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treadmill of grading themes written by students, expending alone
three or four times the force and energy their students did in the
writing process. Roger Garrison provides the following statistics:,

You, the instructor, need time for preparation. Agiume,
optimistically, one,hour per class for thisor another ninety
hours, 'for a total" of one hundred eighty hours per year.
Then assume you have one, hundred students, each of whom
writes the standard one theme per week for thirty weeks.
At the most optimistic rate of ten minutes per paper, read-

. ing and correcting three thousand papers adds five hundred -
hours to the annual load you carry. So the relative time
commitment looks like this:

Students .270 hours.
Teacher 680 hours'

Two ways to reallocate both the responsibility and determination
of the learning process are the use of small groups and interviews

, in the laboratory classroom.

The Small Group Method

0

The use of small groups in the classroom allows students to become
more active participants than they would be in a lecture situation
or even in a total class discussion. In small groups students who
are shy about talking in large groups.have a chance to share their ,

ideas. In spoil groups students are also apt to become more crit-.

Ical and self-directed thinkers. They get immediate feedliack about
ideas, thesis, audience, and the like, depending upon what stage of
the writing' process they are in To begin to cope with small groups
and to experinient with this design in teaching composition, teach-,
ers and students alike, may be cast into roles drastically different
from-those in a traditional classroom. Teachers who,listen to the
learning process carefully as it is operating and place each student
ii the role of participant and observek grow and change as much as,
if not.mori than, the student. In human terms, therefore, now is
as important as what might be.

It is becoming more and more obvious that he problem of
understanding the nature of our intellectual tools offers so
many present complexities that it is not profitable to sep-
arate tfie one problem from the other. . . fact, the pibb-
lem of hetter, understanding our-intellectual tools would at
present seem to have priority. Even in pure physics, where_
the Problkm does not obtrude itself prominently, it is bec
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coming evident that the problem the ' o rver" st
eventually deal with the observer as thinking-about-what he
observes.°

Bridgeman's ceenments on perspective have implications for the
teacher who is designing experiments with small groups anefor
students as they consider the needs of subject and audierfce and as
they observe their learning proce-Si. In addition to .mechanics and
the different& forms of writing, small groups must eventually con.:

f pfront perspectives. The discove -erspective and voice comes

in the group. .

as students makelmices and are W' are of the implications of those

ip r---N
choices. The discovery is possible_ when the student is playing the
dual role of particant and obsery

For example, one studont who considered himself to be a good

that by talking about it he was as evil as someone committing the -

Christian discovered a new awareness of 'self from taking multiple
roles when heread the Sermon on the Mount. He learned that
even thinknag about adultery was as sinful as the act itself accord-
ing to Christ. As hefiitcusSed this idea in his group, he discovered \ --

act. From that' perspectivehe Ulan ,to write a paper. His -first

draft was very preachy, and student critics'suggested that hw, try
some othef approach. Having discovered his final Voice, he wrote:
"I am an adulterer. I didn't know I was, but I am." He was able r
to deal with the 'paradox of his beliefs in a humorous, satirical way,./
The group enjoyed his final paper so much that they shared it with
other groups. Thus, his thinking powers and his writing were
developed as he, participated in the group and observed their
reactions.

As groups discuss ideas, 'thesis statements, or gapers; the mem-
bersof the group listen and develop a duAl awareness: how I per-
ceive and how I am perceived., This eroceis may seem overwhelm-
ing to, a teacher who in the past has been swamped with the me-
chtinics of paper grading. What at first seems to, be overwhelming
to the teacher whO expects to learn composition With students is,
in fact, a major strength as the students work in small gioups.: The
heterogeneity of the small group allows for peer tutoring and 'the
dual awareness of self and others that can lead to invention. One

_English teacher, Al an Glatthorn, uses small groups because he is
convinced that most students are conditioned byr television° to be
pas,sive learners .° lib also feels that students have been rewarded

. for being obedient and dependent upon teachers and are, therefore, \.,,
.reluctant to assume responsibility for their Own learning. His solu-

.
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tion is to'cleiite whats4e is "scenarios" in which students write
poetry in small group se ings. Glatthorn's approach is oai-vrartik
Which the group model, once initiated by the teacher, can be
adapted and redesigned according to the needs of4'he students in
the groupd.

One of our classes divided into groups to ss different cantos
in Dante's Inferno. Their task waSeto present to the class t ma-
jor ideas of the cantos., One group began writing a play. nother
group reread their canto anal hen questioned each oth about the,
interpretation. Another grout looked for all, the ory images in
their canto. In another grou 6 tudents sent Dante tO-their Own
hell and_wxate-their-reko rom eyet. Each group designed
or invented a way,to operate which worked best for that group.

Although the benefits of rapid feedback in small -gibup work
have been documented,, it is more difficult to document the result-
ing interchange which leads the way to critical debate Awl open-
mindedness. For instance, when two tutors opopeer?iuggest alter-
native and workable approaches to the beginning writer, the stu-
dent is confronted with a choice. In Democracy. and Education
John Dewey argues that "when we come to act in a tangible way
we have to select or, choose a particular act at a particular time,
but any number of Compiehensiiie ends may exist without comple-
tion since they mean simply different ways of looking at the same
scene."'° We have observed that, students who were allowed to
invent, participate, and observe in groups- showed greater di-
yeriity of topics with Peach new assignment during the quirter.

At first, options such as small groups may be frightening to the
student who has always responded to a fairly directive teacher-.
issued thesis. Any student who needs direction, even to thepoint
of a ready -made thesis from the teacher or another' student, should
have that option, Since the anxieties of writing are great enough in
the beginning. Many studentsliyill prefer that the teacher tell
them what to te. But when students are encouraged to find their
own ideas, when they see the results of experimenting students,
and when they begin to think on their own, their ability to be self-
directed desielops.

. In the laboratory approach; moreover, the teacher should create
an atmosphere which allows as many approaches as possible., The
small group, model may feature peer pairs as well as larger groups.
Two student§ may be involVed in prewriting analysis or in cri-
tiquing the final drafts of their papers. At the same time, students

"%lop
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may be working alone, using the board in groups, or sitting in a
group unable to begin. For the latter group, one motivating device
is a value, clarification examination. Students frequently need to
discuss why they'&in't or won't write, in terms of both now and in
the past, ifi order to beginlhe preivriting process. In doing so they
areOften telling their papers without realizing it.

Using the small group model in a flexible manner offers learners
something beyond, the semanticist's dictum that we shduld teach
studerits,bow to think as they cope with their language.

building enormous insti&utions arid' employing teachers
who depen on a system instead of being alert and observant
in their rel tionship with the individual student, We merely
encourage he ,accumulation of facts, the development of cal

the habit of 'thinking mefhanically, according to
a pattern; but certainly none,of this helps the student to
grow into in integrated human being. Systems may have a
limited us in the hands of older and thoughtful educators,
but they o not make for intelligeEce. Yet it is strange that
words. like "system," "intelligence" have become important
to us. Symbols have taken the place of reality, and we are
content that it should be so; for reality is disturbing, while
shadows give comfort!" -

ti

In Education and the Significance of Life, from which the above
quote is taken, Krishnamurti talks about human integrity and
about getting to know students as weljoas we know our subject. If
the\ histitution does not encourage students to be the prime deter-
minant and director of their learning, it denies them thNance to
direct their thinking processes. They are driven to facts, a priori

'data, without an awareness of their 'thinking and the thinking of
others. Without the option of self-directedness, we come danger s.
ously4close to telling' the students what to ,67 .and how to say it.
Each student may receive the kind of assignOltrit he or she incapa-
ble of doing and, therefore, never be challenged. We have discOv7
ered that once students realize they have the right to choose, they
will generally select an alternative that challenges their skill level.

Group counseling and criticism also help the writer detdrmine
audience reception, immediately. Tile. difficulty of making choices
is illustrated by a set of fall quarter final exam questions which
took the students two weeks to construct. Many first drafts 'of

. questions came in so meticulously structured that only one an-
swer seemed possible or appropriate. On the,_other hand, some
first submissions were so broad that students had no alternative
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but to scale down the questions before they were workable. Of
the two options, students _felt that the open-ended questions
where students had to establish parartieters were preferable to
the qiiestions calling for machine-cut answers. Students learned
indirectly that the amount of text under consideration was a _factor
in, limiting their answers to workable size: In addition students
began to understand that the selection Of a voice would determine
form and size. A satire, q first-perSon descriptive monologue, a
hypothetical soliloquy written from the standpoint of one of the
characterg were all possible treatments. Consequently, the forma-
tion of a good question, students felt, was one which invOlved .ex-
ploration into possible treatments. The following examples include
questions which can be answered through a number of approaches.

1. Discuss the control Job believed God had Over his life
and relate this to the control Arjuna believed Krishna ,

. had over his! life.
2. Compare. or Contrast the motives behind any two of these

' suicides: Jocasta, Antigone, and Eurydice. Jr

3. Define moral duty as both Antigone anR Job would de-
fine it.

4. Choose one function of the chorus in both Antigone and
Oedipus Rex and illustrate the importance of thatas
function.

?-,... -. 0
5.' Using any two works we lead this quarter, discuss

women's concept of themselves and/or the implicit atti-
tudes society had about women.

6. People are destroyed or 'strengthened thToirig suffering.
Select any two works and debate this.

... 7. Compare thq
,

standards for "perfection" or "salvation" in
the Iliad and the-Magavad Gita.

8. Compare.or contrast the ways individuals can attain wis-'
dom as explained in either of the Greek plays you read
and cording to Krishna.

9. Sh hpw individuals are used by God in the Book of Job
by the gods in the Iliad (you may agree or disagree).

. The result of the studept-formulated questions was that stu- -
.

tt ,
dents wanted to do what was difficult for them. Not onLjdid they

-work in groups structuring exam questions, but they/also brain-
stormed possible answers. This exam-making erocess, and the tak-
inging of the exam, showed that students invented the questions.
The, responses to any one question varied in y § of style, voice,'
and form. For example, in response to questiOn two concerning the

'38
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meaning or death, students wrote both personal soliloquies and
ipterior monologues for Jocasta before she commits suicide. An-
other student discussed the role of the guilt-ridden" woman in Greek
society. Thus, the answering of the Exam was as inventive as the
composing.

Since this is an essay for teachers and not a text for students,
we have been careful to order our description of the process with
attention to how students work through it in the classroom and
ho7.-it--is integrated and simultaneous in theory as well. Thus, we
have just discussed the invention which occurred as students com-
posed, wrote, and edited final exani questions. In a laboratory sit-
uation, invention 'and prbwriting, brainstorming, writing, editing,
reylising, and evaluating are so interrelated that when we illustrate
techniques for one they could easily apply 'to others. Moreover,
students and teachers frequently create analogies from one aspect
of the proCess and Apply them to another. Because students are
always at different stages in the process, a sequential approach
dOes not describe what is going on. Unanswered' questions involv-
ing one student's writing ma'y ovide a resolution for another
student weeks later. Thus, the writing process is a sharing of indi-
vidual and collective insights that allows students to learn from
each other's writing and learning histories:

Understanding the complexities of huinan experience is, 4
most of us, impossible without asking questions. And even
when we think we know, we cannot be sure that we have all
the meaning, perhaps not even the.crucial part of the mean-
ing, until we have tested 6ur insights by sharing them." '

Some group Work is beneficial and productive whether it is in pre.
writing, composing, editing, rewriting, or evaluatiok a point that
both Low Kelley and Macrorie 'support." 1.4

Students need an audience for their writing and feedback for
their ideas from more than one person. Early in 'a course a student
showed one of us a first draft of a paper. There were several places
where the student's logic was impossible to follow. When he was
asked to explain what he meant, his response was, "Well, I think
it's perfectly clear." Silence and hostility began to build, so he was
asked to share his paper with the members of a group and see what
their reactions were. The group members, ere similarly perplexed
by some of his statements. At this point the' student began de-
fending his paper, explailging wIrt he had meant to say. One group
member responded "Well, why don't you write it that way in you

f
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paper? raterr we could understand." Once the student realized °

that his peers couldn't understand what he had written either, he

was willing to revise his paper.' Group work can help students be-
.cojne aware of the need for clarity of.expression. H. R. Wolf states. "

that after using grout. discussions "the papers that the students
wrote had that unmistakable imprint oftthe individual asserting-
his own being-in-the-world, his own,special,sense of the world as it
meets his eye and courses ip his blood."'4

The combination of the group work and interview (which will be
explained in' the next section) can be utilized in both the labora-
tory and the classrbom. The lAb instructor can provide sequential
assignments or help students learn how to write specific type of
assignments, but, when possible, students can also work with each
other in pairs or. in small groups. In the classroom) the writing and
interview days can be interspersed with small groilp, or clase dis- '

cussions. This combination would be particularly useful in a fresh-
, man literature and composition course. The group discussions of

the literature should generate ideas for writing. 'tudents should
be encouraged to findotheii own topics and, of course, their own
method of developmerit.

. In "The, Effectiveness of Non-Directive Teaching as a Method -
of Improving the Writing Ability of College Freshmen," Joan Putz
set out to determine whether the writing of a class of freshmen in
which paper topics and evaluation were student generated im-
proved more significantly than in a traditional, teacher-oriented)
class where the teacher assigned, topics and evaluated the writing
herself.'5 Putz made corriparisons of three post-test themes written.
by the experimental grog/3 and an alternate treat/Ile-At group. She
found theree was no statistically significant difference between the
two groups on The cumulative ratings of the post-test. There was
also no measurable `change in the" writing achievement of either
group. She concluded that the de-emphasis of formal instruction in

grammar, rhetoric, and the formal elements of English composition
did not have a detrimental effect. Moreover, the student responses
.on the post -test qUestionnaire; were strongly in favor of nondirec-
tive teaching, indicating that the benefits of this method are in
areas which are not so readily meisuratle, le.seconfidence and
attitude. This research is substantiated by our experience.
° Even though the goal is self-direction, the instructor should
have on hand a variety of general writing topics for students; par-
ticularly at the beginning of the year. The topics can relate to the

.,
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literature yet still allow students the latitude ,to direct and focus
the topic ideasas they master writing skills. The following assign-
ments based on works for world literature and composition classes
illuStrate this diversity.

I. Creation
A. Story of Adam and Eveand the snake

1. Rewrite in modern language the story of Aclam and Eve
and the serpent.

2. Compare your versio, ve,rsikn.
3. Analyze which verSi tqsA` 'N .

. Read' another. yersion of the Creation (alternatives from
.Greek mythology, Indian folklore, etc., will he available on
reserve in the library) =p-

1

1, List he similartties.,,ot- the ,,two v-grsions.
2. List the differences of the two °

3. What aspects of the two cultures m ig .0.40,upt for one
of these differences or similarities?

II. Job
A. The logic of Job'a.frienls ,

1. What the logic Of Job's- hie s-cOncerning his mis-
ortunes?
escribe a modern:d 4yerson'-who has had some mis-

fortune and*fend ia-perion's "goodness" in the way
Job defended his,'

B. God's personality
1. What are the charaCteristics of God in his discussion

with Satan and as the Voice out of .the Whirlwind?
2. What were your precoriceived attitudes about God?
3. Discuss your version of God as It relates to the one

in Job,
Iliad
A.' Achilles leaves the wail'

1. What reasons did Achilles have for leaving the battle?.
2. Whit reasons did some of the Vietnam draft dodgers

have for not fighting? .

3. Explatwifat would cause you not to fight in a wai.
b/If you were going off .to war like 1-lector, ho'w would you

explain it to your son?
C. How would you react to Helen. if you were Hector's wife?
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D. Reread the -speeches of Odysseus, Phoenii, and Ajax to
Achilles.

!fr

1. If you were Achilles, which of the three would be the
most, likely to persuade you to fight?

2. &plain why in a paper,no longer than two pages.
E. Women's right's

1. 'List some explicit factors in the status cif women in the
Iliad..

2. Discuss one of these from your point of view.

IV. Oedipus Rex
A. Oedipus's personality

1. List Oedipus's strengths as a ruler.
- 2'.' List Oedipus's weaknesses as a ruler.

. 3. Describe Oedipus's character in a logical way.
B. Creon- .

1. What ia-Creon's attitude abut being uncle to the king?
2. Assume that you have been asked to become the leader

of some student group. Explain why you either will or
will not take the position.

These 'sequential, literary assignments include prewriting .and
topics for group .discussions designed, to meet the _differing skill
levels of students. The final papers cotild'be cormiarisons,,shalyses,
formal argumentation, dialogue, personal experience, or, other
forms. The topics that include lists give the students a chance to
prewrite. As they develop their lists and discuss them with their
group, they begin to see patterni emerging and possible ways to
develop a paper. For example, students listing Oedipus's strengths
and weaknesses realizeLthathis-weaknesses came from using his
strengths in excess. ,What made him _a good leaderhis concern,
his quick acting, his belief in justiCSalso caused his downfall.
Students who had 'group discussions on Achilles' leaving ate battle
discovered that they all had different values. Some could under-
stand and sympathize with Achilles,. while -others thought he was
being childish oimPatriotic. They discussed these points of view,
looking for proof in the text and raising arguments which in-turn
were evaluated by the group members. By the time they began dis-
cussing draft dodgers, they were aware that their ideas differed,
and that they could not rely. on loaded words, such as unpatriotic
or capitalistic warmongers. hi the papers .they wrote they knew.
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that they had to convince an audience with different values that
their point of view was valid. These topics give students an oppor-
tunity to narrow the topic, explore proof, evaluate, find a voice,'
and organize as they discuss and write.

The Iniervielv Method

Another method which can be used in a laboratory situation by
itself or as a part of group work is the interview method. Roger
Garrison of Westbrook College and Thomas Carnicelli and Lester

oFtisher of the University of New Hampshire conducted an institute -
in 1974 focusing upop this method. The basic areas covered at the
institute were: (1) how to create appropriate diagnostic assign-
ments 'and what to do with them; (2) how to develop individualized
writing sequences for each student's problem; (3) how to give stu-
dents immediate feedback on their work; (4) how to conduct and-
pse the three- to five:minute interview and the-longer fifteen- to
twenty-minute interview; and (5) how to teach students to teach
themselves. The method, which is totally individualized, is appli-
cable in a writing laboratory or a 'Composition course, can be
adapted for a combined literature and composition course, and can
be used simultaneously with small groups or peer pairs.'

First, diagnostic assignments,are given in order to determine
each student's strengths and weaknesses. The 'assignments.
shouldche brief and simple, requiring specific,, tactual information,
Here are some samples:

For,liberal, arts student's: Y.

Write a specific description ofian ordinary new wooden pencil
You have just, met someone you really like in class. You have
invited him/her to,your hOUSO, but you teacher has told you
not to talk anymore. Write directions from school to your, a .house. .;,-

Your teather bas)ust given yoq. a D orY a rjaper in (pick one)
PnglisP, 'history; biology, math, or psychology': In one pare-

:, graph bxplain to your best friend why you got a D. In a spc-,
and Paragratth explain why to yourthach4r., ".;

skretarial students:
d!f -

You are my secretary. I have been asked to conduct- a two-
-day workshop at Intellectual Universitk.for the Engligh de-

, 1\
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partment.there in about two months from now. you have my
appointments calendar. Write a brief note to Dean Smith of
I.U. offering three alternative dates within a two-week period.
(Further information is supplied in a 'random fist of facts.)

-

For nursing or dental hygiene students:
Describe specifically two or three (or more) of the most im-
portant personal qualities you think ,a nurse or dental hy-

,. gienist should have.. ,

FOr technical students:
Describe two -specific influences (or reasons)
you to choose your career program.

3-t)

students have completed one ors' two diiignostic assign-
ments and the teacher has evaluated them, their apparent strengths
or weaknesses can be discussed, and they can be directed toward
assignments that will build on their stengths or help overcome
their weaknesses. The teacher can prepare numerous, assignments
ahead ()Mime, gearing them to the students' interests and voca-
tions, buehe or she must also becOme adept at providing on-the-
spot assignments when the need arises. Sequential assignments
like those below can be developed to help the student overcome

which caused

'specifics .problems.

1. Purpose: ShArpenihg verbs
a. Write about one page On someactivity you enjoy.

b. .Rewrite the aRer without using the passive voice or with
out using th verb to be except as a helper.

c. Rewrite by rying 'several different verbs for each verb
you -now-ha

2. Purpose: Leaning to select details
a. Describe one side of your car (or your parents' car, etc.).

,b. Redescribe it by adding minute details.

c. Now selectend use only those details which tell the most
=about th4 side of the 'car,

J. Purpose: Avoiding "purple prose"
a. Describe a winter or summer scene (a tree, a beach, et

'G Delete allithe cliches and substitute Original phrases/

c. Delete all bu't four adjectives. 4:
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4. Ptirpose: Developing point of view
a. Go to the library and find a good reproduction of a work

of art. Describe it.
b. Explain what you think or feel about what you see.
c. What-does the wok of art mean, or what values doeg it

have?
a 5. Purpose: Improving transitions

a. DesCribe how something mechanical works (pencil sharp-
ener, power tool, etc.J.

'b. Underline all the, transitional words and phrases.
c. Add or change any that are missing of unclear.

6. Purpose: Using sentence variety
a. Write a short paper.describing one good or bad experience r*

you have had during the last week. Use ofily short, sim-
ple sentences.

b. Underline the most important ideas.°
c. Subordinate everything else, using at least three different

methods of'subordination.

These sequential assignments concentrate on only one pr oblem;
-during interviews with the student in the'early part of the course,
the teacher should focus the discussion on that particular problem.
The student should be, given only one step in the sequence at a
time, but some students may be able to dispense with one step and
g9 on to the next. Students who have already written a paper on
any toY)ic which, includes a weakness in ,a specific skill area could .

then take steps two and three of the sequence. This method allows
students 'to overcome specific problems in, development, organiza-
tion, sentence structure, diction, and the like while working at
their own paces, Students can also be grouped so that those with
strengths in one area can help those with weaknesses. When hold-
ing interviews in class, we often say such things as, "George, Gloria,;
is haVing a problem developing _her topic. Will you help her?" or,
"Class, I'm always impressed with Mary's conclusions. If you are
having trouble with yours, she's the one to see."

The interview, which takes the place of the red pencil, call'be
held in the classroom while the rest of the class is writing or work-
ing in groups. Even in a class of thirty, the teacher can talk per-
sonally to each student at least once a week. Long interviews can

5
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be scheduled daring office hours. A time chart divided into ten-
minute slots posted on the instructor's office door Allows students
to sign up in advance and to block out as mach time as they need.
For interviews in class, students can pick up sequentially numbered
three-by-five cards at the beginning of class if they are ready to
show the instructor a paper. The instructor reads the paper, cq,
mentson it ortquestions the student, and then offers suggestion
for revisions, When a students shows us a paper, we first look for
the central idea or 'thesis. As we read through the paper we check
the organization and development, trying to, ignore any punctti-
ation or Spelling errors.' After reading it, or during the piocess,.We
point out strengths; then we focus on what seems to be the majbr

*
prOblem- in content. If organizatioh is the major problem, the stu.,
dent is asked'to think of other 'ays to' organize the paper. The

) next time we see it, we again concentrate on the major problem:
The success of `this method depends upon the instructor's ability

\, to focus on the.major Problem-of therpaper. The teacher should/
list in order of importance the -criteria for a well-written papei
The list might be central idea, organization,' development, sentence
structure, voice, punctuation, diction, and spelling. As the teacher -

reads the paper, he or; she can point but to the students the
.qengths (e.g., a meaningful thought, hood transition) but should

only domment on one weakness. If the central idea isn't clear, that
should be the point of discussion. The student, then revises the
paper and comes in for another interview. Students of course know
what the criteria are,and, hopefully, learn to correct many of their
own errors; or as their central idea becomes cleat to them, they will
automatically improve their organization and development. The
Mechanical aspects of the papergrammar, diction, and spelling
should be the last things discussed. These are often the easiest
problems to detect, but IT students are Concerned about mechanics
before,they are concerned about their thoughts, they might end lip
With a technically perfect, but very dull, paper.

The interview method eliminates the study of grammar in' the
classroom. However, it is useful for the teacher to have an upder-
standing of the new theories of grammar, such as those-of POstal,

Chomsky, and Fries.'6 A)knowletlge ortransformational grammar is
helpful tq a teacher in analyzing many writing problems, but the
student need not study it any more than .a patient needs to study
medicine in order to follow a doctor's prescription.'

46
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.

Supplying students with textbook models of "goo writing" is,
however, a pow., way to proceed. Models which, for instance, dem-
onstrate different types of paragraph development, such as compar-
ison, contrast, cause and effect, examples, or description, have little
relationship to the practice of writing. A study of one hundred
paragraphs from SaturdayrReview, one hundred from English Jour-
nal, and one hundred from letters to the editor of the Richmond
Times-Dispatch produced the results found in Tables 1, 2, and 3.r:
Table 1 indicates that fifty-six percent of all the paragraphs use no
textbook method; Table 2 indicates the variety of nontextbook
methods used- to develop paragraphs; and Table 3 indicates the
most frequently used methods of development. The only textbook
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method used to any 'extent is examples, and then in only twenty -
1- three percent of the paragraphs. Most rhetoric books which contain

these models encourage students to imitate them, but form should
arise from need and should be a matter of invention, not imitation.

What, for example, would a model-briegted teacher do if Rich-
ard Brautigan handed in "Writing 14" (Trout Fishing in Amer-
ica)? The comments in red might include reference to poor orga-
nization, underdeveloped paragraphs, fragments, and weak central
idea. The teacher might even stifle such original metaphors as "he
can watch the hospital slowly drpwriat night, hopelessly entangled
in huge bunches of brick seaweed."'R The interview arid group
methods would at least give Brautigan a chance to defend himself.

Many textbooks written for students as well as teachers do make
excellent resources for teachers who want to individualize learning
to write. We have categorized these in the Bibliography. Further-
more, teacherg should have a library of handbooks, workbooks, and

a

Table 2
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Table 3

4
Occurrence of Four Most Frequently

Used Methods of Paragraph Development
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programmed texts to which they can refer students in the labora-
tory of cliissroom if students need or want to use these sources to
overcome a specific problem. The teacher who has an understand-

/ ing of the variety of materials available, as well as an understanding
o f each student's needs, can use.this procedure effectively.

An individualized method has advantages for both the teacher
and the student. Instead of spending long hours writing comments
on papers, comments that are often ignored, the teacher can hum:
tion as a professional, diagnosing students' problems and guiding

g them to solutions. The student will benefit by the personal contact
. and the immediate feedback that is often lacking in the classroom:-

,Comments which might. be misunderstood by the student if they
were written on theljaper can be clarified. For instance, if students -
see the word vague written in the margin-of their paper, they-may
not know why the instructor considered the sentence or idea vague.
The teacher wto is marking the paper may not have: the time or
space to include a lengthy comment. In the interview the teacher
can quick1S, explain why he or she thinks it is vague and discuss
solutions to the problem. Often teachers have a limited time to"
grade one.hundrecl essays; thus, they tend to mark bnly:the errors,
but "there-is by now an impressive body of evidence that indicates
that negative informationinformation about what something it

49
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not is peculiarly/inhelpful to a. person seeking to master a con-
cept."19 The persOnal interview can eliminate negative information
if the teacher leads students to discover means to overcome their
writing problems: 'Till\ en we identify strategies implicit in stu-

-, dents' writing', our reAponses can be much more useful to our
students. We can help them see the vahie and the limitations of
what they are currently4doing and cap define more clearly what We

want them to do in subsequent essayi."2° In other words, to learn
the process of writing, atudefiti need to do. the thinking.

0
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3 Into Practice: a

ClassroOrn* and Laboratory Methods

1. A Cup of Tea
Nan-in, a Japanese aster during the Oeiji era (186'8-
1912), received tini ersity'professor who came to enquire
about Zen.

Nan-in served tea. poured his visitor's cup full, and
then kept on pouring.

The prtessor watc ed the overflow. gIt.is overfull. No
more go in!"

"Like this cup," N -in said, "you are full of your own
'opinions and speculati ns. How can I show you Zen unless
you first' empty your p?'"

To manage an open laboratory situation in no way implies that
the teacher is not demanding of both self and students. The op-
timal, laboratory situation is filled, with more alternatives than
the teacher can record in any syllabus. The strategies discussed
in this chapter explain to students the process of writing through
analogies and metaphors that stress role play*, talking, and do-
ing. 'The way these exercises are perceived by classes, small
groups, or individuals accu lates meaning throughout the length
of a course.

On the first or second d y ef class, most teachers give £i diag-
nostic writing assignmenti The assignment should be simple
enough that all students can accomplish it. One such assignment
is to tell the students that, ;they have just met an interesting per-
son (male or female) who has agreed to coma to their house
when class is over. The teacher has forbidden them to talk any
more, so the students must write directions from school to their
homes. This assignment cian be used as a springboard for met-
aphors for talking about citing throughout the course. For ex-
ample, it -,can be used to discuss levels of diction or language
(when, you "hit" the stop sign); development (How do I lmow
where to turn? You didn give me any .landmarks or any idea
of how Many miles to go) organization. (You sent me the wrong

51 47
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way down a _one-way, street; you are Isiking me in cireles). The
analogies are endless, but they can often bring the problem of a
much more complex writing assignment into focus.

A second diagnostic assignment which' requires more skill in
organization and development is to describe a favorite pet; to give
three 'reasons why the student has chosen his or her course of
study; or to explain one's reactions to college (see chapter two
for additional assignments). These twt diagnostic assignments
should together give the teacher a clear pictures of the students'
strengths and weaknesses. Any student who has severe proh-
lems with mechanics can then begin an individualized program
immediately.

Attitude Inventories .

Next, the teacher can help the students bL`come aware of what
their attitudes about writing are by giving them a writing attitude
inventory (Sae Figs. 1 and 2). A class discussion of the inventory
will enable students to clarify their attitudes about writing, fo»
verbalize those attitudes, and to be accepted by their peers and'
the teacher regardless of how they feel about writing. The prob-
lems caused by student attitudes about writing and about criticiz-
ing and being Criticized should not be minimized. Teachers who
,use eitheof the forms or one of their own making,show students
how open the classroom and teacher- are.

The forms may be confidential and handed in for the teacher's
information only, but they are much more effective when used in
small groups or even in a total clas's discussion. Students may be
asked if they want the group to discuss their own attitudes. An-
other possibility is for the teacher to collect all inventories and
redistribute them randomly, after which the clash can work up
as collective self-assessment. This enables the class to legitimize'
its past history in learning to write. Most important, however,
is the-creation of a forum where studtpts can participate and 3e
acknowledged regardless of what they believe: For example, stu-
dents who cannot write about a certain work often do not recog-
nize that their anger with the subject. or treatment of the subject
is a legitithate point of view. They may be saying, "I can't write
about this the way I think* the teacher wants me to write." If
students can become aware of the reasonefor their ..attitudes or
for 'those of their peers and teacher, they can begin to look for
ways either to cope with or change their attitudes.

, 52
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Attitude Inventory

The following inventory is confidential and designed to aid teacher planking.
Please be honest. Each question has six units following it. On the left is the
most negative unit, on the right the most positive. Mark with an X the area
which most clearly indicates your attitude.

1. Your attitude toward freshman English

2. Your attitude toward reading in general

3. Your attitude toward reading "literature"

4. Your attitude about all the previous experience you have had in learn-4

ing how tcwrite
I

5. Your attitude about learning to write now

6. Your attitude about finding ideas and formulatinga thesis for writing

7. Your present general attitude about schpol

8. Your attitude about your ability to master mechanical problems in

writing (sp., p., ss., etc.)

9. Your attitude toward your ability to improve your writing

10. , Your attitude about the importance of writing in your life .

-

,e Fig. 1. A sample attitude inventory for a freshman mposition class.
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viaaboratory Approach to Writing

A student in one of our classes wads so hostile that his com-
ments in class were-always sarcastic and negative. The reason
for this was made clear by his first paper: his writing skills were
extremely weak, and he Could not spell even the simplest words.
In an office interview the, problem, was approached. head-on:
"You'k really hostile, aren't you, Flohert?o* His response was
that.he'could not read`very well, -be .didn't like to write; and he
couldn't understand 'why, as a business major, he hail to take
English. Hewes told that no one who wrote as he did would like
to write either. Theh we talked-about his future go nd how

Attitude Inventory
(

Circle the answer that most accurately describes your opinions.

1. Only students who want to take a writing course in college should
have to take one.
Strongly agree Agee Untlecided Disagree Strongly disagree'

2. Most people who read youle'writing are not influencekby your
spelling.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly disagree

3. 'Executives de not need ,to know how to write because their sec;
retaries will coire4 their mistakes.
Strongly Awe Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly disagree

'4. As long as'you get ypur idea across; organization does not matter.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagiee Strongly disagree

5. Knowing how to write is necessary for most occupations..
.v

Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree StrOngly disagree
6. 'Writing is fun.

Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly cflsagiee 2'

7. If you have not learned how to write before coming to college,'it is
too late for the college teacher to teach you anything.
Strongly agree Akree Undecided Disagree. Strongly disagree

8. College students need to learn'grammar.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly disagree

9. Secretaries do not need to know how to write be'caus6 thr em-
ployers will dictate what is to be writtA.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly disagree

10. . Learning how to write well is too difficult for most pie.
Strongly agree Agree Undecided Disagree :Strongly disagree

Fig. 2. A sample attitude inventory for a freshman composition class.

.
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the ability to write might be necessary, We discussed avenues
outside the classroom, such as the reading and ,writing labs, where
he could get special help if he wanted it_ Finally, he was asked
to separate his attitude toward English from his attitude toward
the teacher and to remember that his immediate goal was to pass
freshman English. From that point on, he was a pleasure, to have
in class. Because. his attitude had changed, he was, able to fin-
rove. However, ;near the end of the quarter, we both realized

that he had not improved enough to pass the course; twelve years
of neglect cannot be cured in ten weeks. He withdrew from class
with no hostility and even with a 'feeling .of accomplishment. He

wsaid' he planned to work in the lab before retaking the course.
Some people might consider this an example of a failure,, but we
view it as at least.,tlie first step toward success. Tfobert's change
in attitude gav-e him a chance to begin learning the writing pro-
cess. He could take criticism from his peers and give construc-
tive criticism, to others. He became a useful contributor in small
grOups.

51

* 1 i i

Analogies for the Writing Process
1 11

.
a,

Once students have clarified° their atti es, they are ready to
begin the Writing process. The greatest initial'challenge for the

- ...teacher is teaching students to construct their own thesis state-
ments./ Students ne.ed,.guidarice in how to determine the central
Mee, And this involves initiating them into theprocess of writing:

/ I,
.

1 P4Or too long composition instructors and composition texts
1 /have focused on the product rather than on the process.
/ , They have.dqfcribed the characteristics of the effective es-

.
-/ / say rather than the process by which such'aii essay is corn-

.
7/ merits of trying to. teach Somtneehow to bake a delicious

posed. To my mind, this-iradifional approach has all the
...,

/ .cake by describing. the shape, si- e, texture, and taste of deli-
cious cakes. Th6ugh a person so instructed may learnt. to ' ..

,recite the characteristics of. a prize-winning cake, he is still.
no closer fo being able to bake one himself:2, '

Kytle's book is/ organized around_ four ways of getting started:
Einalisis,+ analogy, ,biainstorming, and systematic .inquiry. His
conclusiot isutriltat the process is the product. EVen,though corn-

ing to grips. i th language and writing is more abstract than the
Prize-winning/ cake Kytle talks about, his metaphor 'can be ex-
tended: justeras there is no best way to hake a _cake, although
each cake b k has a best way, there is no best way'-to teach

N
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'composition. The metaphor gets more compliCated because the
proverbial "best_method" may work with one student and not
with ,another.

To help students understand prewriting, "telling writing,"-ex-
: ecuting the composition, editing, and evaluating the finished com-

position, these activities can be compared to the skills of diving.
Does the diver receive a medal based on the average of his or her
diving ca,rect? What proportion of the diver's "grade" is based upon
skill? Degree of difficulty? What aspe'cts.are considered in eval-
uating? What relationship exists between the intellectual grasp'
of the moves of the dive and the execution of th'enl? Since the
diver is often nbt competing when diving, how does the diver
"grade" him or herself? And, finally, how does lack of food, sleep,
and-practice affect tbe,diver?

Another of the difficult things students have to face initially
is criticism about their written. work. They often find it difficult
to separate the written word from themselves. A siniple way to
get them to overcome the feeling of personal hurt is to use a se-
magtic approach developed by.Sloveig Torbik. The Nacher'shltild
Wait until everyone elSe is in class and then come in, write HELL.
on the board, and go about doing the usual laskstake atten,
dance, talk about assignments, and soon. Then the teacher can
ask the class if they noticed what was written on the board and-
what their reactions are. The responses are usually varied: "You
mus.t, be in a bad mood today." "I've seenstudents write dirty
words on the board, but I've never seen teachers do it!","Are we
going to read something about hell?" Then the teacher can poiftt
to theword and ask students what it is. Again- the responses will
vary. At this point the teacher should add the 0. Most of the
students will be very relieved, laugh, and:tegin to relax. The
HELL and HELLO can then be discussed frbm aaraumben of points
of view. First of all, the vy,ritten word is simply a symbol, not
the thing itself; second, people will react to 'our written words in la
different way's; third, we need to be able to deal objectively with
words we read or write-, and last, we need to be aware of the im-
pact of words on 'others and on Ourselves.

This semantic game enable's students to become more recep-
tive lo criticism because it encourages rearrangement of details,
calls .to students' attention the possible alternatives of arrange-
ment, and stresses the playfulness that can accompnyt-criticism.
For example, three student critics are apt to suggest three ways
of rewriting a sentence for clarity. At first, students are look'
for the "correct final solution" to the problems presented to the

c`;
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critics and finally to the writer. One student sin this situation
called upon the instructor to select the "right" answer becase,
he said, "they can't all be right." He Was told it was a matter
of personal taste. After a moment of silerice he said, "I'm not
particularly hungry, are, you?" The instructor responded that
choice makes a good .consumer. The notion of consuming lan-
guagein this particular class became a game°. Instead of feelirig
frustration or apprehension, critics looked- forward to group era-

( icism: "Becauself this doesn't help you, I'll eat my words." This
playfulness and gaming also works well with testing thesis state-
ments, patterning ideas, and examining speakerewalues in words.

Another visual: analogy- which can be used to introduce stu-
dents to the process of writing again begins with a word the
teacher, writes on the board. Students are given three seconds to
write down three' or more words that immediately comet to mind.%

The use of Yir4srd associations-sto represent the collective thought
process is especially successful with students who are fearful; Con-

, fused, and conditioned 45 failure in manipulating swords. This
visual analogy, using.a di erent word, can bo employed through-
.mit a course, and it accumulates more and more meaning as the
students progress. Any word can be used for this exercise, but
the teacher should be forewarned about so'me of the possible pit-

falls. Some' words, like sports, generate rather stereotyped re-
sponses; other words elicit respOrlies too personal for the student
to discuss comfortably. This is a risk an experimenting teacher
sometimeFhas to take. The more possibilities the word .suggests,

the more, sari d; the responses wi l be.
Afterthe students write (or-read to the teacher who records')

their responses to the word bird On pthe blackboard, 'analogieS-to
the writing process may easily be exploited (see Fig. $-.); Bird is
analogous, generally, to the "idea" of a paragraph;- the associ-
ations represent possibl9 proof and'controIs. A .class is usually
imprbssed-with the overwhelming data generated in ,three seconds
by one word,,Furthermore, they are struck with" associations'
which seem- -unpOPular and impossible. to relate. At this point the -

teachelshould stress that beginning writers 'generally freeze not
. beciause they have blank minds, but rather becauses-their mind

are in a state-of data overload and they may be- unable tp make
sense' of what they are thinking.

One way to illustrate to students that their minds Jtre actually
too full is'to have them talk in small groups,'with recorders tak-
ing notes or With he groups keeping track of every 'major point

-Chey verbalize. In one such group, a writer who claimed to have

57-
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Bird
Associated words
Connecting lines

deadTWA
duck fly

h'appiness

early

perch

feed.

sunlight

sparrow /
peace

chili
clog

Idea
Controls, details, proof
Links, rationales, relationships

eagle girl

I /
BIRD

nest

feathers

gun

/
migrate ,' 6

\ . / robin\
wo(ms

love

/
Fig. 3 Commonpli;ce words can be used
cussiops of the writing process.

dog

tree

t construct analogies useful in dis-

/
a blank mind ;generated twenty 4deas, any of which could have
been ,worked iro a thesis eithe alone or in combination. In this
specific case the class was tol to select as many ideas as they
could and compose the'sis s ements from them. In fifteen min-
utes the class generated ov one hundred workable thesis state-
ments. As students learned to request time for such 'a session
when they felt at a loss dring the invention process,.the problem
of a blank mind becam history.

When the class disc sses "links," members realize tha even
for 'obvious connectio like bird-tree the" links may differ. The
necessity for discuss' g thoroughly how bird relates to tree be-
comes obvioUs when he possibilities are, explored: honie, perches,

,nesting; life,. shook survival, graceful, think about. The, next
problem is hoW to free the student from data overload.

In order to discuss the'idea bird, the-writer must in some way
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control the idea. This control is limited or governed by form,
audience ( and voice, and authority, but not necessarily in that
order. The_ form, depending on the scope of the idea and the ca-
pabilities of the author, may be a paragraph, essay, article, book,
or poerb. The audienceteacher, peers, 'experts, childrenwill in-'
fluence the voice. And finally, the writer's education, knowledge,
and expertise will determine his or her authority. Each aspect
influences the final product, and each is dependent on the other.
Thus, the teacher .must discuss the author's knowledge of various
aspects of the associations, his or her capacity to direct the links
in s port, and finally the audience. Obviously, the fifth grader's
p agraph about a bird's nest will differ from the ornithologist's

, paragraph about the nesting habits of the tufted titmouse. in the
// Miami Valley.,

At this point the class may function as a whole, in small goups,
or as individuals to test controlling an idea, constructina thesis,
and explaining the links. Stioften this third point is most di colt
because the advertising media prepackages words, leading b4n-
ning writers to assume that their association is the only possibil-
ity or that it is ahared truth. One way to overcome this assumpl
tion on the students' part is to remind,them of the HELL-HELLO
exercise. Another is to construct thesis equations using math-
ematical symbols. .

Experimenting with simple equations illustrates for -Students-
the governing power of topic sentences, the necessity for carefully
drawing up their plans, and the variety of approaches for develop-
ing paragraphs. Students become sensitive tty the power prier-

\ ated by semantic equations as they structure thesis statements
into algebraic equations or the reverse, starting With equations

, and establishing verbal substitutions. One student 'designed his
thesis'aatement intotthe following: V = ME. His verbal trans-
lation: "Vengeance 'Swine ''saith the Lord." Another student
whb Wanted to begin with "Nothing will come of nothing" deirel._

°peel 0
+ 0. A third exanple: V. = or as the student:ex-.,.

A

plained, "My van is My home on wheels." In addition to illustrat-
ing to students the governing power of the thesis, this exercise
can help students recognize the, interrelationships of verbal and
mathematical structure's. Finally, this is a, miefuranatogy to en-
courage authority in ordering regatdless of Where the writer is, It
should be noted that the ?me is`more successful in small groups

* that elect to pursue it.
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The Portable Group

One technique which expands the group concept to make use of
a community approach to education is what could be called the
portable group. In order to cope with the geographical and cul-
tUral 'isolation of the commuting student, the freshman teacher
can utilize a student-developed "commercial analysis." The form
reproduced here (see Fig. 4) was designed. by students to assess
or critique television commercials.

Students used the community and their own families as learn-
ing resources for this analysis, which became a popular event in
many students' homes and at their jobs. Often these outside
grows provided class groups with valuable insights. Several stu-
dents mentioned that their parents gave particularly fascinating
insights into questions and that parents and- students were mu-
tually excited about,the chance to be a part of each other's learn-
ing. As the separate lives of home, school, and work were irate -.
grated, the isolation many 'commuting students felt was dissipated.

Although the analysis was originally designed to evaluate tele-
vision commercials, parts of it were informally adapted and re-
written to evaluate television programming and movies and to
generate topics for writing. Several students utilized .the list to
generate criteria for criticism. Finally, classes found themselves,
evaluating even newspapers and magazines more carefully._ iThe
use of the analysis places students-in the roles of teacher, diiAtor,
explainer, recorder, and listener. These roles give students, con-
fidence, teeth them to be careful listeners and evaluators, and
help generally to increase their awareness:.

If the teacher uses a study of commercial programming early
in the_ course, students quickly become aware of the verbal, and
visual' Means by which commercials attempt to convince audi-
ences. The unity, emphasis, and coherence Of cormnercials,repre-
sent at best "artful" logic, at worst, artless fallacy. From the
commercial, analysis students can examine the effectiveness of de-
tails (proof) and examine why the rhetoric is either' entertaining
or exasperating.

Possibly the best rationale for students to develop the extended
group is to foster awareness in them as they examine their visual
world: Students pay' far closer attention to the art of commercial
programming thaj they do to the art of nature. ,An awareness
of the "super sells' of wish fulfillment is often the greatest way to
illustrate how commercials reduce and sterilize language or en-

ti
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hance and enrich it. Attention to myths and how they function
in the l'anguage of the marketplace is also important, as Pierre
Maranda suggests in the introduction to Mythology:

Our myths are made of depilatories, /royalty, pets, antiques,
political ideologies, religion, hair tonics, cinema actors, sci-
entific theories, cars, ,etc., enticing avenues to the Paradise
of which, ultimately, they refuse to acknowledge the loss.'

Generally, students agree that verbal - visual commercial tech-
niques are often either dishonest or, entertaining or both. As they

, ermine and elaborate upon the criteria for evaluating commer-
cials, they gain clear insights into how honesty, sincerity, humor,
and satire can be used in writing or speaking. Their evaluations
create a source of responses with which. the teacher can explain
or clarify writing problems throughout the course.

Voice and Inuention

As students evaluate commercials, the analysis generally causes
degree of tension concerning ,their values, regardless of what

they are. When discussing manipulation and techniques of ma-
nikulation, students are caught not only in problems of how to
create honest communication, but also in a growing awareness of
their own mythology and .philosophy. Beginning writers often ..
have difficulty selecting a perspective or voice because they be-
lieve that subjects automatically include their perspective as a
given. One class worked on an extensive list of words associated
with the word rock, which students felt had no individual mean-
ings or connotations. Then students, were asked, ;"I-low is your
reaction part' of the subject?" As these students Compared lists,
they began to gee sets of approaches and values connected with
the words they associated with rock which indicate mythological
or philosophieal relationships to the word. Studen were quickly
aware that words such as death: God, and warw ch some stu-
dents associated with roacarried the speakers values. One stu-
dent stated, "I cannot think of God apart from my attitude to-
ward Him." The' exercise with the word rock illustrates that,
words contain both shared and individual meanings. By, gaming
with word associations, students can clarify their valu s, share
.i;jthose values with the group, and examine others' myt and val-
u'es.' Again the teacher, can stress that the inability to write is
often caused by data overload, thej Robinson Crusoe-blank-sheet-
of-paper syndrome. i

tii
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Cpmmercial Analysis
Product:
Program Sponsored:41$
Time 'of Day: .

Local ortNationcd:

Setting -

place or background:
how many sit changes:
where in time:
props used:
colors used:
type of lighting:
overall effec:c

Music

choral:
orchestral:
small groiip:
tempo:
background noise:
overall effect:

Characters
age:.

sex:
dress:
relationship between characters:
does relationsfiip change,
or is cfiange guggested:

nature of change:
use of stereotypes:
use of famous names:
authority figure:
"man on street":
"innocent bystander":
what parts of body exposed:
what positions bodies in:

Language

.slang:
appeal to certain group:
slogan Orslincher phrase:

Fig. 4. A sTmple form for analysis of television-commercials.
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repetition:
loaded words (a word can get
.loatled_as it-is used):
vague words:
use of "quoted material":

Camera Techniques
speed of action:
variety of camera angle:
closeups: ft

distance shots:
zoom shots:,
overlays:
focus upon person/items:
juxtaposition:

Validity
personal testimony:
scientific surveys:
authority figure:
famous person:
debate:
competition/putdown:
"low" profile:
reverse psychology:
humor:,
the absurd:.

Fantasy,
,explicit use of cartoons:
wish fulfillment:
use of animals:

Consumer Appeal
explicit reasons given .
to buy product:
promises made for product
(implicit/explicit): :*

how does'oes product improve quality
of your pfe:
appeal to reason/logic:
appeal to basic drive
(hunger, thirst, sex, success):
appeal to latent fear:

9-
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Once students have overcome this syndrome, they then need a
method to attack. the paragraph or theme itself. Agairi a visual
image can help them understand the process (see Fig. 5, Plan A).
However, the student may not come up with an idea. If this hap-
pens, the teacher can instruct two group members to record every
reason a writer can't write. Generally, the recorders will hear sev-
eral thesis statements; in one of our classes a listener actually re-
corded a poem. Here, too, a visual image may help (see Fig. 5,
Than B). A note to listeners: students who say they have no ideas
will often tell you too many to write down. Another visual device
which enables students tb see proportion, organization, acid devel-
opment in a paper involves the use of stick figures (see Fig. 6).

Gamei
Because beginning writers' are bombarded with choices, they ought,
to examine possibilities.. The moral crisis felt by the beginning
writer is best illustrated by the following game. The teacher placed
three circles on the blackboard so that they are ipoi triangular
relationship with each other and then stresses that after the stu-
'denti have heard the directions for the game they are to record
their questions and answers. They may not under any circuml
stances question the teacher or any .other memberof the class.
Thillkirections are quite, simple. The student is alone in a boat
that is safe, seaworthy, and large. As the student looks out, he or
she sees that the other boats which are in sight are sinking, and he
or she will be able to save the crew of only one boat. The student
must decide whether to steer toward Boat 2, which contains the
student's mother, or toward Boat 3, which contains foui strangers.
The student also has the option of saving no one and leaving the
scene. Cl members must make a decision on paper and state
the reasoriaTi making it. They can also be asked to record in as
much detail as possible their thinking Prior to their decision and
afterwards.

This exercise can be the basis for a discussion of morality., def-

initions of language, and arguments. Furthermore, it can be at
least a, first step toward showing begirining writers the interrela-
tionships between authorship and- authority. The boat analogy
accumulates Meaning since it may be used again at any stage in

the writing process to clarify- the necessity for making a decision
and providing a rationale which is honest, and sound for both the
audience and the writer. The class can discuss the limits which
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Plan A: You Have an Idea to Test
I -

Central idea, thesis
,.......2

Idea 'I,

'Patjte, view your
process and product

Conclusions

1

61

Gather details, ,.
find specific proof

s_.

4.

Discuss how each detail
works for your thesis

t. Plan B: You Have No Idea What to Write `,

Construct thesis 7

A

Play with 6
4 and 5

4 Construct your most
effective order 40

Ma

Reexamine yOur
order of coherence

..,

Go to Plan A
8

k Either write or tell
a group member reasons
you cannot write

2. Separate reason%4 see
if they are general

, feelings or inability
to find or cope with
vour subject,

Create trial 5 3 Collect any chits that
thesis statement N,................ interests you ,

4 -----
ook for patterns,

4 themes, ideas

..
Fig. 5. Diagramming the composing process often helps students to begin
writing.

3

t.
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would be necessary as they consider forms: poetry, the news re-
port, the essay, and sO on. Each one of these forms calls for a dif-
ferent order and use of details. This game may be conducted ini-
tially in a large group, but. it is better suited to small group or
individual writing assignments.

Another game which is flexible in the way it can be administered
in the classroom is the survival game. The istudents are told they
are each the last person on earth. The teacher takes them through
the initial hours of discovery and, moving outside their immediate
environment, notes details which lcrAd them to believe that every-
one else is gone. After five to ten minutes of such description, the
students record their thoughts and activities for their first week in
which they find theniselves "on their own." The teacher should
caution them to avoid any consultation with any other student or
person with whom they come in contact while they prepare this in-
formal journal. In fact, they should not mention the assignment
to anyone until after they have completed it. In some instances,
students mal' write for two class periods. The class should then
discuss the difficulties imposed by the silence rule. As soon as the
students form small groups, they realize and consider the options
provided by other students: some students bring up problems
other students have not considered, and some provide Means_of
coping that no one has included. The class can then discuss
the options of form which come out of the informal-journal entries
and the ways they have for developing their ideas.

The game beconies even more complex if the teacher tells the
students that they have searched throughout the surrounding area
and have discovered that they are not,, in fact, the last living per-
son. They have found the members Of their classrOom small group
and have the option of leaving that group or 'deciding to band to-
gether to form a small society. They are asked to inform the group
of their decision and reasons in writing.

One other exercise that works well for beginning writing assign-
ments igk having the students describea picture. The teacher can
provide magazine pictures of nqture, urban life, animals, people,
beauty, and the like. Each student selects an appealing picture
and writes a topic sentence (students should be encouraged to
avoid such openings as "this is a picture of" or "this photograph
Shows"). Then they can write their controlling idea (topic sen-
tence) on the board. The class can make comments, suggestions,
or ask questions before and after they see the picture. Having stu.

b b'
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The jntroductiotriltoo big
for the body.

Where are the details?

The body is lacking.

ea.

.Organizatioh?,

Fig, 6. Chalkboard graphics can quickly communicate eructuralproblems in
'writing.

dents write t it topic or thesis sentence on the bbard for this, or
.1.

`an , assig t should initihte discussion about developing and
,

nizing1,ct
topic, vivid language, graminar, punctuation, or even

Re ng. For example, in one class- a student wrote, "Let your
Min wander into an eighteenth-century drawing rqom." We could

._./al,i se the Loom, but we discussed other possible likeningsjour
ney, ink about going, travel, picture being inleaving the final
decisiqn ut) to the writer. Another sentence began', "There are sev-.

, oral people." We discusseethe importance of filching the reader's
attention immediately. Finally, one student wrote, "I'd like you
to imailie with me what .I've seen of two lions." Aftei surveying °

the picture, one student suggested,- "Two lions are lounging at
leisure," and we began discussing limericks. .

°

Use of Literature
74

Altliough'all of:our processes of writing can be used in a composi-
tion class which does not include any literature, the classics can

6 7
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provide a good framework for the student tediscover values and to
learn to thiS Many educators feel th't literature should be a
separate course. Perhaps this is because teachers who teach corn-
positiOn and literature in the same coirrse often forget to put away
their lecture notes on the literature, which represent years of ye-
search and teaching. Literature need not be taught as literature
per se. To assume that every student learns or benefits from the
same set of facts at the same time about any classic or anything

(else is simply false. A classic can give the students a common start-,.
ing point for discussions which are germane to the writing process.
. For example, if students read Dante's Inferno, they react to

Dante, verbalize that 'reaction, and share and grow in their speak-
ing and writing skills as they express their reaction on paper or in
large and small groups! Their papers probably will -not reflect a
literary reaction, However, the variety of topics that are generated
in group discussions of literature provides students with numerous
options for experimenting with voice, audience, and subj6et matter.
Major critical issues and problems may be introduced as they arise
from student discussions.

In order to integrate laboratory methods with composition and
literature, the teacher generally functions to help students process
their ideas inductively. Consequently, ruuch class time is spent in
prewriting7thesis testing, criticism of the arrangement of details,'
and discussion of finished papers all intertwined. Sometimes sev-
eral students get . interested in the same topic. If this happens,
ajlow the students to group according to topic; then students can
see how any topic can be developed in a number of ways. In our
study of Job, for example, several students wrote on the idea .of
"Why me?" Some papers were serious, others ,ironic, and others
funny. Thus, students who work in droups do -get models: their
peers' papers.

In the past students havesaicLto_us,qs_this-w-hat-you-want?"
"Is this the right way to handle the topic?" TheY discover, how-
ever, that options in treatment transcend right and wrong. In our
study of the Iliad, one student wrote a radio broadcast in which a
sports announcer was describing Achilles' battle with Hectoi. An-

- other student wrote ,a letter back to Athens ordejng new boot-
straps and giving the people at home news of the war. In fact, once
students realize that they don't have to memorize dactylic hex-'
amet'er, they begin inventing and doing research on their own. One
student, for example, spent hours in the library trying to find out
if the Song of Roland influenced people to join the Crusades. An..

68
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...
other s u e ra" :. ht--inlari_uniolicited report on Walpurg is Night
when w read Faust.? And modern newspaper or magazine articles
that r ate to what we are reading or have read are a common
occ rence and often provide information for students' 'papers.-

pt
i:

,for Classroom Problems : 1

kaddition to having students who are inventive and eager to work,

...
-f the reacher is faced with others who do not want to work or will

not work.. Thus, one possible problem of the Jab approach which
strikeianerve in our ,accomplishment-oriented souls is Simply this:
What if,the students- dim't work? Several exdmples serve to illus-

° trate ,th(teacher's. options in this situation. Allowing studentS to
state the reasons they are not productive is often motivation
enough. Once the students have stated their reasons, instructors

. may clarify the class or group task at hand or ask in what ways
they can help the student or group to begin) but they should re-
Member that the respOnsibility for productivity and motivation

.belongs to the group. Group members should also have the option
of redesWigtkeir own group model or process. As students deal
with these ,proKOrna, the teacher can aslo ,them, to record their

'progress, diffieuitiei, and solutions. Thus, the situation can pro-
...,,,, ,duce- an on.the-spot paragraph developed by chronological order.

i If -the kiehlehl is one. student who comes to class 'habitually un-
preparid, that student's gpup is likely to become disgruntled.
Peer pressure 'is often I effective in getting the student to come
prepared as anythin e teacher might do. ..

The teacher w . 0 uses' kroups must be flexible. Although groups(
could be used xclusively in the classroom, there are times when
other teach I techniques' more appropriate. One example of
.class exploration of theuse of groups and alternatives oc:Curred one
day wh n one-third of the class was absent, one-third as unpre7

_,,,pared, and one-third was prepared but angry because t ey antic-
.- Ipated being used. The behavioral manifestation \of this ,situation

was total silence. The instructor *ent to the board a,nitiasked the
students what they would include if they were to write a criticism

'of the class. _Quickly the class getieratedocriticiims7about the class,

the weather, the tests, themselves, and life in geperal. Everything
was listed oil the blackboard. Students discovered that everyone
would be able to perform if they ate, tested,' solved tie energy
crisis, simplified, their schedules, quit part-time .obs, were 't tested
every day, didn't fight with friends and, family, had a c\p. which

'
ow
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' worked, didn't have' to worry about being overweight, weren't in .
love (or out of love), and so ori. A large group wrote a paragraph
describing first 'what was bothering the group and, second, how the
class could be restructured to cope with the situation. Then stu-
dents Went On to write their own papers on any one idea that had
been generated. Many students felt it waS the best class of the guar:
ter. They discovered that they werfilled with,ideas about subjects
other than the ones we had prepared. When students are so over-
whelmed by tests or assignments in other courses that they simply
do not have the stamina to function well in a small group, the per-
ceptive teacher should be able to detect this and. be prepared to
switch to another method. There are times when the students
could benefit more, for instance, gy writing on their own, by having
class discussion, or by listening to the teacher lecture.

Mechanic's

One final area, of teaching that must be eovered is the rg, echanics
-Of writing. By the time students get to college, they often have a
very negative attitude about learning or understanding rules of
pimetuation. One method we have used successfully with ,indivie
ual stud'ents and whole classes to make them aware (Jae necessity
to punctuate correctly is to deval with the idea of punctuation on a
sensory level. The teacher asks the students to close their eyes
and imagine that they are driving a car. Then they _take the fol-
lowing trip: "You are driving down the road at,fifty....five miles an
hour, the legal speed limit. You are apprOa4hing an intersection -
and-"the light turns green, so you continue driving at the same
speed. When you reacthe intersection, you realize that cars are
still coming from the opposite direction. Luckily, you ,get through
the intersection withimt kiting hit. As you continue down the
road the same thing.,happ'ens at tVe next intersection.. You, con-
tinue driving ate fifty -fide miles per hourWithout warnings you
come to a sharp' right curve in the road and are just barely able to
keep the.car on the road., Just as you relax and speed up to fifty- _.
five again, the road Cafes sharply:to- the left. When: the road be-
comes straight, YOU notice a stop- sign. Yo stop. There 'is no
intersection here. In" fact, you are i. the m ddle of, the_ count*.

i} You startup and begifi to pick up speed j t as you see another
. stop sign. Again no intersection. This hap entfive times. Okay,

now open your eyes and me bow you te

7.0
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t`V -14
The students admit to feeling frustrated, nervous, afraid, and

even angry. They say that. they expect the road signs to have
meaning, to be there as a warning, and to have a purpose. Then
the teacher can explain that their tit; was like the one he or She
took through their papers if their punctuation Was inaccurate or
missing. At this point, the students are usually willing ',to talk
about periods or semicolons (stop signs), commas (slow down), or
colons (green lights).

But another problem soon arises if the teacher says, "Two inde-
pendent clauses joined by a coordinating conjunction must be
,separated by a comma." When the moans subside, the teacher can
agree that learning the names of parts of speech is boring, and
maybe they would rather listen, to a personal anecdote that the
driving exercise brought to mind: "I had a problem with my car
this weekend and took it to a' service station to have it repaired.
You know that big round whatchamajigger under the front part of __,""

.the car? "-Students will be quick to explain that the watchmajigger
is the air filter tinder the hood. , "Well, anyway, the problem was
with the thingamabob under the whatchamdjigger," to which they
will no doubt respond, "You mean the carburetor." By this time
students usually have gotten the point. They begin to see the need
for having a common vocabulary in order to talk about how to
punctuate; The teacher can reinforce the point by trying to discuss'

o, the idea of a comma without mentioning the parts of speech or any
grammatical terms. The students may not-be overjoyed about
learning the terms, but they will be aware of the purpose for learn-
ing them and thus will be much more receptive.

Students often view punctuation, word ordering, and mechanic§
In general as superficial and arbitrary. The exercise involving the
sensory drama pf the car trip with closed eyes illustrates to still.
dents that cnechanics arise both with and from .essential forms,
structures, and needs. We have developed, stoplights and signs to
protect ariver, to inform them of social and legal: expectations, to
balance the individual, freedom of traveling with social expectations
of order and procedure. Since students mayt haVeexperienced the''
terror of lostness through the driviqg analogy, the teacher can ,ex-4'
tend the analogy to discuss the need for brdering w'hich

' in language and thought. One way to follow up the blind, trip fitly
-the car is to give students some poems of E. E._,Cummings.
filings cannot lie punctuated without being rewritten, Students
who begin the tifsk of punctuating Cummings. think they are edit-
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ing, but, instead:. ihey, discover themselves in dialogue with Cum-
zningeprocess; this dialogue enables students to examine their
own assumptions about order and language
For teachers who feel that a whole class could benefit by doing

exercises or tests, we recommerid that they prepare the exercises
themselves or have students prepare, them, The students who are
designing,, exercises for themselves or others may do this as an
extension of peer critique or, in small groups. as an exercise which
is learned by making the test, then reinforced by taking it. Their
sentences on the exercise may deal with future assignments, facts
they should know about the course or the college, or even the
assignment they are doing. Here ispart Of a teacher-designed
comma test that talks to students (see chapter two for additional
eicerciges): .

1. When class started yesterday five boys
were sitting in the back of the room

2. The boy in the back of the room weling
the green shirt fell asleep.,

3. You know that the preceding- sentence
contained a restrictive clause don't you?,

rile teacher should tell
are

students that the kxercise dots say
something. Students are so conditioned to taking meaningless
tests that the first time they are exposed to a "talking" exercise
they aren't even aware that it is talking.

The laboratk method .and the exercises given in this chapter
cannot be neatly ))set down in a syllabus before,,class 'begins,. to be
covered on day X. The techniquesqnust become an integral part
of the teacher's method if they are-to be used effectively. The exer-
cises should arise naturally when the needs of the student; group,-
or class indicate that a given exercise would be u.,efur Meanwhile.
the teacher must continuously build up6n these techniques, revis-
ing, refining, and redefining what is useful in any given situation.

4 4
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A As -teatp.er'S Evaluate:
The,Proms of Evaluation

To summarize my discontep nt, graduate school forced us
thAugh a highly restrictive program. We had44o drop any
preconceptiontthat we brought with us regarding thE nature':
of literary study. We gave up o4 individual freedom whgn
we entered th6graduate program and agreed to'do what we
were- told..:. And ironically the degree gave mart,vof us
the power to maketanother generation of students
through the same program. This wagimown as preserving
Tradition.' I:

-*;

GeOrge Befits's evaluation of his graduate English studies Ouches
1iion some of the 'major reasono,why bOth undergraffnates and

4 graduat students 'are di,senChanted. The liberal arts seem any-
thing bt.4. liberal and artistic. The majg issue implicit in Bellis's.

'analysis, centers on the notion of academic freedom for all partic-
ipp,ifts in universityslearning. The luxury of workingivith language

16 not merely Lear, ilig the definitions of words stiOli- as freedom; it
includes iecogniking t1 fragile and essentiar,tension, between per-
soda arid' social defiMtionsof tht work ThAtensiOn in the def-
inition of ivords is vital and necessary in le,arning and in evaluating
rearning. .

Scholaqy research and criticism as well as student essays gain
power if .the varia1 iles are,fontrolled, iftthe subject is focused, and
if the voice and attitude of the writer (or evaluator) are made
clear. ;Precise evaluation ,involves, therefore, functioning' within

_z'e clgarly defined lkiits.*All art illustrates an imposition of order and
r

e fO'nn orizexpe4nce.t This imposition a -form, and order implies
4.4 judgment. To alloy studenls,to discOver for themselves the-pe-

. cessitY for oider, hinguage is to allow them to judge for them-
selves within. a social context. To be heard as an individual and
micleokioirby the group mnsbe seen as an ongoing procesS, not
a product. Thg closest metaphor is the madrigal, where the indi-
vidutif and the celebrate a simultaneOus integrity.

.
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The soul of Western critical thinking involVes limits, focus, and
-rational'brder: As teachers, then, wa are confronted with tfre op-
tion of asking thb student to evalualte not only thinking and learn-
ing, but also, on a larger scale; the process that is or is not facil-
itating learning.. Those members of the university or college who
agree that student evaluation is vital and necessary also agree that
students shoUld evaluate teachers, Materials, and courses; but" the
question of how evafttation ought to proceed has generated a pro-

'lessidnal paralysis. Nearly everyone, except the student, has been
asked to devise an aluation tool for assessing student learning.
However, any tool here he parameters aree`preestablished may
pot consider the st dent who is generating his or her own criteria
for botklearning and, the °evaluation of learning.

Our evalultion tool was designed with three concerns
First, we wanted to see if the students could use language instead
of letters, nuMberk, and single words to evaluate the course and,
in doing so, to generate as many criteria for evaluation as they
wished iri addition to illustrating. their skill mastery. Second, by
using theshort may form to evaluate the course, students are able
-to ekablidh a tone and 'a voice, to include elements we might not
have thought*, and to discustelements which are impossible to
quantify. Finally, we wanted this',Viodel of evaluation to demon-
strate that we were listening to each individual. Group statistics,

"4"OWever valid, are- more appropriate for the purposes of Promotion
and ,tenure, government grants,'"reappointment, and testing .a.'`
model. We'wanted an evaluation which was losest to dialogue,

thistudents' own words.
X

tg, One possible secilience for studentslto follow in developing an
83aluation process for their writing in the ,classroom includes de-'
scribing, 'judging, and predicting:

. 0:4

descatrig what happens in their talking, writing, 're-
nding, etc., theyjstudents] may also appreciate the,comt

plexity of what theyAre doing in their activities. They need
not be told constantly by the teacher that th "ought" to
be doing things; they will see this themselves.

Ariy teacher who uses a laboratory method and who teaches wri hog
is confronted with daily evaluations arising "from both the process
and the product of student writing. Evaluation is an integral part

..of the laboratory method; in fact, it is the meaftwhereby students
develop_ bott,as critics and writers. 4

7



The Process of Evaluation

.
First, students should not only consider what they have done

and what they are doing, but also what they will be. This aspect
of evaluation suggests more than the students', perception of their
writing; it involves evolution of thought processes, identity, ability
to communicate with-ielf-and others, and, finally, the notion of
choice and self-determination. Evaluating a comtiunication skill
often involves multiple perspectives. Thus, within the laboratory
environment, "learning and teaching, finally, are processes that de-
pend upon a contingent link between a teaching source and a
learner. It is for, all these reasons that teacher and student are
indispensable members of the evaluation enterprise."' By dividipg
the teacher from the students, Jerome Bruner has established
strict role§ and has assumed that these "members" are, respec-
tively, the teaching source and the learners. At first, this shift in
terminology forces the question .4f who is responsible for the source
of teaching and learning in terms `of roles. Bruner's language does
not clarify the place OI authority but suggests that if we choose to
describe accurately what happens when both students and, teachers
share in the evaluation process, we have multiple role options for
both students and teacher: authority, student, teacher, critic.
Both students and the teacher may play oni1 of these roles at
a given time or simultaneously..

In the classroom or laboratory we may be evaluating writing,
student performance, teacher performance, group performance, or
any combination of thes4. The combinations produce a creative
tension. Robert Pirsig, in discussing his students, says:

71

The student's biggest problem was a slave mentality which
had beep built into hilp by years'of carrot-and-whip grading,
a mule mentality which said, "If you don't whip me, I won't

. work." He didn't get whipped. .He didn't work. And the
cart of civilization, which he supposedly was being trained
to pull, was just going to'have to creak along a little slower
without him.'

The opposite"of the slave mentality is the data overload that re-
sults from overchoice. Students who are-used to being told to
write a five-hundredlvord, five-paragraph, comparison contrast
,theme .which is due at 10 a.m. Friday may be overwhelmed by the
facr that they. can choose their own subject, form, length, audience
and 'yoke.

Many times in our classes students have added options to write,
evaluate someone else's paper, work in a small group, pre*rite,

7
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have an interview with the teacher, or do research in the library,
hiot to tientiotwuttigg class.. One student, iii fact, said, ',What
would happen if faidn't come to class?" The response was "Noth-
ing. Nothing comes jxom nothing:"- He came to class. Students

..,,who are concerned about the choice overeat!'can be reminded of
the bird analogy, Just as they made a choice in narrowing their
topic through linking words, so'C'an they make a choice about han-
dling options in class. The notion that the process of learning and,
therefore, evaluating, writing is shared, with any combination of
strategies possible, means that the process may he considered cha-
otic simply because of the many options available to anyone ex- .
posed to it.

Cour4 livaluation

The initialevaluation form we hand out after six weeks of instruc-
tion (fee Fig. 7) asks students to evaluate both the advantages
and disadvantagesof the interview method ( evaluating theirpapers
with the teacher in or out of class and revising them until they are
accepted); to discuss what they feel i.hey have learned about writ-
ing so far; to evaluate whether or not student editors. (students
who read and evaluate their papers in class) help them;-and to
evaluate whether or not being a student editor helps them in theii
writing. .

One student's fall quarter evaluation clearly showed the tension
between discovery and receiving help and "keeping his opinions
and theories to himself.") For this student who hated grammar and
punctuation, the "amateur professors" in 'his student group were
Clot helping. Another student noted: "If the student is knowledge-
able himself, as far as writing or punctuation is concerned, the an-
swer is yes {student critics are helpful], but some are of no help at
all!" A third student was pleased with the system, "but I better
watch myself not ta be so critical. I'd be a good teacher with a
RED pen." The problem of peer, self-, and teacher evaluation is
central to skill detelopmenVas a writer and as ecritic.

The task of interpreting evaluations from a class must be car-oz.
ried out in a dramatic context, i.e., stopping the action and consid-
ering all of the students' responses as they relate to the students'
learning, as well as seeing the drama of the entire group coping
with evaluation. To build an evaluation tool that _allows for stu-
dent ".contradictions" may -Mean that 'the gtrident can become

1, aware of the tension Which results within and from criticism. The

r
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The Process of Evaluation

Fall Quarter Evquation

Directions; Please check the appropriate bokes or PItINTyour answers.

7-44---Do.yor prefer the interview method too having papers marked with a

red pen and hanc10,back to you laleFT", YES NO
#4.

2., What are the advantages of the interview method?
1

3. What -are the disadvantages of the interview m thod?

4. What have you learned abouLwriting so far int this course?

5. Have the student editors been helpful? YES NO

Explain why or why

6. Have u learned ything from beingl-student editor yourself?

YES NO If you answered yes, what have you learned?

7. Would you like o have exercises in class on any of the following?
-

A. Grammar
Punctuation

-.C. Other

73
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Please explain.

8. Would you like to make any,other comments?'

Fig. 7. A sample form for ah initial course evaluation in a freshman com-
position course.

tension evident in the fall quarter evaluations is part of the creative
process, criticism, and gzowth itself. In Macrorie's words:

Dis- ciplining ,himself in group critique .session writer
trains himself to lx; a getter critic of his own w when.
alone with it. He knows he must_ stand by his words or
thange them upon criticism. The critics may praise and
censure, rave and rant, but he must make the final deci-
$ions: He is ultimately responsible for his sentences.'

The teacher should allow room for a mutual study'of students'
rowth in, terms of themselves and their criteria, in terms of their

and, finally, in terms of expectations.
On her fall quarter form, a fourth student said, "The student

editors all tend to,.say 'that's really good.' They don't explain why

7 7
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74 Laboratory Approach to Writing

it's good and they don't give too many ideas on how to improve
your writing." In contrast to her view of the lack of help others
hadogiven her, she said she had "learned to be,more objective about
other's work.- Also to give help where a thought might be,out pf,
context." As students criticize their skill progress, their own role,
and the roles of others, the teacher is confronted with multiple
fears stemming from lack of self - confidence and the expectations of
others. The evaluations from students after six weeks in the lab-
oratory indicated that they all preferred the method. Their. crit-
icisms centered on difficulties with peer criticism and provided
additional criteria for teacher planning. It was also a starting point
for students to cope with the problems of evaluation.

Initially, students appreciate the individualized approach.
What is difficult for them to handle is the dynamics of peers as
tutors. The hostility and fear are particularly great. in remedial
sections of English where students' lack of confidence in their peers
is exceeded only by lack of confidence in themselves. Students
who have greater difficulty with skills in writing prefer a teacher
who assumes a more directive role in the laboratory situation. Be-
cause the, initial expectation about how teachers should carry out
their role may not be met in the laboratory situation, student eval-
uations reflect this motif: I can't help anyone else because I can't
help myself.

However, one of our remedial classes was asked to evaluate
weaknesses in the laboratory approach during the winter quarter,
and not one student in this class indicated any weaknesses in peer
criticism. Rather, students felt that evaluating other peofle's pa-
pers help,pd .them see their own mistakes. Moreover, the essay
answers illustrated an improvement not only in the area of skills,
but also in the area of self-confidence and insight, ,Although the
students were asked to evaluate strengths and weaknesses in the
method, they often talked in terms of their ,own weakness in
writing.

We gave the students the following written directions: "Please
state in one paragraph what you feel o14 have learned about writ--
ing in this class. Zegin with altpic sentence and use. some sort of

4` logical organizatfon. Try to back up your opinions with facts."
' Then they werelsked to write another paragraph describing weak-

nesses in the method._ We learned ag much about the bless as we
did about the emerging personae. We have not edited or corrected

. n.the following student answers.

.
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The "intelligent" writer
'I have learned to organize my thoughts in a more logical
manner. It has brought me from an unintelligent writer to
a intelligent writer. From this I mean people are able to
undergtand what I am writing -about now, when they used
to not understand.

"If I ever become a famous writer" .

'I've learned a great deal about writing in your class. I use
to write without any form of logic, now I do. You taught me
how to write with organization, how to organize my thought
collectively. Sometimes I have trouble with correct punctu-
ation- You have helped me considerably with it., Just think,
if I ever become a famous writer you can say 'I taught him
everything I know.'

, eThe future: giving structure
In this writing. class I have learned how to organize a para-
graph. Also I have learned how important it is to be a good
writer, and to be able to catch my mistakes. In the past I
had trouble with a topi sentence and a conclusioh. ,Now, I
an able to give structu e to a paragraph. With what I was
taught, such as punttua 'on, wntence structure, clauses, etc.,

° I will have no trouble with sMting ifi the future.

Becoming creative b.
I feel that writing paragraph's has helped me in learning
how to think and write better Since the paragraphs had to '.
be our own ideas, it helped me to become more creative in
my ways of writing. In writing paragraphs I've learned how
to use some variety in my Sentences. The course has been
good because I've learned a lot about writing.

A male E. B. Browning .

How did I learn? Let me count the ways. I learned how to
start and finish a paragraph correctly. I learned how to use ,
the .comma,a,semi-colon, and colon in the correct manner.
"'found, that writing good paragraph or essay comes about
by doing efitimbe4of drafts. Writing is not just something
ou sit down and do, you should .compose your thoughts and

ujot down notes as "inspiration" comes to you. I have learned
a number of things about writing in this class, not just the
fundamentals of writing, but little helps which make writ-
Ing'a paragraph a lot more appealing to the writer and the
reader.

The process of teaching students thinking' and' writing skills
leads from and toward a belief in self. A composition teacher in
an open-door institution who is working with' a grovp of remedial
students ldrns quickly from the students themselves that the

..
A .1.7.
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Pygmalion effect has produced "failures" which are then self-
perpetuated. The entire class in this pLticular sample 'felt they
had improved. One of the major reasons that the students im-
proved was that they only tackled one problem at a time. Critics
who themselves feel weak in the skills are gentle in their criticism
of their peers, but knowing that they themselves want constructive
criticism on their papers, they try to give it to 'others. Once a peer
or the teacher points out the major weakness, whether it_is orga-
nization, a thesis, a conclusion, or whatever, the student can con--
centrate on that one problem. When that problem has been over-

come, the student can then work on sentence structure or punctu-
ation without feeling overwhelmed. Furthermore, by matching or
pairing students who are strong in an area whei.e another is weak,
the teacher can help them both gain confidence.- In the prec4ding
evaluations, students expressed their identities as writers as Wing
intelligent, potentially.famous, confident of the future, more cre-
ative, and, finally, capable of inspiration. This growth in positive
self-image accompanied an improvement in communication skills.

The discovery of self parallels the discovery of, order, style; mt-.
chanics, objectivity, specification, clarity, and use of resources.
The ability to apply data, to experience a freedom of options, and
to realize a selfirowthin dialogue with others is essential for clear
communication. This ability provides students with ways tosay
"I am."

As students work with'eath other and the teacher in class, they
begin to see that wha't is clear to them is not always clear to others.
In one class, a student's first papers lacked all transitions and thus
sounded choppy and rough. He was given a mimeographed hand-
out on transitions, and he experimented with them. He could see ,

the difference in the smoothness of his writing, and before long he
was the person classmates came to for advice on transitions. The
studerits always knew that the teacher could provide them with
resources or advice; but as students learned their strengths and._,
became resources for others, they were more able to ask peers for
help with -their weak areas.

Perhaps the situation where an individual has group support
and receives technical help makes the prewriting and thinking
aspect of writinga springboard to concern for skills. The following
evaluations, again written at the end of,the winter_ quarter, each
indicate concern for a specific skill, i.e., prewriting, thinking, order,
clarity, objectivity, style, and mechanics.

. 80
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In using the laboratory method in learning how to write I
have the advantage of getting other ideas from other people.
I can express ideas and find out what other people.think of

" them. Prewriting a paper has helped me a great deal be-
cause ... by doing something a few times I get much more
out of it.

I've always been able to write and express myself well. I.

think where your method has helped me the most is in my
thinking process. I now go through reading a book with spe-
cific things in my mind, and by the time I've finished I have
many thesis ideas in my head. All 2 need to do then is write
it down, narrow it, and prove;it. Not only am I able to do
this in my writing, but in everyday thinking too. -"°' -

I learned about the correct format for theme papers, and
about supporting ideas .with evidence. During this quarter
especially, I learned what elements should be included in a
character sketch; something I never knew befole. Perhaps
the biggest thing Ylearned was that a theme can not-he all
fact; it has to have some personal opinion or idea in it. I
still have some trouble with topic sentences, but.I feel I can
write more effective papers now.

In this classI have learned ... to be clear in what you are
trying to say. Stich to one topic and don't jump around in
your Ideas. Another point I have learned is to back up any
statements you might make with facts. You cant just sit
down and spill out and feelings,you'might have. ,Your opin-
ions may be completely different from. anyone else's bin, if
you have the facts to back it up, such- as quotes, etc., then
your opinion is just as val. as anyone else's.,.

I really feel that thi rocess ha: helped 'me, because we
leign through the mistakes of other le as we I as through
our own. Sometimesjt's easier tofind es ,ig_ct %/ply

in someone else's ,paper than it in find them in m wn.
Learning what to look for has helped me proofread m
efficiently, although it'has taken some time. Hearing some-
one else's ideas about my paper also helps me see it more
objectively, and gives me guidelines on what to improve in
order to' make' the essay more readable. . . Rewrites hre
good because often in a'few days, it is easier to objectively
criticize and improve one's own paper. , .

Through this class I havelearned the small intangibles that
'make my papers mote interesting to read. Even though' I

already knew the proper form of an essay, I learned to apply
it: Also, by having other pedple including the teacher, read
my papei-s, I fotincl out a style to use that was light, some:
times humerous and often interesting.

. f
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I have not only fOund the handout sheetS helpful, but, also
the private interviews. I feel they have given me a better
Understanding of qrammer. style and in a sense a knowledge
of how to Manipulate words. This became quite apparent to
me after I had Made so many mistakes in my own writing,
that it was easy to find the same mistakes. made in other
pa 'fiers I had edited. Without this type of learning situation,
I -might have continued forever making the same mistakes.'

*
Along with recognizing their growth ih specific gkills,

.
students

also became aware of their growth as individuals and as members
of-a group. The responses indicate th.at, students had a greater
respect for attitudes and values of others and a better understand-

). Wing of their own strengths as writers, as critics, and as individuals.
, The following -sampling of responses shows concern for, in 'order,

independence, self and others, critics, options, applications free-
dom, and writing development.

The laboratory method makes you ceally think since there
is no telkher lecturing and telling us the most significant
points in a work, it makes you feelson your own or indepen-
dent. Discussing ideas with the other students is helpful.
This is the way I get my ideas for my papers. °

I have received a lot of helpful criticism from my new
friends. In particular I like the concept of putting the thesis
statement on the board. It gives you insight into whether
the idea will work or not before you start writing the paper.
You also get some rea9y good ideas on how to expand the,
original idea. I have received a lot of help just by critiquing
other people's papers. By seeing their strengths and weak-
nesses k have realized ,my own.

Group discussions (esp. small) are good because you can
get into the ideas with your peers and come out knowing a
ldt more. Putting thesis statements on the board helps stu-,
dentS see what is wrong with theirs and how to improve
them. Critiquing is beneficial as the student lealms, by being 9

critical about someone elses papery to he more critical with
his own work. Rewrites are helpful in learning where you
made your mistakes' and how to correct them.

The exposure of my thesis to the whole class and teacher
gives me abetter chance for a good-grade on my themes. r
my thesis.is bad and hard to understand, then I knoW I have '
to change it rather thanjuSt turning in my first thought.
This teaches rne'to consider"' every option before I show my
thesis to critics.

I have !mined how to make my writing flow smoothly with
the help of those transitional words or phrases. Also'I have ,

4e.
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leafned that a piece of writing must have a beginning, mid-
dle, and end. All ,should be related and well proportioned.
By using what I ha've learned about writing in this class I
have been able to better organize lily answers on essay ques-
tions for other classes.

I feel that being able to write with as much freedom we have
really motivates us in to writing more often. The eaboratory
method "breaks the ice" In writing essayS. I don't think we
are afraid of writing a paper now like we were in the
beginning.

I have learned not only how to pick a good topi.,k but also
how to develope it to the fullest* using facts, cuotes, or
examples. This could be learned only through having the
experiences of writing Papers and looking back at the flaws
in them. My deyelopment can be seen by exaritiing,nly
first paper of this quarter. with my last. Through our writ-
ing. I have gained confidence in my writing ability.

79

Several weaknesses were mentioned in these evaluations, includ-
ing problems with the peer tutoring /critic system. Yet only fifteen
percent said they still felt uneasy with peer criticism even though
half of the group was new to the sections that quartet.' Mostoof the
students who had been in the course for over.a quarter had gained
confitlene in their peers because they knew that the peer criticism
they received was helpful. Whenlotudents brought us papers, We
would oft n comment op a good use of an example, only to find out
that someone else in class had pointed out-tollie student that the
example was needed to'back up an opinion is-strt of, reinforce-
ment built up student' confidence _in-their peer critics: , "Wee-
nes?,..,Th'rough Lab, it's not...just-You and I. It's 30people with
iddas, thoughts, an inions. Everyone can ,analyze your ideas
and give co ctive criticism."

the student evaluations a reticle!: can see that teaching
categories are mutually inclusive. The categories blend each into
the other, showing that students -have constructed ptiority sys-
temp which best .describe the way these elements have' had an
pact on their Writing skills and -learning. A rilajority of the re-
sponses involving weaknesses were suggestions of ways to improve
the system. The suggestions included iore space after each ques-

t - .tion for the st nts' responses' in written evaluations. The forms
. it were changed nitediatgly: More complex issues, were group man-

. agement and student-teacher roles in .,the directing of sttident
Manyrstudentg *Cussed theproblems-shy students face

in large group discussions. One student wondered why some stu-
,
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/
ents could function so well h a small group but were afraid in a

Marge group. The answer or discussions?' of those issues varied
from grdup to grotii). Once students were able to state the prob=b
lem,'the7 were usually''able 'Ito. deal with it in an honest way.

Thrqughout the school year, we hive Studenti 'evaluate the
process informally whenever the need ,,arises. These evaluations
take place in small groups or waif' the Class as awhole. In addi-
tion, formal written evaluations are give4:1 0, the en4 of each guar-

' ter. We use a college-wide form but.alSOhave students write two
paragraphs describing the strengtbs and weakiiesieS of the prOcess..,
The use ,of evaluation 'forms and -evaluation discussions in rs all
groups gives students a chance tó criticize, develop, and share
tpria for criticism and'to design their own study within our study.

Our twq,-part curse 7,alualon, which asks students tp write a
paragraph4on what they have learned about writing and one de-
scribing the weaknesses of the 'ihethod, was structural so as to
place the emphasis upon benefits of the system to the student. In
the seco.k.l_ question we. wanted' to stress weaknesses within the
system, Wwthe student: Attei the' evaluations were handed in,
students wanted to discuss ;the difficulty of the second part of the
evaluation. Every class mentioned that it was nearly impossible ,

to discuss, weaknesses in the system without discussing weak -,
nesses in themselves. They generally felt they4 were their,,own
learning system. On the evaluations students said that the sys-
teni could be designed more flexibly by the college. Several, stu-
dents even suggested that the class should meet five days a week.

in any experiment which is conducted for "scientific" validity;
the position of the experimenting teacher ihould be,..carefully de-
fined so that he or she.can under$and the effect the experimenter
is having on the students and on the experiment as well. We
adopted our system of evaluaking writing because we felt that '
daily feedback from students was necessary for. us to learn'if out:*
teaching was effective or not. Second, we felt that the risks in-'
volved in this system were directly proportional to the possibility
of student self-discovery. and student success. Third, it Was a
means to offer to our students the same options we'were offered
in our doctoral. studies when we designed our., own program. In
order to establish a context for the teacher's evaluation, it is help-
ful to understand that teaching ludents to write is teaching stu-
dents to create. Iii two separate sections from Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance, Robert Pirsig, a ,former teacher ,of rhe-

..
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toric ancf technical' writer, discusses the implications of ,imitation
and "traditional scientific method" with respect to Creativity: 11

As a result of his experiments he concluded that imita-
tion was a real evil that !Tad to be broken before real rhetoric
-teaching could begin. This imitation seemed to be an ex-
ternal compulsion. Little children didn't have it. It seemed
to come later on, possibly as a result of school itself.

That sounded' right, and the more he thought about it the
'more right it sounded. Schools teach you to imitate. If you
don't imitate what the'teacher wants you get a bad grade.
Here, in college, it was more sophisticated, of course; you
were supposed to irriitte the teacher in such It way as to
convince the teacher you were not imitating, but taking the
essence of the instruction-and going ahead with it on youi
awn. That got you A's. Originality on the other hand could

- get you anything froin A to F. The whole grading system
cautioned against it. .

, ILL discussed thi§` with a professoy of psychology who
lied next ;door to him, an extremely imaginatiYc teacher,
whck said, i'Right, eliminate the whole degree- and - grading;
system and then you'll get real education.'"

On scientiaetthethod he has this to sayi ...

What/ you're up against is the -great. unknown, the void of,:-
all Western thought. You need some ideas, some hypoth-
eses, Traditi nal scientific'method, unfortunately, has never
quite gotte around to saying - exactly where to pick up more
of these potheses._Traditional scientific method has al-
ways been at the very best, 20-20 hindsight. It'i good for ---x--
seeing whergyou've been. likis good pr testing the truth of

..

what! you think you know,'Eut it can't -tell' you where you
ought togo,unlesi where you ought to go is a continuation

vof where you we-1'e going in the past. Creativity, originality,
1 inventiveness, imagination"unstuckness" in other words--1*

arlicompletelkoutside its domain.' -

,'The laboratory method" is a plaZe for teacbters and students to ;
learn,. to volve, and to change. The SubStance of what Pirsig
arguesiis not as important a his questioning of what higher edu-
cation, or any education does to process students. Using the sci-'
entific hieth0, creatively is an important aspect of learning. .et.

the core of learning-and art is evaluation. He argues against sys-,
tems, where. only quality which is imitated' is rettritraed' because
they become closed circuits. Rather; he argues just as Bellis.does

dents to generate their own hypotteses
res. The same options' are available to

o g

that we ought toi allow s
d, with thatf their fut

<4*

8J
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teachers. ,Criticism and evaluatibn are the scientific tools by-
which we establish method; they. are also at the renter of the cre-
ative process. Just as Pirsig reminds us that teaching is a science,
he also reminds us it, is an art.

gfr
Alles**

Evaluatin:g Skills

Another aspect of evaluation involves devising c'rit'eria to doc-
ument student improvement. The teacher who is experimenting
can gain experience hi, trying several options. First, the teacher
maY'wish to hand out, to students,a.liskof evaluation criteria con-
cerning skill mastery for passing English. Seco-nd, the teacher
may wish the class Ad generate criteria inductiVely as they ,en-
counter th-e- is and:should be. The teacher who is experimenting

iishould expect that students who have never participated in small
. .

I.- groups which use the inductive in ethod,and,peer criticism are apt
7 to be anxious in the beginning bebause "nothing. is happening."

1 That perception may also'be shared by the teacher,In charge and
_the teacher Wlio observes small groups. . , ',

Both the writer's checklist and the editor'a'checklist which fol.i low provide students with evaluation points for paragraphs and .,t
,, essays.I

1

/ A Writerl Checklist It

/ 1,...Do I have something to say? *

.:,

,.
,f''''''' a. Do I have a.central idea? .0
.. ,

sie-b. Have I been sp'ecific '(notgenera l)?
2. Have I organized my ideas in a' logical way?

p. Is there beginning, middle, and end?
b. Is, there unity (everything belongs)?
c: Is there coherence (one idea logically (ollowing

-another)? t

I Have I develo-ped my piece of writing? : -

a. Have I emphasized the important' points? ,

. b: Do I have t e rightproportions of facts, de i s,
,,,, exam:
-pies, etc. .

..- ..
2-- -X\ '' ' _,,,4. Do I have a c asi4V4,-.40 'appropriate tone voiee (point '

of view)? fl -t44,,,:,'.% :Y- v, - %._'. tA,:"1...TN, - %. - . 2
"7 r>,., , , 1 . * r

** ." ;' 4.q) *
V., ,
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5. Are my sentence structures appropriate for this piece of
writing?

6. Is each word necessary and is each word right?

2. Am I satisfied with my punctuation and spelling?
-%

An Editor's Checklisit
1. Is thete a central idea?
1. Is the writing well organized?
3. IS the writing well developed?

,4. Is the voice appropriate?
5. What refinements could be made in diction or mechanics?,

This list of priorities allows the students to focus upon one aspect
of their writing 'at a time. Teachers may also wish to involve stu-

, oients in the designingprocess with these and additional criteria.
For example, the class might want to establish criteria for an A
paper, since one of the fears students have is not understanding
the teacher's priority system. gnother tension exists as perspec-
iivesbout the objective-itibjective nature of grading are realized.
These fears anil tensions 'can,...t),e put to work as groups construct

,criteria. the groups can also* begin to cope with changing eri-
tdria especially:if the students are studying their work for -'.the

-" quart% apd doing a self-evaluation. As students improve,_ their
peetntions-Of their work become more demanding.
The niioStr ,v4Ittable evaluation device is a discussion with tlie

problems arise. As a'general".practice, it ikbest to do
IthiiatIlte end of the class period. Each group can Immarize
what it has accomplished. The' teacher can ask them w `Ct kinds
orproblems they had tand ,then see if other groups can find solu-

tions. The dis'eussion center orr,tho'most important, thing that
" the groUP felt it fiCcomi3lished that. day. Even classes that have a

rust of objectives explaining- wilat_nainiiiium skill levels are nous.:
;,sary,tO each student's success, as well as evolving learning criteria,

often can &come fruitrateif because their skill improvement takest-
so long. Discussing ,these fretrations summarizing eCcom-

"c*ishments help relieve some of the tenslioh.
4 Shi'dents who "want to. improve their.,:skills often think that
drills or exereigelln grammar 43,r punctuation are the, answer; but

- our experience-supRorts researekmentioned earlier that students
r -who manage perfett scoreron skills uizzes often do not experi-

. . ,
.

*V"
*
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ence a transfer of these skills. We gave one remedial class un-
limited chances to take quizzes, on the use of the comma until
the entire claSs scored from eighty to one hundred percent cor-
rect. In the next papers we saw no differences at all in the num-
ber of errors made with _commas compared to previous writing

_samples and essays. This does not imply that technical skill in-
struction fin mechanics, punctuation, usage, and parts of speech is
not vital to writing instruction; however, those skills are best
taught on an individual basis. Students who have particular prob-
lems with a, skill can work with those students who have mas-
tered that skill or students can get advice or resources frdm the
teacher. Any method of designing peer groups to work with skill
deficiencies is particularly useful. Sometimes students benefit
from free choice; sometimes students' benefit from knowing that
the teacher is pairing students for reasons.

The student critic who '"knows something is wrong, but can't
figure out how to explaineit" recognizes the need for terms an
specific priorities as much as the writer whose voice is not bein
heard ,clearly. The problem of evaluation, therefore, includes un-
derstanding writing skills, the process of criticism, and the process
of group operation. Just as the need for rules and for establishing
order and structure arises best from context, so also do 'the
teacher's means for evaluating, the process. The most flexible
Model is dialogue.

Grading

:
Essential to the stuPrit is a clear statement of final requirements
for completion of the course. These requirements may be teacher -
established standards for al/fount and quality, student-designed'
objectives, or a combination of bbth. The' necessity of establish;
ing the role of improvemeriNs.,especially important if the Au-
dents have the o,ption,s of rewrites: ' -

Any approach to eyaluation must come to grips with the prob-
lems of grading; this is best done by discussing the problems with
students. Initially, this requires that the teacher state the cri-
teria: Unless the teacher quantifies every element in language
skills, he teacher is responsible for, either presenting..students
'with criteria Or. encouraging student-generated "criteria. At first,
all students and most teachers are uncomfortable, with the notion
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al that grading is a subjective process. Regardleis of hovrt-eachers
manipulate models and statistics, the clearest description of grad-,
ing is that it is objective within, narrow limits. We have no uni-
versal except language tools to assess growth and the, impact of

'i)alues and thinking. Thestudents who struggle with criteria and
priorities in self-evaluation during the second quarter realize that
their expectations are different from those of the first quarter:-
The student who spoke in terms of the history of his papers ear-
lier in this chapter illustrated one abstract aspect of evaluation,

. i.e., growth in confidence. .

------ Students realize the change in their expectations when they are
asked to review all their papers and. evaluate them for a portion
of their final grade. Students then face the same tensiqns teachers
do: howto evaluate their progress in terms of themselves and/or
in terms of the group. Students must establish a priority system
which makes coherent their personal and social expectations. Stu-
dents in our classes wanted to be evaluated in terms of their own
progress and in terms of the progress that the class made., In
practice, the grades for the course could be-determined solely oby
the teacher, who could establish achievement, competency-based
critefit or by the students, who could establish' achievement,
improvement-based criteria or who could be asked to justify with
the data in their papers what their grades should be. Any com-
bination of the above is possible. An experimenter will learn that
the only way to use this model is to invent with it. The sample
form reproyluced here (see Fig. 8) was made up jr students and
filled out gy them at the end of the quarter; the teacher then used
it.sq determine a part of their grade. s

Is students worked out the areas that they felt they should
cover in the evaluation,' they discovered the complexities that

.

were involved. The evaluation includes a rating of skills, de'
participation, and imprOverrient.- When -the students evaluated '
themselves, they gained an awareness of what they had learned,
how they had .improved, and where they still needed improve-
ment. As they struggled with determining- their overall grade,
they, became aware.of the tension, conflict, and paradox tiat chal-
lenges any evaltiator. For example, we received these respopses
sfromstudents:,

At the beginning of second quarter I didn't like it. 134
the end of the second and the beginhing of the third quay

41,4'
° Vrealized that I was improving. The best result from wri

°

8.9
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and having to evaluate papers isit has made me have
o think for myself.

,
The Laboratory method was and still is difficult for me to
evaluate another person's _paper because I'm weak in the
field of mechanics myself. But overall I believe it helps me

' think aft& seeing'Ihistakes made by others and enable my,
self to write a better paper.. .

No one,khows what the other person is really trying to come
across with in a paper. We are just not experienced enough
fOr this laboratory. Perhaps I need more confidence in my-
self. Maybe the lab can be improved if more than two peo-
ple criticize the paper. But their 'criticism may not agree
with yours!! .

,..-
For t4ele-Ci5iirse grade, students may be told that their self-

analyaW with documented proof will constitute one-third, grades
froirf their-Papers one-third, and the final exam, With the teacher
as sole evaluator? one-third. Some students average their grades
on the compositio self-evaluation form and conclude. that that is
the grade'they should have. Others develop proof that their grade

-should be based on'inmrnve ent. In a sample of thirty papers in
one class only two siuderits valuated themselves differently than
the teacher would have. By comparing the teacher's evaluation
and criteria with the students', both come to a better understand-
ing of each other's criteria and the interpretation of them. Some
classes do not absorb the teacher's standards and learn to second-
guess them. Some students frequently conclude- that-they deserve
a certain evaluation for different reasons than the teacher's. One '
class whose perceptions c14dly matched the teacher's requested
?ne day of group consultation for self- evaluation. they felt that
they could have graded themselves totally ac,coiding t6 then -own-
progress, but they wanted their grade to have a social context,
i.e., Haw do I relate to- tlir-Clifss and howi am I perceiVed?
Whether the grade is student derived, teacher derived, group de-
rived, or any combination thereof,. students dtVelop insights into

, -.

the difficulty of evaluation. They recognize that individual cri-
teria and.social criteria are central to the way they are viewed and

. viaw themselves. Students initially find evaluation of paperviiffi-
cult and do not like todo it: In our classes, we discuss the diffi
cult!, of living with grades and the way our learning would pro-.
ceed without them. Since we work in -a system ,which is graded,
students recognize the need to develop a way to cope with, benefit
from, or 'transcend 1 the system., . .

9.0
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Although grading is essential, it can be de-emphasized in var-
ious ways. Students could opt for pAss/iail. Or at the beginning
of the course, the teacher can explain the minimum standards in
quality 'and quantity for any letter grade. In other words, the
student will have to write a certain number of papers, the quan-
tity constituting a piedetermined part of the grade. For example,
in a ten-week quarter the teacher can require five out -of -class pa-
pers and three in-class papers. The in-class papers are useful-for

- Composition Self-Evaluation
Spring Quarter

Student's name.
Directions: Assign a grade for each of the following items.

Mechanics of composition
Grammay
Spelling
Finding a thesis'
Narrowing a thesis
Vocabulary.
Development of a thesis
Structuring an introduction
StruCturing a conclusion
Coherence
Use of docuMentation

Please grade your overall

improvement in composition_ achievement in composition
effort in Composition :;"

creativity
Considering the above, please
'derive a composite grade
'which you feel best describes
your learning tiiis year. Pie se
note on the back how you
determined this!

hat si_tuation(`s) co you-feel
m t comfortable and able to
contribute-and learn? Check as
tripyas apply.,

-" farge group teacher-led
discussions
small group discussio'ris

,rewrites
Are there any other skills or areas
you would like to include intself-
evaluation?If so, please state.
If yotl need the back, please use it:

Averaging all the help student
Critics have given you, what
gradewoulciyon give your
critic?
We used small groups to com-
pose.various pas of your
composition. How would you
grade yourself as a con-
tributor in a smalliroup?.
'hat grade would you give
the group'as a contributor to
your learning?
What grade would you'live
yourqelfas a listener?
Ai a talker?

.

, .
r ,

Fig. 8. A sample form for student Self-evaluation at the end of a -freshman
composition course,

,,,
. ,

9-1
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students who need to master skills in taking essay examinations.
These papers would only be accepted as part of the quantity if
they were of D quality or better. Students who -fail an 'in-class
paper would not get credit for that paper. ,A possible grading,
scale for papers is eight papers, A; seven papers, B; six paperkei
and five papers, D. Due dates for getting a paper accepted should,
be set up throughout the quarter; otherwise, the teacher will be
swamped with students bringink in several hastily written. papers
during the last week of the course. However, even after the paper
is accepted the student still has the, right to continue to reviselor
change it. But once students have missed a due date, this will
automatically rower the number of their quantity papers. The
student can, however, continue working on that paper in order to
get it accepted by the next due date. At the end of the quarter,
the studerits (not the teacher) shouldselect the two out-of-class
and one in-class papers that they want the teacher to grade for
quality. If the self-evaluation form is used, the quantity, quality,'
final exam,'and evaluation could each be ore- fourth of the grade.
During the quarter if students want to know what their paper is
"worth," the teacher can tell them but should try to wean them

.away from just writing for a grade.
The notion that students are evaluating while the teacher re-

serves the right to assign the grade may seem like a mixed mes-
sage. One clarificatiori of this "majority of one" role which the
teacher may choose is lo ask students to assume that the audience
to'which they are writing comprises everyone in the room. As final
editor the teacher evaluates the reception a paper has had with
other members of they class. Students assessing other students'
papers fill out a paper elkluation form (see Fig: 9) in part or com-
pletely, depending on o&trw ,complete the paper they are evaluat-
ing is.

Both the self-analysis and the paper evaluation are largely stu-.
dent\ designed. 'The forms encourage students to use specific de-
tails in evaluating their own 'papers and those of others. Some
students choose to use the peer evaluation on' themselves and to
match their analysis with that of a critic. If there are significant
differences in any area; the students can discuss those differences
'and try to me to an agreement. This often helps students gain
confidence i themselves and others. For example, ono student
rated anoth r's paper as excellent all down the line. Thee
himself rat his paper much lower, and much More realistically.

_ He began t point out the weaknesseS in the paper. to his eval-

9 9
'.4
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Paper Eva tuition

Student editor's name 5Excellent 2Weak
4Very good 1Poor

Title of paper (optional) 3Goo'd 0Not
Arhor's name

applicable

Directions: Check the
,Pate of analysis appropriate slot.

Overall
5 4 3 2 1 0 evaluation

Thesis or central idea
(one sentence)
1. Indicates purpose
2. Has point of view
3. Is limited enough

. Organization
1. One idea logically

follows another
2. Tiansitions are used
3. Intro, body, and

conclusion are well
proportioned

Development
1. Important points are

clearly emphasized
2. Opinions are backed ,

tip by faets, quotations,
details, gtc.

3. Originality
4, Intro makes you want .

to read on
5. _Body shows insight,' ,-

into the topic
6. amelusion summarizes-

without being' "
repetitious

--Appropriate voice

Mechanics'
:-. 1. Punctuation

2. Sentence clarity
3. Sentence variety
4_ Proper Word usage
5. Proper grammar
6v Spelling -

Other comments: -/` .

,
Fig. 0. AsaroptifOrm (Or student evaluation of writing assignments.

544 ?A, `6
4 , -

,
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uator. From this, experience the evaluator became much better
critic. In contrast, some students rate themselves lower than they
should. When this jiappens and the evaluator, begins pointing out
the strengths in the paper, the writer becomes more'conficrt.

These evaluative tools encourage students to experiment with
various rolesstudent, critic, author, tutorin the writing(proc-
ess. As their ability to critique someone else's paper increass, so
does their ability to critique themselves. In the act id sharing
/their opinions with others, they become more receptive to others'
opinions. The students are invotved in practice and doing before,

, or perhaps simultaneously with, encountering theory or rules.
When a critic and writer arestre that something is wrong with
a paper, but they do not know how to correct the problem, they
are ready to learn the rules or methods that will help them solve
the problem. By using per evaluations, the students become

. aware' of the fact that their ability to reach their classmates is at
least as, important as their ability to communicate with the

,teacher. Moreover, the better students become at criticizing, the
more the teacher can function as a resource. Frequently, the pa-
per is analyzed by students as thoroughly as any professional
would do the job.

By evaluating themselves, stpdents learn the same responsibil-
.

ity, pOwer; and headaches that accompany the rote of critic. MOst
evaluators' are immediately awed by the- power and difficulty in
making 'a fair, criticism, and the risk of alienating peers itself
affords reason enough to make students skeptical of_ this model in
the beginning. For example, ope'student stated:

Evaluation helps because you can feel what a teacher feels
while reading. the paper. The trouble is, that when you
proofread your own paper yo'u already know what it is about
and therefore.you have a harder time. You know the rea-
soning behind every sentence on the paper. Ifs. hard to
;question yourself. This does help you to have an open mind
somewhat though. . . . The biggest improvement.in this sys-

mse tem would be if you could 'develop a drug to 'make people
temporarily forget so that When, they looked. at the paper
they wouldn't realize that they wrote it and therefore would
have to look for the reasoning behind and proof of every
sentence.

.

For this studerit the weaknesses are, resolved in a comic fashion.
She suggests an improvement would be to-forget who she is to find
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the "objectivity" sd necessary to creative criticism. Many stu-
dents view their role as powerless, passive, and totally accepting;
their end is simply survival within the institution. Educators
often discuss order; our method recognizes that communication
and the evaluation of that communication are such various en:. deayors that we forget our indebtedness to disorder and, at the
same time, our need to resolve it.

Students who grow in awareness realize that their definitions
and connections are the essence of their view of the world and
must be carefully ordered and defined 'for the reader.8 They dis-
cover that unless they are conscious of their separation from their
audience, they will_ ilot be understood. Usually,, student's have
assumed' in the pdst that their meaning 'is self-evident. When
they realize it"is-not, they also become aware that without. com-
munication they are alone, that to view each person as unique is
to see -that person's aloneness: Communication is loth the asser-
don sof that uniquenesS and the means of celebrating the sharing
of it. Our process approach views writing* as both self;.cliscovery
and communication through Ivords.8 The discovery° of. one's
uniqueness And of one's connectedness is a recognition that com-
munication is shared territory. The peer critique can, at its werst,
t4Lich students that relying on themselves and their fellow stu-

"7 ---,dents does not work, does not help them to learn, does not, help
them to grew. In this context tl Words-tension and disorder are
part of. the process and the risk f gaining integrity.

Study Guides and Exams
,

Two extensions of peer .critique are student-designed study,gUid s
and final examinations. Groups who design study guides for bth r
group/ and themselves are able to-- compare and contrast perspec-
tives. Students experience both teacher and 'student roles as. they
design and receive questions. In the process, they are practicing
prewriting, organization, and develdpment skills. They also re-
view material and clarify, ideas which ha:%;e already been discussed, .
as Well as preSept new approaches to the literatusre.: Teallow
dents a voice at the design level is to allow students the freedom
to question what the* feel.aie key, issues. The following are ex-
amples of'student- designed exams which illute these poijts.

95
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English Language and World Literature I
Final Diann, Autumn Quarter

Acknowledgments: These questions were written by the
students and edited by the teacher.

Directions' Choose ttwo questgus from the different Parts
(A, B, C, or D) of Section I and one question from Section
II. If, for example, you choose one question from Part A
and another from Part B in Section I, then in Section II you
MUST select a question from Part C or D. You MAY NOT
write on any question which is similar to a pa r you have
already written in this course. If you do, that a swer will
not be graded. If you are indebted to any sources r your
answer (including Cliff's Notes, etc.), give credit t your
source or your answer will be considered plagialism and
na' will not be graded. ,

dget your time and proofiead your answers. Your an-
sivers will be graded on mechanics (punctuation, spelling,
die'tion sentence structure, etc.) aswell as content.

Section I: One-paragraph cfuestions. Choose two questions,
each from a different Part.

Part A Old Testament
I. Describe God's goodness in the biblical story f)t

t'r Creation,o

2. Discuss the importance of the role of the serpent in

Row
story of Creation.

3. Row does Job react to the treatment he gets from
Satan?

4, Why does God let Stan put Job thrOugh all of the
torture he goes through?'

. .
5. Why is Satan determined to find fault with Job?

Part B Iliad ar
I. Do you believe that Achilles had the right to avoid

. the battle for such a length of time? Justify your
answer.

2 What is'Nur reaction to Achilles' personality in
the /nod?

S. Who do-you feel is the hero of the Iliad?
4. What lets, if any, did Achilles learn after his

meeting ith Priant? WiCat did Priam get out of
. WO this meeting?.,,,t,

5. Are the battles in the Iliad really fair? Expl
c' 1 why or whys not..

6. Explain why you .would- prefer the Iliad over
'Aeneid or vice versa.

Part C Greek Tragedy ' .

. -/ I., What imagery can be' found in Oedipus:Rex?
l' . , 2. Show through specific examples from Oedipus Rex

that Oedipus is a strong leader.* .

;

';

./
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3. What.would yqq tbilik.that your reactions to falling
in love with your moCier or father would be?

.4. What was Oedipus' tragic [Taw in Qedtpus Rex?
.5. Explain what function the-choruLsep,..es in Oedipus

Rex. Is it loyat.".141---5z-'-not2 -
.6. .I.:?scribe the generation gap ketween Creon and his

son, their Viewpoints. Who do you think was right'
Justify your answer
Discus thelonflict between Creon and Antigone

Part D Aeneid
1. Compare Aeneas to Turnus ,
2. Discuss one aspect of.the importance of the love

scene with Dido and Aeneas.
3. Explain why Dido felt she was m.7-ied to Aeneas.
4, What kind of Woman is Dido?

'5. Do you thinic gebeas is aehero? Why or why not?
6. What are the significans results of Aeneas' ?rip to

Hades? . ,

-7. What is the theme of the Aeneid?
Section II: Three- to five-paragraph essay questions:

Choose one.
Part A ald Testament

Give, a dseription, of how modem .man -wotild re-
act to the plight to which Job was subjected. =

Part B Iliad
L Compare .chilles With Hector. If you were to side

with one or the other, which one would .it be and
why?

2. In the.beginnineof the-Iliad with'whorn would you
side, Agamemnon or Achilles? At the:end do you
feel the same way? I

Part C reek Tragedy .
1. Compare ancl,,contrasfOedipus in Oediplzs Rex with

Antigone,.
2. What eauies-conflict in Antigone?

`3. Write am essay about the strength of family unity
brought (kat in Oedipus Rex and Antigone.

4. .What laws should come first: man's Or God's? List
specificsfor your point of view 'frornlAntigone. '

5. Haimon'said, "See how some trees bend, and be- ,

cause they bend, even their twigstare safe.. .

How would he havd reactgd l he had been king': -
. I Would he have buried Polyneices honorably? If he

had commanded that Polyneices not be buried and
Antigone did bury him, what would Haimon haye^
done?

Part D,.Aenei.ai
1. As described' in the ;reneid, what sort of place is

Hades7.,*

9 7
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-;- - English Language and World Literatum II
Final Exam, Winter Quarter

Acknowledgements. These questions were written by the
-- students and edited by the teacher.

Directions: Ple&se use theme paper -and blue- or-151:0V---
ink pens. Chi)cse any ONE of the following essay questions.
Write a well-deteloped; well-organized essay ,in whiCh you
touch on all the Literature we hate cot ered this quarter you
may use your textbooks including the Practical 'English

\ Handbook. and a dictionary. You may NOT use notes.
\ outlines, or ponies.

Wheilyou have finished your essay. iinderline your thesis
statement. Also proofread to check for careless errors in
punctuation, sentence structure, or spelling. Youi grade will
be determined by the following criteria:
1. Demonstration of knowledge of and insight into the liter-

ature.
2. Meeting the criteria on the writer's phecklist.

Questions: 41

1. Select three topics from the following list and relate them
to the literature we have read this quarter:
Food. , Justice Insanity

,Death or Dying War or Fighting Hatred
Friendship Religion

Goodness Madre _ _

2: Discuss the aspect of figurative blindness as it relates to
the literature.we-have read this quarter.

a In--what way or ways is King Lear different ,from or sim-
ilar to all the other selections? ;

, 4. Discuss one character trait from the following list in c.
relation to at least one major character in each selection.
Loyalty Fear . Religiousness
Cowardliness Bravery Shrewdnes
Dcminance _ Virtue Treacherousness

5. Discuss your reaction to each selection as a reader to One
of the above character traits.

6. "GoOd triumphs over evil." Explain how This ptatement
does or does not hold. true using examples from All the
selection&

While designing these fipal exams, students had an opportunity
to evaluate options suggested by the questions. These optiohs in-

. cluded the discovery of perspective, voice, and audiAnce. Stu-
dents realized many ways of coping with any given (uestion; the
discussion_ofquestions often generated more choices in terms of
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answers and questions. As students evaluated questions, -they- in=
vented with group criteria and discovered multiple perspectives.

The Values Context

This kirid of evaluation grows from the value system intrinsic to ~-

a process approach to writing. The focus is upon developing stu-
dent perceptions of options, and facilitating the discovery of indi-
vidual and social criteria. Within this evaluative- context, "fail-

:tire" needs to be redefined. 4.s educator; we face the paradox of
believing in a set of values and a system of ordering and, on the
other hand,.of knowing that if we do not encourage students to
develop their own directions, we 'subtly encourage them to con-
form to our values. This becOmes the paradox' of academic free-
dom fbr a, limited few. As we cope with the evalUation prOcess,
whther itis peer, self, or the evaluation of larger issues involving
criteria 'for grades, we are acknowledging' the importance of the. .

.student's skill history and valpe system. as well as skal potential--
for the future.' By looking at the what'and how of learning, stu-
dents. develop an _awareness of how they generate language 'and
thoughts. By evaluating-and sharin the invention 'of ideas, thly
learn'cooperative models. By'-,stu ing'their immediate -pas,$ 'in . '

''' terms of choices they have made; hey begin tc, see their futures :41'1:-

in terms of.choices they "can mak,. Con'secitiently, `7.faiture'''`eiigts
not in terms otwhit ihf..student.bas been tmalitte to teafn. It' he--- -.° .

. come4a perspective from which/the student can groiv:. . ----. . .

We have had.seve,ral stitcleYdt"whp did not get Cred4 in hitg's
oratory sections, sttfdepts haN4i also continued in..the program for

as long as three, 4usartfer beforesreCeiving grade credits as such.
By the end of the first quart rsStudents are wellawareof 'whether

or not they have worked, anded in assignments, come to class, - ^

or learned. In crinferences outside class or "in interview loin class,
. St nts have requested 't withdraw when they concluded they__

pren ready for- college didn't want college, or felt-they had
blown it." Students wit severe skill deficiencies frequently ex- -

ected. failure from the elves regardless of how niuch they im-
proved, ,Once again ou approach suggested the ,generation of
options. ', . l'

, i
.,',

One student who. ha been unable to produce came in for a ''..--

,, conference in which w discussed' his schedules ifor work,,schogl, i
-1-- and home. By blockin these out on, paper, he saw that he' was

. C.. .
.

J
to . -
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96- Laboratory Approach to Writing

demanding the 'impossible of hiniself. He began the conference
gie.Olty and depressedosaying,-"I knoW I'm failing." After analyz-

e ing his schedtile and confronting the fact that there was a differ-
ence of Twenty hours .betw_een_his weekly blur ,Creeds and the
acttial-namiier--;34--heuri-in-a--week, he toncludecj t
have to reduce his course load or Olt his jbb. He rejected..the

. ._option of giving up eating and sleeping: . _a
The challenge of evaluation comes Iroin exploring multiple per-.,

spectives and risking encounters: The student who began as'a
"failure" endq'd by viewing his situation 'from the perspective of
manager. That 'notion of possibility is often shocking toirnany
students. The option of examining and acting to design their fu-
tures-is often shockiiig-as7Well.

The student may discover the need to Search in another place,.
The-student may discover, a self-evaluation to be one element in
a laher. more complex matrix. Sometimes the student's problem

*7

produces new quesIkins or resolutions. In addition, students may
generate an entirely new issue that undercuts all of their previous
evaluation criteria. Sometimes the chanCe to search and to estab- '
lish companionship makes original discrePancies. gragefift, artic-

.. .ulate, multidimensional, and shared:

There Is Mtge Light Here
-

. A roan saw. Nasnudill searching for something on the
ground. "What have you lost.Mulla?" he asked.

/ -.- - ..alt4 ,.--1Maz. key,"_said thelqu'lla. ' -,- ---,:it, .---, -So,therman went down on his knees too, and they both
looked for if: - . -

After 'a tithe; the'other man asked: ?.1Alhere exactly did. .,, - .: yon drop-itT' '' . . - ). 1
., "In rny..own.house."..

i _ "Then w,,hy are ioti looking bere?" . ./ . t .7. "There is more light here than inside my own house.',, "°
`

.

,,. *

. 1 00
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The teeaching of writing continues to be the subject of a
whirlwind of contradictory studies, proposals, ad
infinitum.... Yet_rarely in/this storm about the teaching of
writing are we offered glimpses of the simple ttuth that
wiling is basically a .elf-taught skill produced mainly by re-
writing, and that theXeadher's primary role must be to guide
the youngster throu'gh Ibis difficult act.of self - teaching.'

_ .. .

Once students h gone through the piewriting.process, they must
begin w4tin e paper.' For students who have previously been
exposed taw .:ting a paper, giving itto the teacher, and getting ft
back 'cove ed.with corrections and a grade, the idea. of rewriting

seems st ange. Initially, students:may be reluctant or even hostile
about anging anything on their-paper. However, once_they
,aliee that the teacher, their peers, and sometimes the writers.

mselves can's understand everything they have tried to say,
eir-hostility lessens. They become more and more willing to dis-

cuss their ide ygith. peers And the teacher, And when they see
the differenc etweed the-Ent-dr-41 and their final product, they
are even m willing to rewrite future papers.

When e teacher concentritta-ori-OrlelnATOTTIVITem areditra-
- a paper; students. quickly become aware of that problem an, their

writing. Then they begin to look for and correct that Problem
-themselves. Students begin coining to an interview saying, "ThiS
time I found a way to develop my paragraphs," or; "I didn!t_forget
,to iise,spacific examples in this paper." Sometimes they even say,
"I know my transitions aren't good; but I couldn't figure out what :4

to do about it." Many times, in talking out their problem, they
come.up=wath their own solutions. x

._ In-our composition courses, we ask our students-to save all
, _their rough drafts as well as their "finished" papers. They turn-in

the whole folder at the end of the quarter. When the students are
organizing their fin-al folders, they can see their own growth as,

. writers. The improvement between the firs-Nand last' drafts of a
paper or from the first to the last paper of the quarter is often great.

<-

b
.
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The first draft of one student's paper, written in November,'was
as follows:

1-at the end- of
Aeneid, symbolizes the victory of Home` over, all the

ce ritries throughout the known mind- that was knowii at
tlt time. This was the purpose for which Virgil' wrote this
epic. Thru a mingling of Trojan and Latin blood the new
race, called the Roman people, was depicted as tire-masters
of the world and Was-living in peace 4pd harmony. Virgil's
hope was that there' would be an end 1 war and that every-
one would be granted equality in Roman citizenship with all
its privileges. Durin /the reigh of Augustus Ceasir the peo-
ple did live in har ony but the rights of citizenship were
not extended to a the peoples until long .after his death.

'''Thus he realized ne. dream while he was living only to shave
it shattered aft r his death.' , ,

After several dis gsions with the teacher and,classmates, ?is stu-
dent could see e improvement ih her fifth draft:

Virgil had a dream of perpetual peace and ,Roman citi-
zenship f?r all the peoples in the Roman Empire; and with
these thoughts he composed the Aeneid. The Aeneid sym-
bolizes, thru the victory of Apneas over Turnus, the victory
of Rome over all the.peoples throughout the known world of

time. This symbolism was the main' purpose for
which he wrote the Aeneid.2Through the mingling of Trojan
and Latin blood the new race, called the Roman people, was
depicted as theinasterspf the warkland was living in-peace.
Virgil's dream of peace temporarily existed 'during the reign
of Augustus ceasar, but the rights of citizenship were not _extended to all the peoples until lag after.. Virgil's death.

The stunt felt much more confide t _her abilityfa organizela
paragraph. She was also able to mak her sentences more concise.
In less than two months*, she was able to handle a 'much more diffi-
cult topic: the mythological character 'in Dante's Inferno. In her
first' draft she tried to cover all the m thological characters. She
knew thatthe topic had gotten out o hand and that she had a
hodgepodge of half-developed thought . Wf.i, discussed possible
ways toimit the topic, which she did in the second draft. On the
third draft she .improved her sentence tructure, and when she
brought in her fourth and final draft, sh proudly announced that
she had mastered the semicoloh, or if not mastered, at least recog-
nized some places where she ,didneed on .

Dante, the author of The Divine 'C medy, created The
Inferno:as an intense drama and nary tive poem about a

- journey through Hell. Viewed through the literary talants

...Aeneas's victory over Turnus, in t

if
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of Dante during the Middle Ages; many of the mytholog-
ical beasts wand .monsters am presented literally anti alle- - -

gorically:"Pante-uses the Mytholdgical beasts-and monsters
-in-The-Inferpojo symbolize the tortures of the damned, and,

_

. at times, he changes their physlCal appearanceA
,,( ,o fit his lit-- . .

erary needs.. -
The infamous Minotaur and Centhurs of "cassical niy- ,

= -tholOgy 4. the of-Dantes Seventh Circle -in Hell.
.The 'Myth states that the Minotaur -was conceived-iv-In
sodomitic union between his mother and a bull, causing the
Minotaur.to be half-man, hnlf-beast... . The Centaurs, like ,

1
the Minotaur, are symobls of the beastiarhutrian and ,Dante ,'
gives them the special duty of tormenting the "shmers!.:
They are creatures of mythology, described as half-man, half-,

horse, who are savage hunters capable of great. violent*.
Dante uses the Minotaur and the Centaurs; devourers of
human flesh, a-ssfitting symbols of the murderers. punished
in Circle Seven, since they are more beast than human.

Minos, like almost all the monsters in Thinte's Inferno,
was a clas$-ical mythological chthacter who was depicted as
very wise and jtist. Famous for his justice, he wasmade the* ' "
judge of the dead after-his death, and Virgil's Aeneid men-
tions him in this position at the time of Aeneas' death. . ..
The shades.must come before'14inos to be judged and make

. 'confession. For this purpose, . Dante has made him g --

tesquely bestial and brutal, symbolically representing the
"sinners" guilty Conscience.... P....-.- - .

Although this student has-not mastered all of her problems,,her
writing skills have improved considerably. 146r "rec'OgnitiOn tfiEit
she must limit the number of -characters allowed her the detach-._,_._
ment which a critic needi in order to evaluate ideas, form, and'
mechanics. Throughput Our discussion Of invention, writing, and
criticism, we have suggested that each student invent his or Mier
own order and truth, however messy it seems; Mor ver, *float
providing students with formal instruction in mech nics first, we,
observed that students whiz; focus upon. ideas (inven ng, limiting,
editidg) simultaneously criticise mechanical aspbcts. Students who
work on this abstract, theoretical level evolve a sense of order in
their sentence structure and meChanics., In the example- of the
Dante paper, the student could see the improvement nd was will-
ing to experiment with more difficult topics. Her int, st and im-
provement in mechanics, grew along with hef exci ent with
experimentation. TIN attitude has been typical of ou tudents. i
And rarely have we noticed the reverse: that beginning ,a student. 4
at the level of mechanics either improved mechanics or helped the
student create or control ideas. - '

3

.=
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Experiments with Yoke and. Diction.
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Laboratory Approach to Writing

Many students hakle the problem that the preceding student did in
flmiting their topics. One sthdent began with an outline for his
paper on the Inferno that included use of mythology, organization
of the- book (including the number 'symbols), and the descriptive

o language Dante. used. He ,soon realized that he would have to
limit the topic_Or write a bOok. He limited-histopic to KOW-Dante' uses descriptNe words to appeal to the reader's sense of sight,

' 'sound, and smell:. -
-3

The sense, of smell is appealed to as you read through
the .book. Dante ,uses such descriptive words that when you

. come to tho certain parts of the book, you can just about
smell the s 'nk of hell. In Canto XI, nearing circle six,
Dante says, 'And the stink thrown up- by the abyss so osier-
powered us that we drew back, cowering behind the wall\ of
one of the great tombs, Before wetravel on to that blind pit
we must delay until our sense grows used to its foul 'breath."
That,almost smells on this paper.

At this point the student had bis. topic Under sontrol, d we
could go on to talk aboup.levet of `diction* terms of his au ience.
The writer's 'voice wag'loud and cleai: when he said, "That lmost
smells on this paper."

Some students experiment with voice and, diction, by' riting
dialogue.' Several of our studenti have written modern vers nS of

tbeltory-of Adam and Eve. In their first drafts GOd, Adam, Eve,
and the serpent air sounded t e same. The students then .tri d to
give each character an individ 1-personality.- In one,first,draf the
authbr had God saying to. Ev , "From now on you'll have to ear
thekids around here and Ada will be the head honcho of thin s."
This Student' ecided that d should have a more formal dic 'on

.to set him apart from the 9 they characters, and in her final d ft
God says, "For you,'Eve I shall make things very painful. Fr. m
now on you will;have t ear your children plus your husband 11

be your master and. v le over you.'
Other students ye expertmen d with voice arid diction b

T ree Bears." .Thy had read versions of it i
class in the st;yle',of the King Jam s Bible, Uncle Remus; Shake
speare, and Ti Here is one st dent's version of the stay:

-
Goldy clis went on-4 binge for a week or so and when

she came , she was hungry, thirsty, and hungover. She
was- in a ery strange neighborhood. She knocked on the

..clooi of e first house she came to, the name on the door
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said A. Bear. She wasn't able to get any answer, so she
used her credit card to get into the, house. Frantically

), searching for something to drink site discovered that the ta-- ble was set. Wine-and-lead-Was abeach plpce so Goldy-ate=
- and drank until she wps full and really dron1(. While stag-

gering out of tIts-kitchen she fell 'over a chair- and broke it.
She then cralvleol up the steps; swayed into ,one bedroom
and got sick all dyer a set of twin beds. She then staggered'
into another -room and passed out on the bed. The Bears
came home and discovered the door Open, a chair broken,
the food and wine gone. Mrs. Bear went upstairs and saw
where Goldy had gotten sick on the beds. As she went by
her son's room she saw' Goldy passed out on the beds:1*s.
Bear, being a modern mother, decided to keep Goldy as a

--playmate for eighteen year old, Bay'B. Bear.

This student was praised for his consistency of style and his orig-
inal additions to the story. Knowing that the reader had liked
what he had written, he was receptive to a discussion about punc-
tuation whiefi would improve tte paper. For example, once the
teacher pointed out that he had correctly punctuated a patticipial
phrase in the last sentence, he was able to find the similar phrases
in preceding sentences and-Correct the errors:

For a teacher who has used the red-pen correction method,
pointing out only one problem at a time la often 'diffrcult. Some-
Alines the spelling or punctuation or sentence structure errdrs are so ,

.

severe that it.is difficult ti read-for content. The/following is from /
the first draft, of a :paper which has 'serious sentence Struct
problemi V. A . /

Za:

The teachings of the Roman "Catholic Church on 'Purg-
tory are as follows. When after baptism sins are fgrgiyen or
venial sin is unforgiven there generally remains a 'temporal
punishment to be endured here or hereafter. A person dying '_
in holiness but with such burden of punishment,goes to Pun

. gatory, a state or.place in which the souls of /hose who de
/part this life in the grace of-God suffer for, 4 time in-under-

-going the penalty due to mortal sins, fife guilt and eternal
punishment of which have beeir-remitted. Hence, purgatory
is not a.state or place of probation!' for the soup in purga-
t,ory the time of probation is past, and they are alreadyXs-

N . sured of their everlasting blisS in heaven, thouglvas yet they
,-, are not Sufficiently pure and ,holey to be admitted- to the-----.,

---.. vision of God..... . ./ ,
......

.,-- ,.. . .

t - When this-Student came foi. an interview, the teacher asked her
to read her introductory paragraph aloud. She began by having
trouble reading the sentences. She noted that the sentences didn'ti

'- sound right. Rather than direct her to work with ideas, mechanics,a % A - S..........."%
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or sentence structure, the eacher.asked her to read each .sentence
to herself and then explain what she was saying, with the'teac,hee
recording her explanatains. Ager`she heard her words, she experi-
mented by selecting the words The wanted'to be recorded. Hearing,
her words being read back, she was able to say that the writing
sounded olearer. The teacher's directions were to rewrite in that
clear style as simply as she could, to listen to herself write.

4This vas the result:,
The Roman Catholic Church teaches Purgatory_ as the

state or place wherein souls through suffering pay their debt
of temporal punishment and thus are enabled to reach -;
heaven.Hence, Purgatory is not a state or place or proba-
tion, but of puri6cation..For the souls in Purgatory .the time
of,probation i§ past, 'and they a4re assured.ot their everlast-
ing paradise in heaven. . .

The rest of her paper showed similar improvement. In the revised
version pie student's meaningand direction were much 'cle'are,r.
And even though spelling mistakes were not discussed in her first
interview, she carrected all of theini Mechanics often impros;e in
succeeding drafts. - -,;:. - .

The greatest advantage for students who participate ip inter- .
views and,groups is that each student can work at his or her own
pace and concentrate on major weaknesses. Studezres can ftlso
share their strengths with others. A student who is weak in para-
graph development cah e paired with h student whose paragraph
development,is strong. he following paper is a case in point:

There are two choices in a person's way of living his life: '.
.

One 'of these is being an idealist and living in the type of
world yoU would like, disregarding the reality which you f

don't w3 nt,' to face. There are many_lisathantageLtsi_ this ---
. 1st of all you get confused between what

is reality and what is yourraenfity?. These conflictatIon
would preserlt more problenis than, you would be missing in
the real world anyway. Another problein is. Will you be-able to fa ce reality when you have to come back to -it?
Someti esdeu will have to come out of the ahruzst perfect
world in which you live and facelhe problems of the "real"
wo rd. Will you be able to put up wft1h the dramatic changes '

d problems. Is it worth it to live in. a,world "without" /--
Iroblems?

author's peers pointed out..to/hi n that his paper w.a.; fi!ll of
inion and unanswered que,

uthor's part, the first pa of the,.papet read' as followsa

/. 6L

ons. After much 'sweat on the
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Man is given a choice as to the way in which he lives his
life. He may be realistic, and face the disappointments that

ti befsll him 'anti generally conform to and accept`hUrd.core
society. His alternate choice ,is t_os become an ideAlist and
escape from a reality too u_ nbearable to face by fantasizing a
world more to his liking. TI 47 are many disadvantageg to
this type of lifestyle.

Confusion mayset in; reality and yotir identity may
mingle and create an indistinct world., Conflictions arise
causing more prol;ilm's than otherwise would have been ex-
perienced in the true world of reality. A man may, drink as

. an escape to a different world far from his responsibilities, to
his family and job. Dais and times become mixed, joh_ae
tendance may drop, homelife is upset, yet the man feels
secure in his idealistic world of no cares. Sooner or later,
though, the binge will be over and the troubles will still be
there. Nothing is accomplished.

No the student has answered his questions, and the reader can
follow his logic. The author could s'ee the difference in quality
between this paper and his original. As .he refinedellis ideas, he
also refined his diction. At this point, the instructor or his peels

I can help him polish his paper withput discDuraging him: His one ..

... misspelled word, shift in pronouns, and punauatian efrors -now
t/,seem lik small problems rather. than.part of an insurmountable

task of r \lision and rewriting. 4 ... '.. .
4. _As etudents gain. experienEe with this method, they become
more and more confidegt in themserves. They corftinue to utilize ':9
their groups,,apd the instructor; but they, also work out _maVy"
problems by thcOrtiselves. Here are a studint's first hi5fes °rya topic:*

o Dante's \inferno became fleil and blood when the 1st' .

atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima. Dante's concept -
. of hell could have been a prophesy of what-happened on

'that fateful A igust,-1945. ,. ____
° Dante's infe o was structuredby God,....,1the static-a

plosion was str turgid by -main -ifiling man himself into a
God.

There wes an order in Dante's hellthere is no°such or; . .
ganization in mun's'hell. Each person is punished equally,.regardless of guilt or innocence. - .

\ Whole nations are in danger of being thrqwn into man's
self-made hell for eternity because of.the sins of :greed and ? .

N

This student worked -on twa rough drafts Yelare she shared a copy s..
with her peers. By th"at fink she had identified what she thought,
were still probleins, and she was anviotts to get criticism from
otheri. Her peers pointed out, among other things, that she had

N

`,
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stated an opinion ("God created Dante's.Hell") as ft,ACt without/.support. The finishedproduct is this:
-/ . .Dante's Inferno be me living flesh and_blbad when the

first atomic bomb w dropped cm Hiroshima. The medieval
classic could very ell have'been a grim prophecy of what
happened on tha fatefur AUgust 6th, 1945. John Hershey,
thi author of rqshirna,, interviewed a few survivors of the
atomic holoeptist, and throilthiothese people he vicariously
traveled through Hell, as did Dante. Many of the events

ingly similar.
flaked and spread throughout the Japahese city

ately after the initial blast, creating a 'reflection of
e's description of Dis, Hell's capital city. . . . Even

te's shower of flame that puhished blasphemers was re-
Aluced when a pressure-induced wind blew blazing cin-

dersoyer the stricken Hiroshima, setting fire to those areas
that we-IT-once, protected and upon terrorized evacuees. ..
It was rain as vile and filthy as any of Dante's fertile imag-
ination betause this rainfall contained Massive amounts of
radiation, poisoning those on whom it fell....

It was along the., bank of 'the river where one found ,,the
most horrible com,parisons between Hiroshima and Dante's

assumed the grisly role
of,a benevolent, Charon andYerried as many as he could
across the river in a pleasure punt and using bamboo poles,
all he could find in thecclesolationOnee across theriver,,
many fciund themselves in deeper levels o

-
of Hell, exgctly is

did those- spirits in the inferno; . .

: . . . Man, himself, was the creator,of 4iell on Earth in the
form of a, twenty- thousand megacycle atomic bomb that
killed a hundred thousand people. _Dante's Zision of Hell'
was written' withapriization and justice. In
'Made Hell, punishment'wair dispensed with no regard to in-
nocence or guilt. . .

-It is ironic that,Dante's Infern4 sho,uld so closely patallel
t he events that.' took place, onHiroshirna. Perhabs Dante's'"

areatest talent was the ability to see seven Centuries into the
future.and predict the first, atomic bomb.

, When this Student enterer th lass in the fall,'she had nevdr
1 written ajheme before, a 'she ha een away from- School for

number of years. On,ce She discovered that she could achieve suc7.4.
cess through rewriting she-became more -and- more selqWdetif.

wets sho

imm

I

,
A , ' . ' .*I '` ......

Thesia, Stateiiierit Problems , , ,. .
. 4-74r/

. r
, . . .

:Nat all students achieve this, degree of, sophistication, of course.
.1

is

Many 'students': have to struggle with the basics Mr 'along lime
. .

. .
.4 P

6.

;
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,

before they can begin to write even reasonably well. 71fis is par-
ticulatly true at. the beginning of the course. The thesis statement
or topic sentence, he u*Of detail, and the conclusion aie problems

-,. which inteirelate.1/441 the thesis is kveak, the Student has diffiCultST
developing his or er-idea and coining to a conclusion. In the lol
lowing paper, the student was describing a, picture which satirized,:
a Pillsbury advertisement: If

. The page,in 'which this picture is on has been divided in
half. On top of the page is a child in his mother's-arms. The
mother and child are'from a poverty stricken-area of the --
world, 'The. boy and mother are seated in front of ishack,
maybe their home. The little boy has his eyes shut, and his
mother has a distressed look on her face, as if she is asking
for help. The bottom half of the page is an undernourished,
dough boy stands in the-middle of a dirt field next to an
empty cardboard container that muffin dough cOmes'packed

,
in. The little dough boy has a bloated belly, open/ mouth,
and tis ribs are showing through his skin.

Although this paragraph has many problems, the most glaring is
the firat sentence. When the student came for an interview, we
talked about getting the reader interested at the, beginning:. We

..:also.talked about the fact that the paper just ended;_ it didn't con-
elude. This may seem to contiadict what was said earlier. Al-

, though students usually should concenttate-on only one problem
at a time, the teacher must evaluate tl-p capability' and the toler-
ance level.each student has -for rewrking .a paper. With those two'
points in mind, 'the student rewrote -the paragraph:

Hunger is a problem only if you're hdngry. A child is
Pictured in his mother's arms. The mother and child are
from a poverty-stricken area of the world. The boy and
mother are seated in front of a shack, maybe their home.

.e&slaut4.and.his.naiglierhaa.L.dis-
tressed tork; -as if she is asking for help. The caption reads;
"nothin' says nothin' like nothin' from nothin'and Nills-
hug says it bestr Below this is pictured an undernour-
ished .dough bo . >He stands in the middle of a dirt field
next to an e ty:,:cardboard container that, muffin .dough
comes in. Th little dough boy has a 'bloated belly,,,ourr
mouth, and 1lis a awing.. . . With the scenery .being
like this in most .poverty stricken areas, I believe the richer ti

parts of the 'world should help in-this problem. .

A
,Once the student found a moremeaningfal topic sentence, she also
law the need for adding more details. Having concentrated solely
op the topicsentence and, concluding sentence on this paper, she'

as able to include these elements in 'r papers and work on
other writing problems.

, 2
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Even thdugh students have a topic sentence; they may discover
that when they begin tp, write they cannot develop the topic. For
example:

Job suffered misfortune without loosing faith in 'himself.
Job desired death because he btlieved God and society had
lost faith in him., Job felt his suffering had been in vain be-

' cause he believed he hadn't sinned. In .all his suffering he
didn't loose faithein himself and soon Job realized God and
society hadn't lost faith in him either. After everything was
over Joh receivet -twice as many possessions as he had be-,
fore because God and Society were on his side from the
beginning. .

Although the student thoughfehe hEtd a direction when she wrote
her paper, she could see, thit the first three sentences were choppy
and the fourth was repetitious and jumped to'a conchiaRm without
priof.. She decided to begin withis new topic sentence`hat*uld
be developed:

god was on Job's side throughout his, trials. God wagered ,
to Satan by saying, "behold all that he hath is in thy power;
only upon himself put not f61-th thine hand." Job' ot know-
ing of this wager set out to prove his integrity. Job's friends

try to "conseLbut did poti,infiuence him because Job says; "I
have understanding as well as yowl am not inferior to
you."' Job calls his friends .."worthless Physicians." qob
speaks of his integrity when he said, "Behold now I have
ordered my causes I know that I stall be justified." In the
end Job receives twice as'much grosperity as-lie had before.
God then rebukes Eliphaz and Temanite by saying,-"MY
wrath As kindled against thee, and against thy two friends;
fefr ye have not spoken for me the thing that is right, a my
servant Job bath.;'

Now the student's paper had direction- and prof. In the process
of rewriting the paper the student also discovered.:the .value of
"Using quotations,- Thii,exampIe- also illustrates why mechanics
should'be discusfied last. If the instructor had pointed out spelling

Punctuation errors on-tlie first PaPer, the student would' have
co entrated on correcting those mistakes. In this case, the stu-
dent's rewrite is lin entirely, differengparagmphlecause she has
'concentrated on the topic.. NOvrth,at=she.haa said;sometiing, she
can work on the mechanics.

Often in the process of rewriting, students come to more mean-
ingful conclusions even when the subject hasn't Rome Up 'in dis-
cussion. One student, writing on Alice irt;Wo4e.rlaigli-99ncluded

-her first draft, "The Caterpillar realizei that dice Met tins made

11:0 .1
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her decision, she.must bear the consequences of that decisiorq: In
the student's final draft she added one more sentence: "In reality;
this is a hard part of growing up." Another student, writing/I...mut, 9
Oedipus Rex, added this sentence to her .conifusion in her Tina
draft: "perhaps this is. one reason the plat has lasted so ;6any;
years; a little of Oedipus is in all of us." A: third strident, writing ,

about Greek eerers and omens and modern-day belief in the "supep-
nateiral," concluded, "It is possible that, through the studies Hof
the past andpresent individuals who are gifted with strange powers,
we 'could begin to have a better understanding of man's,
potential." ' .

it ,

with Form'pxperiments wth Form
,..- i

s,:, .

Mimes,iimei, coping with new ideas or .with,ideas that. the student
has never worked out can be frustrating: One student started with
this thisiS on 'Oedipus: "It seems funny that the fate of one per
son, Oedipus, was caused by his, own

. Truth." After radically revisipg 'the p three times, she started
iterrsistance in knowing the

a fourth, stopped in mid-se.pPnce, and wrote: "I resolve that it is
impossible to write' a paper dir Oed. Re4concerning his fate 'a;nd
free ,will. It only adds more confusidn." However, she did not -

want to give up entirely on the topic, so she tried to express her
.. ideas, in a poein. This is the fifth draft of her poem:

i.- Danger: Pursuit of Truth'
Is this my fate , \ ,

...-
To_ be destismd here,
Without accOmplishments
I wanted's° dear? '-
Why don't I admit
That all of this
Wei as muCh my fault
As his, thci his? ..
Who can i hilly.!,..
Take heart.tp blame?
One sure 'excuse ;',` 4 4:s .
Is.rny long lost flaine;\

,
But what'can I say? \ t

whp._,can I blame? .
The 'answer, my fate,,
Isfstill the same. '
,-- - /
'The answer; ple blame
Is only me. , ,,
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I know better and
Could surely see.

.But.face now what?.
Ana I;to die?
Oh no, not now,'
There's wings, I'll fly.
I'll fly on out.
To something new
And better myself
Maybe: others; too!

at

I .will.never forget 1, . .
But alviays forgive
Myself, a human, .7...

i Set forth to live.

This student found only confusion w hen she tried to write a theme
about fate and free will. She had to find a forni that would help
her resolve the confusion. Through her persona, Oedipus, she could
attack the problem in a logical way. T:Iy the end of the poem she

. 4'was able to come to a resolution; in fact, in the fifth verse her own
persona took over. .

We feel that As students learn to find, Control, and evaluate
their ideas, they appreciate other forms. The reasons for this are
at least twofold and-inseparable. First, students discover they
can control their ideas. This generates a sense of power for, and
appreciation of, ordft, form, and discipline an thinking and lan-
guage. Second, students who experience the power of limiting their
inventions also experience pride and re:spopsibility.. They want to
present their-idea to readers in its best form: To understand the
reader's peispective means the writer has found the distance from
,which to. criticize him or herself. ,''This distance in self-editing is

ta diffictil skill to learn; it is the gocratic diakgue internajized.
If th teacher were to impose form ( "you must write a five-

pare essay") on every wyrtten assignnient, the students would
be denied theft -own_ Creatii,re pavers. The Oedipus essay was
doomed to fail; brit -he student Wit, able to.salvage the idea, and

Ifsher integrity, in the poem. Oth tudentg who have wanted to .

experiment with poetry discovere :"Ihit th'ey could express them-
selves better in prose. One student tried to write an "Ode to
Aeneas"...in limerick stanzas. First she realized how incongruous° -t

theform was for her topic; then she discovered that writing a
limerick, seven stanzas of limericks actually; was no simple matter.

.1. ,
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Another student was more successful. He c thethe tragedy
of Oedipus Rex into shaped verse: -- .

_ , . Oedipus ,

Great Ruler
Loved by all

Accusations of mulder
Feels he is not guilty

Pursues the situation deeper
His life crumbles before his eyes::

Married to his mother; his son is his brother
He is the murderer he's looking for

Now downtrodden and guilty
He takes his sight

Leaves in exile
Looking sad

Ruined

Students who are able to experiment with form gain a greater
..perception abut writing in general. They became aware of the

. limits and restrictions that various forms place on the griter.3 They
can experiment other voices if they are writing poems, di-
alogues, radio broadcast's, or letters from fictitious characters to
other fictitious characters. At' the same time, they*are still in-
creasing, their ability to 'think and to organize as well as working
on "their mechanics. Here is one example:

Oh Hell!
Good morning, folks. This is WXYZ, Channel 8. We are

happy to bring you this live telecast directly from Hell on
he trial of Richard Nixon, previous president of the United

tes. Mr. Nixon just died yesterday, and already it is-to
be tided wheie in Hell he will go. Here comes Minos, the
one who will do the sentencing. I am told that'there is some
confusion as to where Nixon is tc4be seal. . . . Wait! It
appears that Minos has made his decision. Nixon shall
spend 1000 years in each circle of Hell, and after he finishes
all nine circles, heIwill start over again, going up and down
through the circle4, of Hell for eternity.... Unfortunately,
we are out of time; so we will now return you to our previ-

- ous13"i scheduled prpgram, in progress.
1",

The writerillas captured` the voice oc an on-the-spot4eportor To
strengtheivhcis skills inn i)ther areas, the, itttrtictor could ash' him
to writekhe same paper as a news brot;dcast or as a newspaper
Orticli.''A'second exorable is a personal letter.

ti
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. July 10, 1605;

Dear Don Quixote,

When your squire,-Sancho Panza, approached-my house
earlier today, he found me outside working in my garden.
After the introductions were made, he handed me a lette
which I quickly read, but found I couldn't make Much se
of it.... '-

After a few minutes, Sancho, who had not taken his ey
from me since he had arrived, . . . suggested that we
some shade.. . . Sancho preeeded to explain what your 1
ter meant. First, Sancho-began by telling me who ex y
yqu were Alonso QuixanoA. middle-aged gentleman f

Minchawho has now beoame a knight-errant, Sir n
QUixOte. Secondly, he told me that yoti have made me y ur
lady love. Eventually, Sancho told me. of all the ad
turei you have encountered since you became a knight. Fi-
nally, he got.to the part where he told me that you we on
black mountain , doing pehance much- the same way the
knights before. had done them when they hadn't seen eir,
lady love for a long -time...

Even though we.have not ever met, I feel certain that .

since you have made me your lady love and put- yo rself
through all the 'agony, pain, and defeat that 'youNav en-
countered in your adventures for me, then you, Don n uix-
ote, are the than that I have been searching for to me

fas his wife. If you will come down off that inounta. and
. return with Sancho, then you and I can be joined in r-

riage and live a wonderful life together.

Your Waiting lady r6v ,
-Dulcinea del Toboso

sr
The author 'admitted that she had to take soirie liberties 'th the
actual story' in older to, write the letter. She was aware that
Sancho forgot to take thetlettirwhen he left D,On .Quixote, that -

he never did see Aldonza, and that she could not re4d or write.
Bud the auitiOr wanted., to express the' feelings;:;that she thought --

, Aldonza would have had if she had received the Don's letter. Her
Alikniza is a considerate, sensitive young woman; so is the, anther.
While Ken Macrorie defines student writing as'cominefrom per-
sonal. experience, we define"the idea of tersonal experience from a
broader base, i.e., the experiences students havetwhile reading the
cliiseics,' experiences that emphasize their uniquehess and, at the.,
same time,:allow_ them to see their connectedness with other
thork through time.

Pv
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Conclusion 4
4

We -feel that_ our method of teaching, writing has Many benefits.
The use of groups and, interviews lets the students in our classes
khow that someone cares about what they say and haw they say it. *F

Often our students arrived early to edit papers; they established
a critic phone service among themselves; and students- kept jour-
nals and wrote poetry which they frequently ihared with us and
the classes. None of these projects was assigned as part of° the
course. Student evalu,akons often contained essays in the margins
about their improvement as listeners as well as their improve-
ment in writing that critics had noticed earlier in the quarter.
Many. students. felt that helping other students find supporting
details and develop, specific proof improved their own writing.
Perhaps the most frequent omment made by students concerned
the _way they were able to have an ongoing, self-directed seminar
relating to literature and life. When they realized that) he er

,wasn't going to lecture, they developed their own impetus, author-
° ity, and confidence. They learned that what- was clear to them

might not he clear to their readers: Their written work was not
shuffled from student to teacher to student to wastebasket. They
kept their work to watch their growth and progress.

Students totally supported the idea of rewrites. -They appre-
ciated that by having the end results count in place of the begin-
fling trials we were acknowledging learning as a process. Perhaps
the greatest behavior changes which occur in students are the
most difficult to document clearly hearse they involve of _

values. Those changes are often nonverbal: Studenti who have
,..stopped wadding up early drafts and angrily throwing them away

may not be aware how quietly they have forgotten their anger.
Finally, students in the laboratory situation learned to work

and communicate with others;something they will have to do the
rest of their lives. They learned to critique as well as to be cri:
tiqued. They appriciated honestylnd aPjectivity in reviews of their
written work. tn_ the midst of aeries of small group sessions in-
volving_preWriting, one class spontaneously stopped working with
Rosinski's Peing There and felt t4,, need to discuss why the college
was filled 'with cheating and why no one, ever cheated in the 'com-
position lab. They decided that first of all they did not need Up ,

cheat Second, everyone knew each other's style to such an extent
that students felt it would not be possible. The discussion ended
/ vitte
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with Kosinski and the kind .of learning which takes plate when
nobody listens.

The discussion of prewriting still contained tensions about writ-
hag difficulties. One student who had' written two iiinited, work-
able thesis statements asked ;kir help. "His, prtblem was that he
found the'workable plans boring and too easy. He had totes about
another idea 'which he could not resolve. That was the idea which
he wanted to work with. Another student said: "All I see is so
interrelated that if I discuss one idea, I want to talk about all the
ofhers.". If an idea does' not interest students or if it seems too
pat, they do not pursue it. Giving writers options, therefore, offers
diversity and necessitates that the student resolve this diversity
through choice. '

In this way experiments,in individualizing the teaching of writ-

., ing cause us to redefine the experimental process and the lEuxuage
with which we discuss it. 'An experiment of this scale, involving
as it 'does large expanses oLtime, oxperience, and growth, stresses
the critical dialogue between the student and the group with whom
that student chooses to study. The student experiences multiple
roles and bas the option to ,cOntrol and to experiment with his or
her own writing process. The student controls the direction of the
experiment rather than being controlled for the sake of the experi-
rnent. The stress is upon 'defining and doing.' One student eval-

uated the course in the following-way:

When I started this class a million years ago, I,thought
the purpose of .education was to remember answers, Now I
have'so many que0ions that sometimes I am frustrated tha
I can't answer them because there are so many and beca

A, some tinswers are more questions. It has made my life
estiug. Thank yOu.

,
IVia n y'pro- tessiontils4itside the college who did not observe our

laboratory in person Voiced:Abe question: "After three years of
'collaborating t4 establiih alith', to design a course, and to write
a monograph, how can,you Still stand each other?" We managed
to do this because ourinociel with a built:in brainstorming session,
a portable seminar,. an ongoing dialogue, and a .think-tank. We
were able to encourage,x teach, and criticize one another. Our stu-
dents, who were themselves learning about grotip s,. *ere aware
of our small group of -two, and- often when we were exchanging'
-dat4 in places where students were, we accumulated` student mem-
bers. A class assembled while w,e.were discussing an early draft

,- of this book. As we diSbanded to start teachint, one student asked
if the movie rights would be for sale. Another said, "No, make it

a
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an epic poem." Still another, " the beginning God created Adam,
Eve, arAol the Tree of the Writt n Word. He looked when He was*
finished and saw that it was fragmentary, danglng, and misplaced."
So one of us said: ``You have five minutes to make notes defining'
this lab." We used those notes in class as a ve icle into Notes
from the Underground among other topics. Tits we and the stu-

n ' dents continue to grow and to design approache to writing.
`1/4"\
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